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LONG-TERM NEEDS OF THE ELDERLY: A FEDERAL-
STATE-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP

TUESDAY, JULY 10, 1984

U.S. SENATE,
SPECIAL CO3.11vIITTEE ON AGING,

Seattle, WA.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, 9 :30 a.m., in the South

Auditorium, Federal Office Building, Seattle, WA, Hon. Daniel J.
Evans presiding.

Present : Senator Evans.
Also present : Lisa Marchese, legislative assistant to Senator Evans.

OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR DANIEL J. EVANS, PRESIDING

Senator EVANS. The hearing will please come to order.
Good morning to all of you, and welcome to this official hearing of

the Senate Special Committee on Aging. If there is one thing we all
share in common as people, it is just that : aging. Inexorably with each
passing day, we are all aging. How we age, under what circumstances,
and how well, only the future will tell. But there are many things we
can do as individuals cooperatively and through government to help
ease, that passage.

Today, we are here to examine the existing partnership between the
Federal and State governments as well as the private sector for the
provision of long-term care to the Nation's elderly, an issue which has
become one of the most pressing public policy questions facing the
Nation in the coming decade.

The importance of developing an effective and comprehensive long-
term care policy nationally cannot be overstated, The future demand
for long-term care services throughout the Nation will be much greater
than it is today,

'In the Bureau of Census latest projections, 21.7 percent of the popu-
lation will be over age 65 by the year 2050, a substantial increase, vir-
tually a doubling of the current 11.4 percent.

I might say in passing that two facts seem to jump out from those
statistics. First. I suspect with increasing health and activity., and
ability, fewer and fewer people will want to retire at age 65, but will
be effectively working and involved in the community for many, ninny
years beyond that, Although the increase is dramatic by the year 2050,
we do have something of a breathing spell for the next decade or
more. The people reaching age 65 during the next decade will be
those who were born in the 1920's. And the number of people horn dur-
ing those years gradually declined until the mid-1930's. And it was
only toward the latter part of the 1930's that the birth rates began to

(1)
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climb, the number of children born began to soar, and of course we
are all familiar with the war-baby boom of the immediate post-World
War II era.

So, by the turn of the century we are going to see the beginnings
of that acceleration in the numbers reaching retirement age. And of

icourse it will be in full swing and in fact will have reached its peak
by the year 2050. That breathing spell is really nothing more thantime for us to plan, for us to try to prepare for what we know
statistically and demographically' is coining. And how we deal with it
depends pretty much on our willingness to look ahead and to plan.

Of particular importance with respect to that long-term care is
the percentage of our total population who are 85 years and older.
Today, it is 1 percent. By the year 2050, it will be over 5 percent, a
fivefold increase in the number of people over age 85.

In light of the strong correlation '...tween age, degree of disability,
and utilization of long-term can this greying of our population
signifies a substantial increase in flu. demand for services. Washington
State today has the fastest growing elderly population in the country.
And many of you may have seen those statistics in the paper just a few
weeks ago. I am not quite sure why, but we are apparently an attrac-
tive place for people to move or to stay, or perhaps we are just
healthier than most. Senior citizens G5 and over account for nearly 14
percent of this State's population. In the Seattle-King County area
alone, older Americans represent over 15 percent of the population.

In general, long-term care has become. a common phrase which
refers to a full spectrum of services needed by older Americans to help
them cope with chronic illness and physical disability. Services which
may be needed depend on the degree of disability and range from
hospital and nursing home care to intermittent community services
such as coursing, home health aides, homemaker visits in the home,
home-delivered and congregate meals, transportation, and many other
social supports.

Although long-term care services are available through such public
agencies as hospitals, senior centers, nursing homes. and home health
agencies, the bulk of long-term care is provided by the family and
friends of those who are in need of as stance. Tn fact. one significant
statistic was brought to the attention of the Special Committee on
Aging in a recent public hearing. Nationwide, approximately 70 to SO
perc. nt of all support provided for the elderly is given byfannly and
friends That means in essence that government is providing 2 30
percent of the needed support to care for older Americans.

T believe this statistic has a few rather general implications for future
reforms in Federal health and long-term planning. And perhaps we

fromwill elicit sonic additional ideas fro the hearing this morning. Most
senior citizens, having the choice, prefer living and being cared for
in the home, as opposed to traditional institutional settings. Yet medi-
care and medicaid are inherently biased toward an institutional care
delivery system.

Tt has also been the practice to institutionalize disabled and impaired
elderly in those parts of the country where nonmedical, community-
based support services do not exist. Not only does this phenomenon
place an additional financial drain on medicaid cots for pursing
home services, but it has the effect of institutionalizing individuals

7
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who, with access to certain nonmedical services, would be capable of
living independent ly.

The cost of nursing borne services for the elderly is the single fastest
growing component of total national health expenditures. In 1982,
nursing home care cost the Federal Government nearly $27 billion.
Total institutional long-term care expenditures under medicaid reached
.13 billion in 19S2, representing an annual growth rate of 16 percent
since 1977. If Federal policy is to move beyond the traditional medical
model, institutional approach to it more open and community -based
system, emphasizing the independence of the individual, then Federal
policy must provide States, localities, and the private sector with suf-
liewnt invent ives to do so. This, in turn, raises another area of concern
for the development of future health and long-term care policy. We
need to formulate a consensus and consolidate a more effective partner-
ship between both the public and private sectors to meet the long-term
care of older Americans.

Currently, there is no agreement on what the appropriate roles and
responsibilities should be for the Federal, State, and local levels of
government, as well as the private sector. Each has a different idea
of who is responsible for what.

Formulating a strong intergovernmental relationship must start
with an extensive review of existing Federal policy. Since I have been
a member of this Special Committee on Aging, I have participated
in various oversight and investigatory deliberations on major medical
programs for older Americans. The Fedei al policy which shapes these
programs often emanates from two ill-conceived premises.

First, we tend to regard the elderdly as a homogeneous group. We
assume that they have the same needs and desires, failing to recognize
the diversity within this segment of our population.

Second, we always assume the inevitability of old age. We expect
everyone over 60 to become a burden on society. I must say in passing
that President Reagan would not agree with that, and many others
would not as well. We fail to recognize the valuable contributions
older Americans can make to the rest of society. Although at the d -

eral level we are exploring various long-term care policy alterna ,es,
we must build future reforms on a solid foundation, one which recog-
nizes these apparent flaws in Federal policy planning.

In the Northwest, we have some significant examples of the main
initiatives tinder consideration at the Federal level which we hope to
examine closely during today's hearing.

We will begin with a review of Washington State's policy initiatives
in the area of long-term care. The Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1981
granted States broad flexibility in developing alternative long-term
care delivery systems under medicaid. In January 1983, the Washing-
ton State Department of Social and Health Services was granted a
home, and community-based medicaid waiver from the Department of
Health and Ihnnan Services. The State has developed and begun im-
plement at ion of the Community Options Program-Entry System.
COPES offers services ranging from congregate care, adult family
home care, and personal care.

Our second panel is composed of health-rare professionals who will
discuss the existing as well as alternative. delivery systems for long-
term care. And our third and final panel will present testimony from a
consumer-oriented perspective.
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In addition to the scheduled witnesses, we hope to have enough time
at. the end to take short. additional testimony on the subject from mem-bers of the audience, I f there is not enough time for everyone to be
heard, the committee will take written comments, and they will be partof the record and be very important additions to us as we deal with
this important issue.

There are special forms, in,identally, in the hack of the room that
may he used by those t hat would like to submit written comments. If
you do not, have it chance to make a statement (luring the course of
the hearing, you may mail your comments to my ofiice or hand themin today.

Welcome, and I am delighted to see so many herr today. It is obvious
that your interest coincides with the importance of this issue.

I would like to introduce first Lisa Marchese of my staff who is in
charge of one human services and a wide variety of elements, She is a.
busy staff person, very able, and will work with anyone here who
would like to submit. additional testimony and work with von and with
me on developing initiatives and programs that may be of value to us.Let us start now with testimony. We welcome Bruce Ferguson, as-
sistant secretary of the Washington Department of Social and Health
Services.

Bruce, proceed.

STATEMENT OF BRUCE FERGUSON, OLYMPIA, WA, ASSISTANT SEC-
RETARY, COMMUNITY SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND
HEALTH SERVICES, STATE OF WASHINGTON

Mr. Fima:so.s. Washington State, like most other States, does not
have a long-term care program per se. Rather, what we have is an array
of services that have grown up und.2 individual programs which com-
bined provide for the long-term care of the elderly and disabled. These
services include those that are provided directly by departmental case-
workers as well as those that are purchased through departmental pro-
grams from private and public providers, as well as a vast array of
services that are provided and purchased under the auspices of the
area agencies on aging. And we hope of course that all of these together
complement. the care that is provided by family and friends, which,
as Senator Evans mentioned, is the preponderance of care that is pro-
vided to persons in need of long-term care.

Within Washington State, although we are a relatively healthy
population, there is still about 15 percent of the older population that
needs some form of assistance in personal care and mobility. And this
group, age 75 and older, represent the fastest growing segment of our
population.

In addition, the advances in medical technology have provided some
urn mat ie increases in the number of disabled people that are requiring
long-term earl' services. So, with the increase in the dif:abled popula-
tion as well as the rapid increase in the over-75 population, the demand
for long-term care services is escalating at a fairly rapid pace. We feel
strongly that I his provides government at all levels with a tremendous
ehalleng;0 in terms of planning for the delivery of services to these
populations. It is an opportunity, T think, in that we have an oppor-
tunity to plan rather than to react. So often we are in a position of
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continuum of services, there is nothing that is going to guarantee trot
people are appropriately placed within that continuum and properly
moved through the continuum of services,

It is important that we develop those types of services like ease man-
agement services that ensure that people are appropriately placed in
t he system and moved, when appropriate, from one segment to another
segment of that continuum of care.

In recognition of these policies, the department has taken sonic very
specific steps. Examples of these are the following:

First of all, we have adopted a revised nursing home bed projec-
tion methodology which calls for a reduction in the ratio of beds to
population over the next several years. This policy has been incorpo-
rated into our certificate of need program and will he used by health
planning bodies at both the local aml the State level in the review of
applications for replacement of and increased numbers of nursing
home beds. So, we are taking steps to reduce the ratio of beds per 1,000
in the nursing home program.

Second, we have developed comprehensive case management stand-
ards to be used not only by the department, but also by the area agen-
cies in the provision of ease management services.

We have also developed a working agreement with the area agencies
to malw the best use of our combined casework stalls in the provision
of case management services to both institutionalized populations as
well as those long-term care clients residing in the community.

Another example is that we in this State
diverting

prescreen all medicaid
nursing home applicants and are at present diverting about 2(1 percent
of these applicants to alternative community care.

As Senator Evans mentioned, we do operate the COPES program,
which is under the auspices of the Omnibus Reconciliation Act of
1981 and allows us to enjoy Federal matching in the provision of home-
based services to persons who otherwise would be residing in nursing
homes.

Basically, what we do is we screen clients wbo are on their way into
a nursing home setting and attempt to establish a support system in
their own home or, if not possible, then in a congregate care facility
or an adult family home to maintain them in the community. Attd,
provided that the cost of this care is at or below 90 percent of the cost
of nursing home placement, we are able to enjoy Federal matching
in the provision of those community-based services.

At the present time we have about 800 people enrolled in the COPES
program, and this is far beyond our expectations at this point in time.
So, we n re very pleased with the progress of this program.

However, the COPES program has also provided us with a test
kitchen for the attempt to combine what we consider to be a rational
long-term care policy with sonic of the base eligibility requirements
of the Medicaid Program. We have become painfully aware of sonic of
the incongruities between a progressive long-term care policy and the
institutional biases of the Medicaid Program. A couple of examples
of this incongruity. First of all, the si.:ino resource limitation, while
it might be tolerable for a person who is a permanent resident of a
nursing home, it is very onerous for a pe-:son who is maintaining their
own dwelling:. For a person living in the community, a $1,500 resource
limitation can become prohibitive.
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Another good example is the spend-down requirement in the Medic-
aid program where persons are required to spend all of their excess
income and resources prior to becoming eligible for medicaid services.
This creates several problems.

The first problem is that it is very difficult to manage. The process
of identifying those expenditures that relate to the spend-down and
keeping adequate records in order to establish eligibility can become
very complex.

Second of all, it can lead to an off-again, on-again relationship with
medical providers in that the providers become concerned about the
part icular source of coverage for care in any particular time. So, the
spend-down requirement becomes a barrier to community placement
in the long-term care program.

Rased On our experience, we would make three basic recommenda-
tions for consideration by the committee. The first would be that con-
sideration be given to developing a national perspective of long-term
care. We think it is important that a common context be developed,
that we have commonly shared services, objectives, and priorities so
that, we van make the best available use of those resources that are
available. The system is going to command an enormous amount of
funding regardless. And I think in order to foster confidence in the
governments that are going to be expending these resources, it is im-
portant that we establish sonic common foundation in terms of what
services are, what service priorities are, and what our objectives are.

Second, we thing it is important that consideration be given to
developing organized funding and eligibility criteria. Not only are
these myriad of programs with different funding sources and different
eligibility criteria complex and difficult to unravel, they are also coun-
terproductive because, as has been mentioned several times, there is
tremendous institutional bias in the Medicaid Program which is not
consonant with our porspective in terms of the direction that long-
term care should be g(.iog.

I think it is important that we rationalize these funding and
eligibility criteria such that they complement our service objectives in
the area of long-term care.

In the short run, in order to make the max in productive use out
of the waiver program, such as COPES, we keel consideration ought
to be given to establishing a more flexible eligibility criteria under the
Medicaid Program; in other words, providing the opportunity for
waiving some of the eligibility elements that I have referred to
earlier so that we ,.a m in reverse sonic of those biases that make it diffi-
cult to run the program as well as it could possibly be run.

With that, I would like to close and again thank you for the op-
portunity to provide you with this overview.

Senator EVANS. Thank you very much, Mr. Ferguson. T have several
questions. Throughout your testimony, you talk about the eligibility
criteria and sonic of the difficulties which flow from that. Would you
suggest that we move toward a system that does not distinguish be-
tween medicare and medicaid, a system for all citizens over 65 that is
uniform?

Mr. Fruorsox. T do not think that I was referringor i had not
really thought about not distinguishing between medicaid and medi-
care. I think what I was trying to refer to more was if we are inter-
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ested in promoting a long-term care system that emplosizes the COM-munity-based side of the program, that we ought to align our eligi-bility criteria for programs such that. there is no bias forcing a personinto a nursing home situation when they could be maintained in thecommunity.
And at present, under the Medicaid Programfor example, tinderthe COPES waiversthe same eligibility criteria applies, the limited

amount of resources that are allowed apply both to the community aswell as to the residential setting. And of course a $1,500 resource limit
can become very onerous for a person residing in their own home, who
has to face unforeseen requirements from time to time. So, I think weneed to align our eligibility criteria to complement the bias that wewould like to see in the system. Whether that would ultimately leadto a single pros am for those over 65 is a separate issue that I have not
considered.

Senator EvA Ns. Are there other biases regulations, or elements of
statute beyond the ones of resources that also bias against some of these,
community programs?

Mr. lernousoN. Another one that I made mention of was the spend-
down requirement.

Senator EVANS. Yes, I understand that. But are there others besides
those that you have mentioned this morning?

Mr. FEnorsoN. Yes, there are. We could probably go down and tick
of a substantial list of requirements in the Medicaid Program that do
make a lot of sense in terms of placing people in a community. I would
be happy to do that.

Senator EvA Ns, That would be very helpful to the committee, if you
mold provide that to its. It seems to me that is something we van get at.
And to the degree that we are aware of those elements which prevent,
extensive use of appropriate community care, we should address them.
If you could identify for us these shortcomings in terms of those which
are regulatory problems and those which are statutory problems. That
would be very helpful to the committee.

Mr. FEROUSON. T would he happy to. I would mention that I think
it is kind of superficial to talk about simply removing eligibility re-
quirements without at the same time talking about what type of con-
trols we are going to use to control the costs of the program because
there is a tremendous amount of latent demand for these services. I
think being realistic about the funding that might he available makes
it incumbent upon us to talk about how we are going to control access
into the programs. And this is a very important element of the COPES
program; the prescreening of clients to identify those that unquestion-
ably are going to end up in a nursing home at public expense. And I
think that if we try to modify the eligibility criteria to promote com-
Illonit v-based care, at the same time we need to keep our eye on the re-
quirement of properly screening clients to ensure, that we do not Fist
create an explosion in the demand for publicly funded services.

Senator EvANs, When you say, "Unqinistionably going to end up
in nursing home care," T curious about how you are determining
that now, Ts it someone who is Nein.; nursing home care immediately
or sortie time in the next year? How much leadtime are you looking at ?

Mr. Fr.nralsoN. Tuimediately.

13'
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Senator EvANs. Immediately.
Me. natuusoN. These are people that have been referred to the

department. for placement in the nursing home setting.
Senator EvANs. I see. So, it is diversion from immediate placement.
Mr. FlinnusoN. They are screened by our nursing staff and deter-

mined to be definitely eligible for nursing home placement.

of
Ev.t1;s. Under the COPES program there are a variety

of services available, I understand. To what dc,gree does this lifter
from the Chore Service operation, which has been in existence for
a good many years?

Mr. IfEnausoN. Chore Service is really the foundation of the
COPES program, because, the majority of the people that are served
under the COPES program are served in their own homes. One of
the most fundamental service for clients residing in their own home
is the Chore Service program along with home health care.

Senator EVANS. Do you have any difficulty in getting people to
provide chore and other types of services, especia117 if this program
is to continue to expand?

Mr. FFRousoN. Our Chore Service Program is really divided into
two segments. One is the contracted program where we contract with
organizations like Upjohn who in turn find Chore Service workers
to provide the care, The other side of the program is the individual
provider program where the Chore Service recipient themselves iden-
tifies and hires a Chore Service worker, To date, we have not expe-
rienced any significant difficulty on a statewide basis in terms of
finding Chore Service workers. And we have had what I consider to
be very good success in terms of maintaining the quality of the Chore
Service workers under the contracted program.

Senator EvANs. T remember 10 or 12 years ago when we developed
the program for local service here in the State, a program which
encouraged young people to provide a year of voluntary service in
a variety of ways. We, in essence, set up a trading post between young
people who were offering volunteer servie?although volunteer, it
was a paid serviceand those agencies and organizations which
needed help of a variety of kinds. And through a voucher system,
we were able to get people together. Would that provide a significant
source or could it proviio a significant. source. for the kind of work
that need to lw done to limp people independent? In other words,
could young people-17 to 20provide a good many of those services
under a N'olunteer program?

Mr. Fe enrsoN. We do have a volunteer Chore Service Program in
this State. The legislature set aside a certain portion of the Senior
Cit izens Services Act funding speeifically for a volunteer Chore Pro-
grams. And this is provided largely through Catholic Community
Si rviees in this State. The program T think has been successful. It Is
important to point out the differences between the volunteer program
and the basic Chore Program. We. over the last 3 years, ns a result of
cutbacks in State funding and Federal funding, have had to go
throng: a series of restrictions in the Chore Service Program. So, a
lot Of the services that ,,vere provided originally under the Chore Pro-
gram are no longer available, So. the care that is provided and the

14
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people that are eared for under tlw Chore Service Program, it is much
closer to home I wait Il ea to than it earlier was.

I am sure that there are young people that would be competent and
interested in providing this kind of care. But it is not the friendly
visiting type service that earlier may have characterized the program.
So, it is fairly significant care that is provided under the Chore Service
Program.

As far as using vouchers, that still plate~ the recipient in the posti-
lion of identifying and dealing with the provider of care. And I think
the contracted program has been very, very suecessful in terms of tak-
ing the recipient of care out of that difficult position of arranging for
the care.

However, under the idea of a volunteer program, something to com-
plement the voluntary program that we have in place, I think it would
be a good idea.

Senator EvAxs. I was not suggesting that the recipients have to go
through the voucher program, but that an agency or group, providing
for the recipient, work on a voucher system with the young volunteer.

Mr. FERGUSON. As I said, our volunteer program provides care at
roughly $3.15 an hour. Those are fundamentally administrative costs
as compared with over $5 an hour for the paid program. So, there are
some economies that can be experienced. And I think anything to pro-
mote the voluntary sector or the informal care system is a. step in the
right direction.

Senator EVANS. ITave you analyzed the potential expansion of
COPES to determine whether it has potential long-term economic as
well as health benefits if it. were to be extended beyond just those. who
are immediately facing reference to a nursing home to those who are
struggling but not quite at that point?

In other words, if we were to provide some home assistance earlier,
could that result in people being independent for a.substatnially longer
period of time?

FEnotTsoN. I think the answer to your question is yes. In terms
of the economics, I think it becomes a question of a point of reference.
There is no question that Government at all levels faces budget, prob-
lems in terms of financing the increased costs of the long-term care
system. And broadening the program undoubtedly is going to increase
the amount of the latent demand or increase the access of the latent
demand to the system, and costs are going to increase. Tn the long
term, whether that provides us with a reduction in costs by avoiding
more extensive (ire again depends 111)011 your Point of reference. With
a limited number of nursing home beds available, a limited number of
acute care beds available, to some degree we can ignore those costs
because of the limitations of brick and mortar. Tiut in a broader frame
of reference, I do not think there is any question that preventive care
can he successful in staving off the need for more acute care.

Senator EVANS. When you say you can ignore such cost because of
the lack of bricks and mortar, I guess that is speaking on the economic
side. Tt does not speak as well to the health side

Mr, FERGUSON. Not at all.
Senator EVANS [-continuing.). Or the needs of people-
Mr. Fraorsom. Not at all.

1L
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.411001' EVANS (continuing]. Which we really have to try to get at.
FEituusoN, That is quite correct.

Senator EvANS. voit very much for your testimony. We
would appreciate having those a(lditiona I elements because I think
the information will point out one thing we can do, and can do fairly
promptly work toward reduction of those statutory and regulatory
barriers that keep us from doing a responsible job.

Mr. FEROVSON. I would be happy to supply that.
Senator EVANS. Thank you.
Mr. FERGUSON. Thank you.
Subsequent to the hearing, the following letter was received from

Mr. Ferguson :]
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tie Ate OF VAN-11,4C TON

DEPARTMENT OF 'SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
( nyw ILhNrgtom

July 24, 1984

The Honorable Daniel J. Evans
United States Senator
SH-702 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Evans:

At the Senate Special Committee on Aging hearings in Seattle you asked me to
provide specific Medicaid regulations that have an institutional care bias
and, therefore, affect the care provided to recipients under the Home and
Community-Based Care Waiver Program. I have identified two primary regula-
tions which I feel should be changed so that care in the home can be
comparable to care in an institution.

1. 42 CFR 435.232 - Individuals Receiving Home and Community-Based
Services Who Are Eligible Under A Special Income Level.

These income rules tie into the SSI resource level of $1600 for a
single person. Most COPES clients are elderly persons with limited
resources. They often have had to spend down or transfer their
resources to become eligible for services. In a nursing home, a
$1500 resource limit may be reasonable since the institution is
responsible for the client's total needs. However, in the client's
own home, he or she must pay for repairs, lawn and home maintenance
and losses from accident or theft. These repairs could often exceed
$1500. The cost of maintaining a home and living in the community
can be persuasive in the client's choice of nursing home care over
care in the home.

2. 42 CFR 435.726 - Post-Eligibility Treatment of Income and Resources
of Individuals Receiving Rome and Community-Based Services Furnished
Under a Waiver. Application of Patient income to the Cost of Care.

A recipient of home and community-based care services should partici-
pate in the cost of his or her care. The application of all excess
income over the medically needy income level, however, is more than
most clients can afford and still maintain the minimum standard
of living. The medically needy income level for one person in
Washington State is $353 per month. Anything over this amount is
contributed to the cost of care. The typical COPES recipient is a
woman over 70 years of age living alone. She has to pay for many of
the same services and utilities which we do. Sometimes she rents.
She may have to pay for a special diet or other "conveniences" such
as a wheelchair accessible apartment. More money should be available

17
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The Honorable Daniel J. Evans
July 24, 1984
Page Two

for home and community-based care clients to pay bills and other
daily living expenses which are routinely covered in the nursing

home.

In addition to these rules, there are two rules that restrict program

administration.

42 CFR 441.302 - State Assgrances.

Paragraph (a) - This rule assumes that the providers of waivered services
are established businesses, the same as nursing homes or home health agencies.

While the department does have licensing standard: ! r sine services such as
adult family homes, most clients receive personal care in their own home and
the majority of the personal care providers are individuals - independent

contractors. These providers form an informal network of assistance for the

client. In these cases, the accountability for quality care and provided
services should be shifted from the personal care provider to the case

manager.

Paragraph (d) - The department agrees that client choice of services is

important. However, it is equally important that public cost be considered
in developing a plan of care; and whenever a client requests nursing home
care over community care, even though community care is determined to be

cheaper, the state should be allowed to provide the services which are most

cost effective.

Thank you for the opportunity to communicate these concerns directly to

you. Overall, the department has been very satisfied with its Home and

Community-Based Care Waiver. I feel that these small changes to the

Medicaid regulations would make the program even more valuable to our

clients.

Sincerely,

't(«t - (1 kteq,
BRUCE FERGUSON'
Assistant Secretary
Community Services

eiE.SI COPY
Av A1LABLE.
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Senator Evaxs, T would like to call up the next panel.
Would Anne Katterhagen,mgen, executive director of the Tacoma Hospice

and Home Health Agency ; Karen Wintringham, assistant to the sen-
ior vice president, Group Health Cooperative of Puget Sound; Daniel
Wagster, senior vice, president and regional manager of Kaiser-Per-
numente of Portland, OR ; and John Haugan, president, the John Ten-
ten Group, Full-Program Retirement Residences, please come for-
ward.

This panel is a panel of professionals in the field and can tell us of a
variety of alternatives in health care.

I would ask that each witness go through their oral testimony before
we get. to questions. Mrs. Katterhagen is the executive director of the
Tacoma Hospice and Home Health Agency. She has served on the
Governor's Task Force for Health. Planning and is currently a mem-
ber of the Governor's Task Force for Health Care Cost Containment.
She is on the hoard of directors of the National Association of Home
('arc and the Home Care Association of 'Washington and the Pierce
County Health Council. As an administrator involved daily with Fed-
eral, State, and local jurisdictions concerning the provision of long-
term healt h care, we look forward to your testimony and to the assist-
ance you can give the committee.

STATEMENT OF ANNE KIRCHNER KATTERHAGEN, TACOMA, WA,
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, HOSPICE OF TACOMA

Mrs. KATrERTIAGEN. Thank you, Senator Evans. I am the founder
and executive director of Hospice of Tacoma, a health care organiza-
tion providing hospice services, home health services, and adult day
health care to elderly citizens of Pierce County and South King Coun-
ty. I will be speaking from the frustrations of providing community-
based services within Pierce County.

First, I would like to thank you this morning for ir.viting me to
testify here today, and especially for holding this hearing. The three
programs I administer utilize a multitude of funding, sources in order
to provide services to the elderly, including title XVIII, medicare,
title XIX, medicaid, title XX, Institute on Aging, many private
insurances, United Way funding, revenue sharing moneys, and block
grants.

In 1982, we provided services to over 900 citizens of Pierce County.
The difficulties in providing service to the elderly are many. They
appear to arise from two areas.

First, the fact that each entitlement. is separate, has its own bu-
reaucratic system to administer it, therefore encouraging the separate-
ness of the services,

Second, within the medicare system there is a tightening of service
guidelines to where services that were allowed a year ago are today
being denied. This tightening 4.:czc5titpr4 without going through
the. process of regulatory chi-five; ;

I will confine my testimony to these two areas.
The Health Care Financing Administration (IICFA) contracts

with fiscal intermediaries such as Blue Cross or Aetna, to administer
the Medicare Program within a region or a State. These intermedi-
aries interpret the medicare regulations for providers frequently on
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a retroactive basis. These interpretations in the home health area are
inconsistent across the country, eventing situations where a service
may be allowed in one State and denied in another. As these increas-
ingly restrictive interpretations of the medicare system continue, soon
the elderly will be ineligible for treatment because their diseases will
be defined as chronic or, too acute for home care, but not acute enough
for inpatient care in a hospital.

Chronic care is not allowed in the medicare system. Yet because
of technology, more and more diseases are chronie. For instance,
individuals with Alzheimer's disease--a disease that can be stable,
chronic. or can progress rapidly downhill to deathis frequently
denied service under medicare and title. XX. 'The only system avail-
able today for the provision of chronic care happens to be medicaid.
However, a family must exhaust all of their resources in order to
obtain this benefit.

I would like to give you an example currently occurring today in
Pierce County of the problem with interpretation by an intermediary
in the area that I have spoken of, Our organization is currently pro-
viding service to a 72-year-old gentleman who had been healthy all of
his life until a gent ago when he began having back pain. After see-
ing his physician, lie was hospitalized and diagnosed as having cancer
of the prostateby the way, frequently a very slow growing cancer.
This cancer of the prostate had metastasized to his backbone and en-
cased his spinal cord. The cancer was removed, and he returned to his
home although he was paralyzed from his lower back on down.

Our home health program began to provide nursing services to him
in his home, to teach the care giver how to take care of a paralyzed
person, recognizing that whether lie would walk again would be prob-
lematic. The physician felt that there was a chance that he could re-
cover nad resume his active life. After 6 months of continuous service,
such things as bowel and bladder training and the numerous other
problems of paralysis, the gentleman began to have feelings in his
lower limbs.

At this time, the physician ordered a physical therapist to visit the
patient at his home three times a week because the patient was unable
to walk and therefore homebound. The physical therapist worked with
the gentleman as ordere(1 and is continuing to work with him today.
The formerly paralyze'' :,atient is now able to walk to his kitchen
with the use of canes. However, payment for services to this gentleman
is being denied today through medicare because, in the words of the
intermediary, the gentleman is not showing progress.

A man who is diagnosed with cancer, coming home from the hos-
pital, paralyzed from his waist. down, and after treatment is able to
walk to his kitchen, is denied service in the medicare system because
he is "stable."

Constructions of benefits for the elderly appear to have been done
in complete isolation from already iv, ailable. services. We have three
separate systems of care for people over 60. They include the medicare
system, the im divaid, and the aging system, all of whom, as T said,
have separate regulations for entry and continued service provision
plus separate administrative structures. It appears that this failure to
coordinate benefits at the initation has resulted in creation of gaps in
service delivery,
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An example of the gaps in the system is demonstrated by another
story of two women, both over 80 years old, living next door to each
other m South Tacoma. One of them was hospitalized recently with a
severe bleeding peptic ulcer. After hospitalization, she was sent to a
nursing home for rehabilitative care. As an aside here, I would like to
point out that Pierce County, for whatever reason, tends to utilize
nursing home care much more than community-based care, a problem
that I would like to deal with sonic time.

After approximately 1 month of nursing home care, she was re-
t ;wiled to her home under the care of our home health agency. Skilled
nursing needs at this time are minimal in assisting her in gaining
strength and relearning her walking skills, plus monitoring her hemo-
globin and hematocrit to monitor her anemia. Since, however, her
nursing home care was not covered under medicarefor what reason,
I am not surethis particular lady lia(1 utilized all of her savings
down to $200. Since she continues to need assistance with personal care
and is in danger of re institutionalization, she became eligible for the
COPES program and was referred to it in late May, with a contract
signed at that time. It is now the 1st of July. The 01111111 Still has not
received any reimbursement from the COPES progrnm although she
111141 n housekeeper in early ,Tune, upon the recommendations of the
COPES staff that she would receive payment.

As of today, she has $76 left in the bank, and while approved for
medicaid and COPES, the admission to the system is so slow that she
has receiv-,d none of the reimbursement for such.

The new medicare hospice benefit is another example of the failure
to coordinate benefits with those of already existi,isr services. This is
demonstrated by the lack of participation in the ruedicare benefit
by existing hospice programs. The Joint. Commiss, Accreditation
of Hospitals estimated there were 1,400 hospice in in the United
States at. the enactment of the benefit in 1982. st week, there
were only 77who had elected to participate in .Medicare Hospice
Program. The reasons for lack of participation indude the inadequate
reimbursement mechanism, the inability to secure the management
control of inpatient services as required in the legislation. Even the 26
demonstration projects are reluctant to become certified under medi-
care for the hospice benefit.

This fractionation of rare caused by the creation of Inuit inhi systems
providing services to a single elderly person is extremely complex,
frightening, and confusing for the elderly to participate in, let alone
seek entry to.

For instance, the 84-year-old lady that I mentioned, still in fragile
Inedien1 health. is now eligible for medicare and medicaid home health,
Chore, and COPES, providing personnl rare in the home. Which pro-
gram is appropriate depends upon the degree of illness, or lark of
illness, of the client, something too complex for the elderly to compre-
hend.

In my view, a good system of cnre to provide services to the elderly
would involve nn intemration of the entitlement programs nt the
Federal and local level, ON consistent fair regulation of services.
Also involving the private side in developing Innovative Wa ys of
service delivery. The ideal system should have multiple entry points
located in familiar accessible locations such as Clysicians' offices or
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hospitals, with appropriate incentives to utilize community-based
services.

Utilization of a computer, for instance, to determine appropriate
services could eliminate some of the access problems and possibly
eliminate, duplication.

'1 he vertical integration of the health and social system into a single
delivery system with multiple entry points at familiar locations would
appear to close many of the gaps I have discussed today.

Thank you for giving me the opportunity to testify today. I'll be
happy to answer any questions you may ha,,e.

Senator EVANS. Thank you very much. Yo.i suggested a number of
questions, and we will get to those as soon as the panel has completed
its testimony.

Next, Karen Wintringham from Group Health Cooperative of
Puget Sound. She has been with Group Health for the last 6 years,
where her primary responsibility has been to determine and address
the effects of Federal and State reimbursement policies on the care of
elderly and the poor at the Cooperative. We look forward to hearing
about what, is going on today at Group Health and welcome your
testimony.

STATEMENT OF KAREN WINTRINGHAM, ASSISTANT TO THE SEN-
IOR VICE PRESIDENT AND CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER, GROUP
HEALTH COOPERATIVE OF PUGET SOUND, SEATTLE, WA

Ms. WimatiNoir,tm. Thank you, Senator Evans. I appreciate the
opportunity to speak on behalf of Group Health Cooperative before
this hearing of the Senate Special Committee on Aging. I am Karen
Wintringham, assistant to the senior vice president and chair of the
cooperative's steering committee on long-term care.

As you are well aware, the cooperative is a comiumer-directed health
maintenance organization, providing comprehensive health care serv-
ices to some 330,000 individuals in the Puget Sound area. The Cooper-
ative has established itself as a leader in providing comprehensive,
high quality, affordable health care to approximately 30,000 enrolled
Medicare beneficiaries. On July 1, 1966, we became one of the first medi-
care providers in the country. In October 1976, the Cooperative became
the first and only health maintenance organization to participate in
the medicare inventive reimbursement program authorized by section
1876 of the Social Security Act.,

T would add that our successful performance under the contract un-
doubtedly promoted passage, in December 1982 of true prospective risk
reimlairsement for HMO's, although regulations implementing that
provision have not yet been finalized.

Under our risk-sharing program, the cooperative consistently pro-
vides comprehensive medicare benefits for 76 to 80 percent of com-
munity reimbursement levels, From 197( through 1981 the cooperative
generated savings in excess of $17 million. Approximately $9 million
have been returned to the Social Security trust funds. The remaining
$M million have been used to reduce monthly premiums paid by our
medicare enrollees.

22
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The principles, as you pointed out earlier, of the Federal Medicare
Program reflect the incentives and the organization of the traditional
fee - for- service medical community. What the risk-sharing program
attempts to do is to adapt that fee-for-service orientation to the very
different incentives and organization of health maintenance organiza-
tions. With great effort and prolonged negotiations, some adaptations
have been made. It is our hope that with the eventual implementation
of the prospective risk program authorized by the Tax Equity an
Fiscal Responsibility Act, that HMO incentives will be incorporates
more completely and other plans will choose to participate.

Although the cost-conscious incentives of HMO's have been incor-
porated into medicare risk contracts, other Federal regulatory provi-
sions preferentially undermine the TIMO incentives. In my written
testimony I elaborate on examples covering end stage renal disease, the
exclusion of some categories of HMO patients from risk reimburse-
ment, changes of beneficiares' primary coverage from Medicare to em-
ployers' health plans, institution of DRG-based hospital reimburse-
ment, and release of proprietary information through the contracting
of reviews to fiscal intermediaries.

My testimony also outlines the findings of our steprinff committee
on long-term care as it considered how best to serve a population with
increasing use of services and chronicity of illness. We will continue
our efforts; to respond to these needs through a private-sector consumer
partnership. However. it is clear to us that Federal and State legisla-
tive reform must he acid .; to that partnership. T would like to suggest
several components .11, from our perspective. would encourage a
more efficient and effective system.

First, medicare, medicaid, and other public funds supporting care
of seniors must he integrated under a coordinated set of rules.

Second, HMO's and other forms of managed health care systems
cannot assume all the 14.41c inherent in care for chronically ill patients.
Other providers must he encouraged to develop more effilient models
of care for senior populations.

Third, incentives to encourage efficiencies in the fee-for-service com-
munity should not undermine the HMO's incentives.

Fourth, providers should have maximum flexibility to determine
creative, effective new ways to provide services:

Fifth, the concept of a medicare part C should he reconsidered. Only
with the addition of social and support services can more chronically
ill beneficiaries maintain independent life styles and avoid the costly
alternative, of institutionalization.

And finally, we must recognize that even with new incentives and
efficiencies, the demographic trends mean that expenditures will in-
crease. We believe, however. that with our suggested changes in Fed-
eral policy, the rate of increase will be moderated and the quality of
those expenditures will he enhanced.

Group Health Cooperative's leadership will continue as it adapts
to meet the changin needs of an aging population. TIOW0VM Federal
and State policy initiativesiatives must recognize and nurture the unique in-
iTlItIVPS of HMO's and other rational models of care. Together we. can
encourage independent life styles. maintain the dignity of our seniors,
sups ort. the invahmble aid of their friends and families, and promote
high-quality, fiscally responsibl, systems of care.

2,3
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Thank you very much.
Senator EVANS. Thank you. Your prepared statement will be in-

corporated into the record.
[The prepare,, statement of Ms. Wintringham follows :]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF KAREN WINTRINGHAM

Senator Evans, I appreciate the opportunity to speak before this hearing of the
Senate Special Committee on Aging.

I wish to speak on behalf of Group Health Cooperative of Puget Sound, as
as-iistant to the senior vice president and chair of the Cooperative's Steering
Committee on Long-Term Care, My comments will focus on the Cooperative's
truly remarkable history and leadership efforts to provide comprehensive, high
quality, affordable health care to a senior population. The Cooperative's more
recent initiative to reevaluate our programs in the light of the unprecedented
growth and aging of our society forecast for the next 20 years provides additional
findings of interest. Finally, 1 will suggest potential legislative initiatives which
may help insure the success of any Yederal- State -j rivate partnership to promote
healthy independent lives for our elders while a' curing fiscal responsibility in
the associated governmental programs.

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

On July 1, 1006, Group Health Cooperative became one of the first medicare
providers in the country. At that time, it seemed appiopriate that we try to reduce
out-of-pocket premiums for our elder enrollees by incorporating their medicare
entitlement. However, the Cooperative quickly recognized that the voluminous
statutory and regulatory language governing the medicare program was not writ-ten to reflect the efficiencies inherent in health maintenance organizations[ IINIO'st, Rather, the program incorporates a fee-for-service medical model with
care delivered in unrelated, independent hospitals, nursing homes, physicians'
offices, and home health agencies by unrelated, independent practitioners.For many years, the Cooperative negotiated with the Social Security Admin-istration to try to achieve some adaptation of medicare rules to reflect the incen-
tives inherent in an IIMO. Filially, in October of 1976, the Cooperative became the
first risk basis medicare program in the Nation. One might imagine the struggleof trying to implement a special program for some 13,000 medicare beneficiaries
in Seattle while the Social Security Administration administered a uniform pro-gram for millions of beneficiaries nationwide, The years of explaining what anHMO is, how it works, why its enrollees should follow a different set of rules
continue. However, the Cooperative succeeded in providing compretensive healthcare to all enrolled population of medicare beneficiaries, The plan consistentlyprovides care at 76 to 80 percent of medicare reimbursement levels in the com-munity. indeed, our success contributed to the passage in December of 1082 of
revisions to the section 1876 authority, enhancing the concept of medicare incen-
tive reimbursement for IINIO's and competitive medical plans [CMPj. We would
certainly encourage every effort to hasten the delayed implementation of that
program Its a means of encouraging managed systems of health care to expandtheir cost effective incentives to encompass senior populations,

RISK BASIS REIMBURSEMENT 1972-82

Risk basis medicare reimbursement incorporates four primary elements:
(1) Risk.The HMO commits itself to cost less than the fee-for-service com-

munity. The medicare program will not pay for any costs in excess of the com-
munity level of reimbursement, defined as the adjusted average per capita cost(AAPCCI.

(2) Incentive.If the IIMO is able to provide medicare benefits at a cost belowthat of the community, it shares with the Federal Government the "savings"generated (to a maximum of 10 percent of community costs).
( 3) Lock-in.As in the traditional IIMO model, medicare benefleiarles enrolledwider a risk contract must use the facilities and practitioners. Medicare

will not cover any came provided outside the IIMO unless referred by the plan orunless it qualifies as urgent or emergent care.
(1) open enrollment. For at least 30 consecutive days each year the planmust enroll all applicants on a first-come, first-served basis,
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As one measure of success, table 1 documents the Cooperative's cost perform-
ance relative to the community.'

TABLE. 1.GIIC adjusted medicare costs as a percent of community reimburse-
ment levels [AAPCC]

Year: Percentage
act. 1, 1976, to Dec. 31, 1977_ 67
lc es '84
1)/79 89
11%0 85
1981 2 78
1982 2 79
1983 2 76

Years of a special demonstration program waiving the Lock-in provision.
Not yet final figures, subject to change.

It should be noted that from 1978-80 the Cooperative participated in a dem-
onstration authorized by section 222 of the Social Security Act. Under the
experiment, the lock-in provision was waived, allowing beneficiaries to seek care
wherever they chose. Clearly, the lock-in assures the plan and its enrollees the
financial savings generated by the HMO's closed system and control of services.

A second measure of success focuses on savings generated. Table 2 documents
incentive payments to GIIC of approximately $8 million through 1981; the Fed-
oral Government's share of savings exceeded that amount. Current estimates
Of the Cooperative's share of savings for 1982 exceeded $4 million.

TABLE 2.GHC MEDICARE SAVINGS GENERATED

Per member
Year Savings per month

Oct. 1, 1976, to Dec. 31, 1977 ;1,306,727 $6.27
1978 1,067,121 5.40
1979 955,566 4.37
1980 1,801,134 6.86
1981 3,174,000 11.26

Use of the savings under GHC's contract remain unspecified. However, the
Cooperative has elected to use these funds to reduce the financial obligations of
the plan's medicare enrollees. Monthly premium reductions have ranged from
$4 to $11 per month, as noted in table 2.

The existing model incorporatfm advantages and disadvantages which differ
for each of the participants :

(1) The Federal Government Is guaranteed cost level below that of the com-
munity but is paying more than the HMO's cos13 to encourage the plan to care for
medicare beneficiaries.

(2) The beneficiary is guaranteed a fixed monthly premium for comprehensive
health care benefits. No coinsurance or deductibles are collected, and no cata-
strophic hills exist. The plan handles all tiling of paperwork with medicare. In
addition, any cost efficiencies generated by the IIMO result in premium reduc-
tions for the beneficiary. The beneficiary. however, does waive the freedom
to seek care outside the plan. In addition. beneficiaries may have to leave estab-
lished relationships with community practitioners, although in many cases the
practitioners also have retired from practice.

(3) The B(IVIttitagPg to the IINIO are less obvious. If the plan is committed to
caring for seniors, risk reimburseemat does provide the greatest flexibility with
medicare's fee-for-service rules. In addition, savings generate are at least parti-
ally retained by plan enrollees rather than returned to the Government for use
in funding less efficient progr: ins.

From the Cooperative's perspective, the major disadvantage of our current
program Is the lack of true prospective mytnent. Retroaetive adjustments to
the AA PCC have delayed settlement of savings as much as two to three years.
This. in turn. delays the plan's ability to retort: the savings to its etnrollees in n
timely fashion. The delays also initildt the bloc's :shinty to budget prospectively,
one element essential to the success of an IMO.

Adjusted for demographic factors such as age, sex, institutional status, and disability.
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HMO PROSPECTIVE REIMBURSEMENT

One provision of the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982 author-
ized truly prospective medicare reimbursement for n broader range of managed
health care systems. The provisions, egninionly referred to as 05 percent reim-
bursement, incorporated many of the elements of the Cooperative's program. It
also attempted to address the major limitation of the prior statute by removing

practice of retrospective ndjustments to the AAPCC.
In addition to establishing prospective capitnted reimbursement, the new legis-

lation also alters the payment level, Participating pinto: are paid 95 percent of
the eommunity reimbursement level, the AAPCC, regardless of the plan'A costs.
'fable 3 depicts differences in reimbursement levels tinder the two programs. Risk
increases for less efficient plans and savings increase for more efficient plans.

TABLE 3.CALCULATION OF HMO SAVINGS SHARE UNDER ALTERNATIVE RISK MANAGEMENT

Community
reimbursement

Current GHC
savings

95 Percent
savings

Group Health Cooperative:
SE10 $100 $10 $15
$70 100 10 25
$90 100 5 5

$100 100 0 5
$110 100 10 15

Unfortinintely, fforts to draft regulations to implement the 05 percent reim-
bursement program have progressed more slowly than expected. Draft regula-
tions released Mny 25, 1084 are not anticipated to he reissued in final form prior
to September 1984. In the meantime, a matching provision in the new law
specifically encourages plans ; delay enrolling beneficiaries until the prospective
payment program begins.

comPARISoN OF TWO PROSPECTIVE PAYMENTS MODELS: THE AAPCC VERSUS DRO'B

Several mouths after the passage of TEFRA, containing the 95 percent
reimbursement program, the Social Security Act was reamended. The amend-
ments established a form of prospective medicare payment for community
hospitals adjusted for 467 different diagnoses (DRG's). As has occurred pre-
viously with alarming frequency, the provision selectively disadvantages IINIO's.
Ironically, the provision intended to incorporate sonic of the HMO's incentives
into the fee-for-service practice of medicine, not to undermine those incentives,

Under traditional medicare cost reimbursement, hospitals might generate an
infinite variety of charges. Each bill would vary by the specific treatments,
services. and supplies used on each patient. Reimbursement incentives rewarded
increased treatments, services and supplies and failed to reword efficiencies.

DRG-related prospective reinibursgment attempts to narrow payment levels
to 467 lRG's plus some adjustments for unusual circumstances. Payment for
treatment of any particular diagnosis does not reward "more." In fact, hospitals
retain any savings generated by treating a patient for a cost below the specified
1)11G.

The evolutionary pattern of prospective reimbursement, then, progresses
froin unlimited pnylnent types to 967 DRG's to the single capitated payment Of
05 percent of lbw AAPCC, The latter, the most highly developed model, includes
all services available to an enrollee rather that separately reviewing wash
component, such as the hospital hill.

The ultimate model of a single eapitated payment accomplishes two major
objectives: 11) Plans are disadvantaged by providing unnecessary Avrviee:, and
() Plans have maximum incentives to determine the most effective and 1,1w

cost site and mode of treatment, The result tends to favor enhanced use of
alternatives to institutional, particularly hospital, settings. In fact, resenreli
consistently doeinnents cost savings achieved by HMO's result from reduced
hospital fldtnissions, shorter lengths-of-stay in hospitals, and increased use of
out path cnt services.

As mentioned earlier. the attempt to !legit' applying prospective payment to
he fee-for-service community unintentionally disadvantaged HMO's, The follow-

ing briefly summarizes the effects:

2 t3
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(1) Although HMO's typically reduce hospital lengths-of-stay, HMO's pur-
chasing hospital care will he paying average DRG levels. The New Jersey DRG
experience documented substantially increases in costs paid by HMO's with no
change in services used.

(2) HMO's participating under risk reimbursement and purchasing hospital
care in the community will experience increased risk. On average, for each
hospital admission the HMO will be receiving 95 percent payments from medicare
but will lie paying the hospital 100 percent of the DRG.

(3) In the case of hospital-based HMO's, the DRG legislation applies to care
not. provided tinder 95 percent reimbursement. It appears, for example, that WIC
will have to incur the costs of instituting an entire DRG system for the few
individuals treated in GIP, hospitals but not enrolled in the risk program
This seems particularly inconsistent since the patients are treated under the same
incentives and by the same practitioners as risk enrollees. Furthermore, efforts
are being made to make hospital-based plans submit data equivalent to the fee-
for-service community ; under the incentives the data will be "unequal" and,
more importantly, irrelevant for the purposes of reimbursement.

Provisions selectively disadvantaging HMO's are likely to do so unintentionally.
Other examples include but are by no means limited to the following:

(1) Changes in reimbursement of end stage renal disease shifted medicare
from a primary to a secondary payor for the first 12 months of eligibility.
HMO's generally had to pick up 100 percent of the shift, averaging some $30,000
per beneficiary. Other insurers picked up less than 80 percent of the cost.

( 2) Changes authorized by TEFRA shifted medicare coverage from primary
to secondary for employed beneficiaries (15 to 70 years of age. Employer plans
encourage enrollment of these beneficiaries in HMO's which raise premiums for
the younger employees. In turn, younger employees then shift coverage to other
insurers. In addition, the provision may force the youngest, healthiest partici-
pants off the risk contract,

(3) Some individuals are precluded by statute from participating in the risk-
sharing progratr. They may 1w treated in our facilities by our practitioners under
the same ncentives as the risk enrollees. However, the Health Care Financing
Administration believes we need to implement an entire DRG tracking systemfor those few individuals.

With. infrequent exceptions, legislative and regulatory medicare provisions
forget the potential impact on HMO's, particularly on risk-basis HMO's. The
perverse outcomes tend most severely to affect risk basis hospital-Lased HMO'ssuch as the Cooperative's.

HMO RESPONSIBILITIES BEYOND MEDICAL CARE FOR A SENIOR POPULATION

To date. the Cooperative's involvement in care of medicare beneficiaries has
focused on meeting medical needs. The benefit packages and reimbursement
methods enhanced the medicare coverage levels. However, enrollment of a sizable
senior population, forecast demographic changes for our elder citizens, and at-
tendant high use rates inevitably suggest the need at least to consider whether
the plan's role should expand.

Seniors have participated actively throughout the development of the Coopera-
tive's risk basis program. Their participation encouraged the establishment ofthe following:

(1) Enhanced education programs for medical staff, nurses, and administra-
tive personnel on care of senior enrollees,

(2) A directory of community resources,
( 3) A routine footcare program,
(4) Special education programs for seniors, and
(5) A hospice program.
Management and medical staff initiated significant changes, focused primarily

ou kin reasing stalling levels, purchased care and several specialty services. Serv-ices and programs currently provided are listed in appendix A.
The reconsideration of GIIC's senior program begun hi 1983 has resulted inthe synthesis of voluminous information. However, fairly significant gaps in theavailable literatnre result in an incomplete deseription of the needs of an elder

population. Nonetheless, dramatic changes in the intInetnce of seniors will accom-
pany the equally dramatic demographic changes that approach.

2 Till would include private patients (mostly emergency care) and enrollees not qualifiedto participate in the risk program.
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The Cooperative's deliberations have identified eight major findings, applicable
to a wide range of health care settings :

(1) The elder population is growing as wit as aging, reflecting the size of the
cohort entering their 65th year as well as significantly increasing life expec-
t alleles.

(2) Use of services within the Cooperative is increasing on a per capita basis.
This results from increasing numb:' s of seniors, aging of the population, and
changes in patterns of use.

Ian The senior population is not homogeneous. Rather, the use rates and serv-
ices needed very dramatically within the category. Although vigor may extend
throughout life, an average individual's needs for services and chronicity of
illness increase with age. Table 4 briefly depicts the significantly higher use of
GIIC hospital care accompanying aging of a population.

TABLE 4.Relationship between age and hospital use per thousand
Age category : Daps per thousand

65 to 74
1, 42675 to 84 2, 77385+ 3, 823

(4) The costs of caring for seniors increase while traditional methods of reim-bursement are threatened. Certainly the imposition of DRG reimbursement re-flects just the beginning of Federal efforts to restrict medicare payments. Addi-
tional efforts inevitably will constrain the AAPCC and increase out-of-pocketexpenditures of seniors.

(5) Placement of seniors at the most appropriate and most cost effective siterequires access to a broader range of services than that required for a. younger
populat ion.

(6) Community social and support services consist of a vast array of inde-
pendent entities rather than a fully integrated system of care, and

(7) Financing options for social, support, and custodial services arc frog-
minted and inadequate. Frequently, families and indhiduals cannot afford these
services, particularly $2.000 to $3,000 per month for nursing home care, Further-
more, funds available from such sources as medicare and medicaid are not coor-
dinated. Invariably the choices allowed by each program's distinct set of rulesprovides less efficient, more costly approaches than could be accomplished under
an integrated program.

MR; has launched a Cooperative-wide discussion of the above findings. The
approaches established to address the greater and different needs of a senior pop-
ulation must be tailored to each individual setting. They must address very diffi-cult issues including what mix of services would be most efficient and what com-bination and use of:practitioners can best care for an elder population. We believe
all health care programs must net now to gain consensus on how best to address
the inevitable and dramatic changes that approach. And although we support the
responsibility of each private sector program to commit itself to responding tothe needs, we also recognize the inevitable responsibilities and involvement ofFederal and State governments.

PROPOSED LEGISLATIVE AND REGULATORY REFORMS

One of the major purposes of the 99th Congress will he to reduce the Federal
deficit. That process will not overlook the dramatic effect of entitlement programsboth on the deficit and the general economy. Careful consideration must be given
to proposals which instill incentives to meet commitments made by entitlement
programs In a more cost effective manner. We believe that with public sector
assistance to modify existing incentives, savings achieved by IIMO's in medical
care can be expanded to encompass more efficient long term care services. With-out careful deliberation, even current ravings and incentives may be undermined.

Although the Cooperative has not yet determined its future direction in caring
for a senior population, our experience under risk reimbursement suggests cer-tain principles critical to the success of any model. In addition to principles GIIC
must incorporate, we would suggest the following components which, from our
Perspective, would encourage it more efficient and effective system :

(1) Medicare, medicaid, and other public funds supporting care of seniors
must he integrated tinder a coordinated set of rules if cost efficient and serviceeffective care is to be achieved.

28
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(2) HMO's and other forms managed health care systems will survive only
under conditions of average risk. These plans can achieve significant savings.
However, these plans cannot assume all of the risk of caring for chronically ill
patients. Other providers must also be encouraged to develop more efficient
models of caring for senior populations.

(3) Initiatives to modify incentives among non-HMO providers should not
undermine the efficiencies already achieved by HMO's. The differential hnpact
of regulatory or legislative reform on different models of care must be recognized,

(4) Providers and organizations at risk should have maxitnum flexibility to
determine creative, cost-effective new ways to provide services,

(r) The concept included in previously drafted proposals for a part C of
medicare deserves reconsideration. Only with the addition of social and support
services can more chronically 111 beneficiaries maintain independent lifestyles
and avoid the costly alternative of instituGonalization.

(tit Finally, the demographic trends must he recognized. Current programs
can be made more efficient and, concomitantly, less costly by encouraging appro-
priate incentives. However, despite those improvements, the aging of the popula-
tion inevitably will increase expenditures. Improvements may serve to moderate
the rate of increase and improve the quality of those expenditures.

SUMMARY

This country is about to witness change3 in our population never seen before,
with unpr«sslented growth and aging of the population. We must anticipate
these changes and begin to instill incentives which encourage independent life-
styles, inain:aln the dignity of our seniors, support the invaluable aid of their
faniEle and friends, and promote high quality, fiscally responsible systems of
care. The responsibility for achieving these purposes does not rest solely with
the Federal Government. Rather, through a sensitive partnership of citizens, and
the private and pnidic sectors, innovative programs will be developed.

Group Health Cooperative of Puget Sound has established itself as a leader
in caring for a senior population. It's leadership will continue and will flourish
if Federal and State policy initiatives recognize and nurture the unique incen-
tives of IINIO's and other rational models of care, Creativity will he required to
adapt to the dramatic change in needs forecast for the coming decades. By instill-
ing effective incentives and recognizing local diversity, the tremendously creative
pluralism of our society will meet those needs.

Appendix A

CURRENT WIC SERVICES AVAILABLE TO ELDER ENROLLEES

All medicare covered benefits.
Hospital social service program.
Transportation among GHC campuses and medical centers.
Discharge planning.
Mental health services.
Bye care to GIIC patients in nursing homesprovided on a voluntary basis

by MR' providers.
Routine foot care.
Hearing aid dispensary paid on a fee-for-service basis,
Nutrition counseling.
Alcohol and drug abuse program.
Senior I'Vellness program.
Senior Caucus.
Senator EVANti. 0111' next participant is Daniel Wagster, the senior

vic prvsident and regional manager of Kaiser-Permanente of Port-
land. Mr. Wagster has been with Kaiser since I 957, serving in a variety
of different managerial level positions. Unlike the Group Health

Kaiser-Permanente of Portland has been designated as a dem-
onstration site. one of font in the Natior, for the soeial/IIMO experi-
ment. We would by interested in learning about your demonstration
project as well as its similarities and differences from the traditional
medical IIMO organization. Mr. Wagster, I look forward to your
testimony.

2 9
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STATEMENT OF DANIEL 0. WAGSTER, PORTLAND, OR, SENIOR VICE

PRESIDENT AND REGIONAL MANAGER, KAISER FOUNDATION

HEALTH PLAN OF OREGON

Mr. W.tosnat. Thank- you, Senator Evans. It is a pleasure to be here
in Seattle today. Although 1 tun living in Portland these days, I was
born in Port Angeles and went to high school in Kelso. I have always
been proud of Washington as my home State,

1 ain also proud of my long association with the Kaiser-Permanente
medical care program. We are a group practice, prepayment, health
maintenance organization. 'We serve about 270,000 people, of which
some 26,000 are 65 years or older living in the Portland-Salem, OR,
area and Vancouver, WA. We plan to expand to the Kelso-Longview
area this fall.

Since offering our program to the public after World War II,
Kaiser-Permanente has grown to about 41/2 million members, volun-
tarily enrolled, across the country in nine regions today. Kaiser Foun-
dation Health Plan and Kaiser Foundation Hospitals are nonprofit
corporations which combine with the Permanente medical groups to
form the largest nongovernmental medical care delivery system in
the United States- the Kniser-Permanente Medical Care Program.

A unique feature of I he Oregon region is its nationally recognized
health services research center, which has played a role in pioneering
projects that successfully demonstrated it is possible to provide quality
medical care at a savings both to medicare. beneficiaries and to the
Medicare Program.

In 1978, TICFA awarded to our research center one of seven demon-
stration contracts to test the feasibility of increasing enrollment of
medicare beneficiaries in HMO's.

The first objective of the Portland demonstration was to design a
prospective payment system which included sufficient incentive to
beneficiaries for them to enroll, which would cost, the Medicare Pro-
gram less than fee-for-service payments and which would provide
appropriate payment to the HMO. We called it medieare plus.

Under this demonstration the monthly payment. by IICFA includes
a contribution toward the cost of supplemental benefits, plus payment
for special new member services. These additional services and bene-

fits are covered bv the savings; that, is, the difference Between our
adjusted community rate and 95 percent of what medicare calculates
it would pay in the fee-for-service system.

Our media campaign in 1080 effectively demonstrated an HMO's
ability to attract some WO new enrollees and to attract a representa-
ive age and geographie "rocs section of the senior citizen population.

*Medicare beneficiaries were motivated to enroll by the inemium say-
ings and the additional benefits.

The annual cancellation rate of the health plan members in this ex-
periment approximated 3 percent, which indicates a high level of

acceptance
Since we have demonstrated the feasibility of attracting such ntem-

bON, we feel it is important for the Federal Government to adopt
policies that will facilitate the enrollment of medicare eligibles in

group practice, prepayment plans, and other HMO's. And we offer
these. suggestions in that regard,
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First, that, the amended section 1876 of the Social Security Act
rIlEFRA amendments J be implemented. These allow payment of
capitation payment amounts to IlMO's and competitive medical plans.
The enabling legislation for this was passed in mid-1982. Proposed
regulations to implement this section were published by HCFA only
7 weeks ago.

Second, eliminate the current requirement that two new medicare
members have to be enrolled by an HMO for each existing medicare
member converted to a risk contract. This is unfair to existing medi-
care HMO members, deprives them of additional benefits, provides no
financial incentive to attract new enrollees, and creates two classes of
medicare enrollees.

Third, work to improve the adjustA average per capita cost meth-
odology.

Fourth, assure stability in the HMO payment methodology.
Fifth, promote the HMO option to medicare beneficiaries.
Sixth, encourage demonstration to test. new concepts in financing as

well as organizational and benefit concepts for the Medicare Program.
At present IICFA. invests for research and demonstration only about

ti cents of every $100 of medicare expenditures. And recently demon-
strations have been significantly threatened by the actions of the exe-
cut ive branch. For example, our proposed medicare plus II experi-
ment. Medicare plus is now considered a first-generation experiment
and demonstration. The lessons learned will be most useful to other
HMO's.

However, we also learned ,shout the need to extend long-term care
and in-home support. options. fo us it is timely and important to test
whether it is possible to integrate acute and long-term care and to
integrate private premium revenue and medicare revenue in a manner
that would produce better care for medicare beneficiaries and ulti-
mately save money for the Medicare Program. This led to the develop-
ment, of a proposal for a social/HMO demonstration which has been
submitted to HCFA. The idea is to increase private premiums by
using insurance principles for long-term care and offering support
services to avoid nursing home admissions.

The recently passed deficit reduction legislation contained an
amendment proposed by the Senate Resource Committee that directs
the Secretary of THIS to approve the waivers for this project.. We are
looking forward to beginning medicare plus II shortly, and we be-
lieve that similar demonstration projects need to he encouraged rather
than discouraged. Serving the senior citizens of our community s one
of the most satisfying aspects of our program. ye sincerely appre-
cite the opportunity to share with your Committee our experiences
with medicare and our thoughts about legislation affecting the future
of prospective payment for medicare providers. Thank you.

Senator EvA. NS. Thank you very much.
(-The prepared statement of Mr. Wagster follows:1

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DANIEL 0. WADSTER

Good morning Senator Evans and members of the Senate Committee on Aging.
My nano, is Daniel 0. Wooster, senior \ee president, Oret;n1i regional manager
rind a member of the hoards of directors of Kaiser Foundation Health Pion and
Kaiser Foundation Hospitals.
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Its a pleasure to appear before you today to discuss the Medicare Plus Project
and the Kaiser Permanente Medical Care Program in Oregon and Washington
and the successor demonstration project on which we are about to embark. known
nationally as the Social/Health Maintenance Organization demonstration and
known in Oregon as Medicare Plus II. First, however, I'd like to establish the
setting for the two projects and the delivery of comprehensive medical services
by the Kaiser-Permanente Medical Care Program to residents of Oregon and
southwest Washington.

The KaiserPermanente Medical Care Program has 40 years' experience in the
health care field iu Oregon and southwest Washington. Beginning during World
War II, it provided medical care to Kaiser shipyard employees and their families
in the Vancouver, WA and Portland. Oft areas, After the war, the health phut
was opened to public subscription and offered to employer and union trust groups
and individuals. Today, Kaiser-Permanente, a federally qualified health main-
tenance organization [11M01, is the Nation's largest. group practice prepayment.
plan. Comprehensive medical and hospital services ari provided to 4.5 million
voluntarily enrolled members in the nine Kaiser-Permanente regionsnorthern
and southern California, Colorado, Hawaii, Ohio, Texas, Connecticut, the Wash-
ington, D,C., area, and Oregon/Washington (known as the Oregon Region). Ef-
forts are underway to expand to two new areas: North Carolina and Georgia.

The Kaiser-Permanente Medical Care Program in the Oregon region now
serves nearly 270,01:0 members, of whom approximately 26,000 are age &3 and
over, In addition to comprehensive physician and hospital services, dental bene-
fits a re provided to about 58,000 members in Oregon and Washington. Physician
services are provided by nearly 300 physicians affiliated with Northwest Per-
numente, P.C. and dental care is provided by the 3S dentists of Permanente
Dental Associates. Fifteen facilities are involved in the provision of health care
to metnbers in Oregon and southwest Washington.

Our facilities include two hospitalsKaiser Sunnyside Medical Center and
Bess Kaiser Medical Center. Members receive ambulatory services at 10 medical
office facilities, including a facility in Vancouver, WA. This fall, we plan to open
our newest medical office in the Longview/Kelso area thus enabling residents
in that area of southwest Washington to enroll in Kaiser-Permanente.

The program also has a mental health center, an alcohol treatment program.
a cancer counseling center, a community medicine department, a home health
agency, it hospice program and a nationally recognized health services research
center.

It is in this background the Oregon Region and its health services research
center have established a long tradition of conducting medical core experiments
affecting the organization of medical care within Kaiser-Permanente and other
HMO's and providing data to illuminate national public policy debates in health
care.

A baste component of current national health policy is to encourage the develop-
ment and growth of HMO's as a cost-effective alternative to the fee-for-service
health care delivery system. The cost effectiveness of HMO's has been demon-
strated by a number of studies. For example, the June 7, 1984 issue of the New
England Journal of Medicine reports a study by a Rand Corp. research team
which substantiates the cost-effectiveness of group practice prepayment IINIO's
such as Kaiser-Permanente. The 10-year, $80 million study included a component
conducted in cooperation with Group Health Cooperative of Puget Sound which
assessed HMO medical care. This component found that costs of medical and
hospital care in to group practice prepayment plan were 25 percent less than the
costs of cure from fcefor-.-mr vice physicians.

The study team attributed the cost differential primarily to the huver rate of
hospital admissions for people enrolled in the group practice prepayment plan.
which was "about 40 percent less than in the fee-for-service group." The
researchers concluded their study "suggests that tlte style of medicine at prepaid
group practices is markedly less hospitalintensive and, consequently, less
expensive."

The Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982 (TEFRA) authorized
IINIO programs for medicare prospective risk contracts in recognition of the value
Of developing provisions that will encourage HMO's to increase their participa-
tion in the medicare program. There were several issues that had to be addressed,
however. before the passage of that legislatiffil.

The interest of group practice HMO's in substantially increasing their par-
ticipation in medicare depends upon the extent to which those programs are
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changed to include HMO provisions that are consistent with the way success-
fully organized systems of care operate.

An awareness of the extent to which reimbursement formulas can affect costs
and the failure of retrospective cost reimbursement to embody cost conscious-
ness in the delivery of services led to the advocacy of prospective reimbursement.

The critical factor in increasing the number of medicare beneficiaries enrolled
in HMO's is to provide sufficient incentive for them to enroll in an IINIO when
to do so means that they have to accept less freedom of choice of physicians and
hospitals than they may generally have under medicare. This can he accomplished
by paying 1INIO's a meaningful portion of the savings resulting from their effi-
ciency which may he passed on to their medicare members In the form of added
benefits or lower rates or both, However, this requires paying HMO's more than
their adjusted community rate for providing medicare covered services but will
result in HMO members receiving greater benefits than other medicare hene-
fieinries. Although this is contrary to the basic manner in which medicare
opprntes, it is Psspn tin 1 if HMO participation in that program is to be Increased.
incentives for enrollment in cost-effective systems are a basic requirement for
significant delivery system reform.

Besides attracting more members, it is economically sound to reward prudent
purchasers of health care services. As it now stands, the medicare program in-
terferes in the efficient economic performance of the health sector. By eliminating,
or practically eliminating the participation in the payment of the health insur-
ance premium, the participant can no longer benefit financially from his choice
to purchase less expensive medical services.

There are a number of methods and formulas foe paying HMO's, but there are
two principles that are essential for the active participation of HMO's on a risk
basis. They are:

(1) The rate should be determined prospectively and should he on a per
(swan basis. Both the HMO and the medicare programs should know what the
rate will be in advance, This will allow each to plan and budget accordingly,

(Il) The rate should include the savings which an HMO creates through its
operational efficiencies when compared with non-IIMO costs in the area. The
savings should he used to provide added benefits or lower rates to encourage per-
sons to join the HMO.

The Kaiser -Permanente Medical Care Program. which is the largest group
practice prepayment plan in the United States. has had extensive experience in
serving as a provider of care to medicare and medicaid beneficiaries and in par-
ticipating in the development of Federal and State statutes, regulations, and
policies concerning HMO's.

From the original beginning of the medicare program, Kaiser-Permanente re-
ceived payment for part A (hospitalization) services provided to its medicare
members on the basis of the cost of such services determined retrospectively
using standard medicare rules. Part 13 payments are based on retrospective cost
determination in accordance with the group practice prepayment plan provision
of the medicare act. Medicare members are enrolled in a supplemental plan which
covers the deductible and coinsurance amounts not covered by medicare and
provides selected optional services such as preventive health services and out-
patient drugs, which medicare does not cover. Thus, medicare does not pay the
Program a prospectively determined rate. which is the usual way in which the
Program receives payment nor does the Program have any contracts under sec-
tion 1870 of the act 1 the medicare IINIO provision).

Consequently. the program had not made substantial efforts to enroll medi-
care members who are not already members for the following reasons:

(1) no beasfit or rate incentives for non-Program members to join the Health
Plan are inadequate or uncertain.

(2's The existing payment provisions (sections 1815. 1883, rfo, 1870) are in-
consistent with the Progra's basic method of operation because they involve
ITtrOaPtive determination of the amount of payment, an irrational method for
Program planning and operation, instead of paying on a periodic rate basis.

(3) There was signifivant concern that the "lock-In" requirements of section
18711 would be difficult, if not impossible, to impose upon the Program's existing
rued lea re members,

Ilowever. in 111%, the Health Care Finaneing Administration (HCFA) awarded
seven medicare demonstration contracts to test the feasibility of increasing en-
rollment Of medicare beneficiaries in IIM(Ys, one of the contractors was the
Kaiser-Permanente Health Services Research Center in Portland, OR,
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Implement It were published by IICFA on May 25, 198-1, It should finalize those
regulations in an expeditious manner, so that program implementation can begin.

'2. ELIMINATE TILE CURRENT REQUIREMENT THAT TWO NEW MEDICARE MEMBERS HAVE
TO HE ENROLLED FOR EACH EXISTING MEDICARE MEMBER CONVERTED TO A RISK
CONTRACT

This provision is unfair to existing medicare HMO members, since it deprives
them of additional benefits available to new medicare IIMO members. It pro-
vides no financial incentives for them to get their care from the HMO. It creates
administrative problems for the HMO as well as confusion and misunderstanding
among the medicare beneficiaries.

3. WORK TO IMPROVE THE ADJUSTED AVERAGE PER CAPITA COST (AAPCC)
METHODOLOGY

The AAPCO represents the fee- for - service equivalent of providing care to the
non-LIMO enrolled medicare beneficiaries in a geographic area. While this
methodology appears adequate to begin the program, it is important that IICFA
work to improve this methodology. To accomplish this, efforts should be under-
taken to advance the "state of the art" so that an HMO and the Federal Govern-
ment will have assurances that participating in this program will provide fair
reimbursement. This should increase IMO participation and assure that the
member i8 properly rewarded for selecting an HMO.

4. ASSURE STABILITY IN THE HMO PAYMENT METHODOLOGY

There is a need to assure that the "rules of the game" are stable over time.
This includes both payment and operational requirements. This will help stimu-
late active HMO participation and prevent fluctuating premiums or benefit levels
for medicare enroliess.

5. PROMOTE TILE HMO OPTION WITH MEDICARE BENEFICIARIES

The Health Care Financing Administration (IICFA) should fully inform
medicare beneficiaries of the HMO option and the benefits and restrictions asso-
ciated with selecting it. Consideration should also be given by IICFA to the
development and distribution of enrollment literature and cost information, so
that a beneficiary has the opportunity to compare the benefits and costs of
each of the plans with risk contracts in the service area. We recommend that
prior to becoming medicare eligible, each prospective beneficiary be informed
of the service options available in the geographic area and requested to make
a choice among them.

a. ENCOURAGE DEMONSTRATIONS TO TEST NEW CONCEPTS FOR THE MEDICARE PROGRAM

The Federal Government should encourage demonstrations that test new
financing. organizational and benefit concepts for the medicare program. Cur-
rently less than $30 million are invested by IICFA in medicare research and
demonstration, an amount that equals about five cents for every $100 of medi-
care expenditures. Anti recently demonstrations have been significantly threat-
ened by the actions of the executive branch.

Medicare Plus is now considered a "first generation" demonstration, beeause
a considerable portion of the planning period was devoted to developing the rate
methodology and dealing with medicare waivers and other demonstration re-
quirements. While these activities will no longer be necessary under the new
HMO medicare statute, the lessons learned from Medicare Plus will be most
useful to other HMO's enrolling medicare beneficiaries.

The lessons learned as a result of Medicare Plus also pointed to the need to
extend long-term care and in-home support options available fur medicare bene-
ficiaries under a prospective capitation system. What we perceived was required
was an opportunity to test whether it was possible to integrate acute and long-
term care, and to integrate private premium revenue and medicare revenue
in a manner that would produce better medical care for medicare beneficiaries
and ultimately save money for both medicare and medicaid,

However, Kaiser-Permanente land all other HMO's) know very little about
the ounnizathin and financing of long-term care. Further, since the medical care
marketplace has become so competitive and cost containment oriented, it is very
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difficult to interest the managers of medical Pare programs in engaging in new,
risky experiments. However, findings from experiments in long-term rare Mi-
med that it might be possible to develop 'IMO approaches that would utilize
insurance principles to increase the proportion of private premium funds that
could be spent on long-term care.

When the health services research center was encouraged by IICFA to co-
operate with Brandeis University in developing a proposal for a social/HMO
demonstration. there were two elements of the proposed demonstration that
seemed to increase its potential for successful implementation ; A 100 percent
AAPCC payment mechanism and an approach for sharing risk between IICFA
and the IBI() in the early phases of the demonstration. A payment formula that
is based on 100 percent of the AAPCC could produce enough "savings" to allow
a premium in the marketplace with a reasonable potential for attracting a rela-
tively balanced population of well and frail medicare beneficiaries.

An appropriate balance of healthy and frail beneficiaries is necessary in order
to assess the impact of the new services on the cost of the acute services gen-
erally provided in HMO risk programs. Because of the extra 5 percent (100 per-
cent of the AAPCC rather than the 97i percent in the original Medicare Plus
demonstration ), it may be possible to design a feasible benefit package integrating
long-term vary into a risk program. This should encourage relatively healthy
beneficiaries to invest private premium dollars, thereby spreading the cost of
long-term care over the total population using insurance principles. The success-
ful application of this approach can reduce the dependence upon state and federal
funds for financing the provision of long-term care services.

Kaiser-Permanente developed a proposal that would enroll 4,000 aged medi-
care beneficiaries in its Medicare Plus 11 (social/HMO) demonstration from
Multnomah County, OR. Of these. 2,000 will be converted from Kaiser Foundation
Health Plan existing medicare membership; the balance will he 500 medicare/
medicaid recipients and 1,500 regular medicare recipients from the community
who now receive their care through fee-for-service sources. The proposal, which
was approved by IICFA, has been delayed since January in a disagreement
between the Office of Management and Budget and IICFA over the use of waiver
authority to experiment in medicare and medicaid. The recently passed deficit
reduction legislation contained an amendment proposed by the Senate Finance
Committee that directs the Secretary of Health and Human Services to approve
the waivers for this project. We are looking forward to beginning this project
shortly and we believe that similar demonstration projects need to be encouraged
rather than discouraged.

Sening the senior citizens of our community is one of the most satisfying
aspects of our program and we are very pleased to play a role in pioneering
projects that successfully demonstrate it is possible to provide quality medical
care at a saving both to medicare beneficiaries and to the medicare program.

We sincerely apprecipte the opportunity to share with this committee our
experience with Medicare Plus, and our thoughts about legislation affecting the
future of prospective payment for medicare providers.

I have with me copies of this testimony, along with copies of the Rand study
referred to and information about Medicare Plus and the social/health mainte-
nance organization experiment. Thank you,

Senator EvAxs. The -fourth witness is John Ifaugan front the John
Tenten retirement group in Spokane. He has been involved with aging
issues for over 30 .N'ears and served its a delegate to the White House
Conference on Aging and has pioneered some very interesting work
in wholistic health care with senior citizens, with a main emphasis on
keeping the elderly out of nursing homes and other institutional ar-
rangements. We will hear about Mr. Hangan's work with the Lilac
Plaza and Holman Gardens retirement homes in Spokane. I under-
staml you have similar projects pending in other communities in the
Northwest. I am sure the experience of this project will provide us a
unique perspective. one which we hope will be another valuable alter-
native to the challenge we have in front of us. Mr. Hangan.

3 6
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A. third thing is the exercise program. And this is why in designing
I Io !man Gardens we have a t rack, an indoor track. We have an exer-
cise room. We have a swimming pool, an indoor swimming pool and a
Jacuzzi. For people with arthritis, it is excellent.

And the fourth it; a full range of social programs to meet every need,
including the need to be needed. Senior citizens should not be put on
the shelf. And, so, I am constantly looking for opportunities where
people can use their talents and abilities ill a constructive way.

Why Holnian Gardens? Why Lilac Plaza? There are some people
who need full nursing care. And we are grateful for that. But my job
is to keep people out of nursing homes. And at Lilac Plaza I iade a
surveyand it is in my prepared statementof 210 people. Inciden-
tally, it warn not just myself, I had one of the residents and a secretary
and myself. Of the 210. I rated them : one, good health; two, some
problems; three, lots of problems; four, absolutely would be in a
nursing home if we did not have our support services. And there were
.;3 because we have been there 121/2 years now, and some of the people
in 121,:, years are a little bit more frail.

how can I illustrate it ? Oliver was 80 years old when he moved into
Lilac Plaza. Ile was a retired railroad engineer. When he was 85, lie
had heart failure, which meant that he could not get down to the din-
ing room anymore. I asked a woman by the name of Agnes if she would
look after Oliver. I mean, bring a tray up. We had tray service. Then
the nurse would check on Hirai a couple times 911(1 report, to the doctor.
And Agnes prepared a breakfast for him too. Oliver lived in that con-
dition until he was DO, when he went to the hospital and had an opera-
tion and did not survive. That saved at a least $1,000 a month because
Oliver, if he had been any place else, would have had to have been in a
nursing home. And that saved $1,000 a month for years. That is the
sort of thing I feel is an alternative or a supplement.

There is a couple other things. There is Gwen, who came into Lilac
Plaza when she waswe have a 41/2 year waiting listand she was
Pretty confused. And I thought, "136y, I made a mistake in having her
come in." But she did come in, and after about a month of eating prop-
erly, she was back to normal. So, I saw in her the demonstration that a
person who is not eating properlybecause she is almost blindhad
started to become senile, and it was reversed. And that is the wonderful
thing about it, that these things can be reversed.

I think that. there are many other things that T could tell you about.
At Holman Gardens we are just starting out. We are going to have a
before and after. We would like to take a health survey before and a
health survey after to show that this type of program is really effec-
tive and worthwhil.

We have a slogan in the Lord's Prayer : "Thy Kingdom come, Thy
Will be done on Earth." That is, "Thy Will 1w done on Earth at Lilac,
Plaza and Holman Cardmis, just as it is in Heaven." r Laughter.]

is our function to create a bit of Heaven. There are some people
in it. who curate the other way. I Laughter.]

But wit h that, I will close. Thank you for letting me testify.
Senator FS.% NS. Thank you very much. Tt has been a very interesting

panel, a variety of niteratives. Let me get back now to some of the
questions that have occurred to me in listening to this testimony. But,
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first, Tohn ITaugan's written testimony will be made part of the record.
[The, prepared statement of Mr. Haugan follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN F. HATJOAN

Lilac Plaza is a 236 rent supplement and section 8 retirement home for lowand moderate income people. The new residents must be able to take care ofthemselves. We have no nursing facility, The board and staff of Lilac Plazahave a goal to be a full program retirement home, with such policies as "meet-ing every need of every resident" and "to create a bit of Heaven". This fulfillsthat portion of the Lord's Prayer, "Thy Kingdom come, Thy will be done onEarth (Lilac Plaza ) as it is in Heaven,"
Because of having been a part of the second White House Conference onAging, I was aware of the needs of senior citizens and, thus, could have programsand activities which could meet the needs of them. One of the most importantis having one meal a day. People who do not eat properly can eventually suffer

from dementia because of lack of protein and proper vitamins. (2) A preventiveand early detection program is an absolute "must" and should be in every re-tirement home in the country, Medicare is backward. They wait until a personis sick and then pay to correct the problem. (3) Social programs are necessary.Dr, James Lynch, in his book, "The Broken Heart,' 'states that loneliness isthe No. 1 killer in the Uliited States. (4) A spiritual program, This is a verysignificant part of the life of a retired person. (5) Arts and crafts. It is veryimportant that. opportunities he provided to utilize talents and abilities and toalleviate the fear that they will be put on a shelf. (6) Gardening. At least 50of the 175 families at the Plaza utilize the opportunity of gardening. It is verytherapeutic, in addition to helping provide their own food. There are many other
programs and activities which are provided, such as a music program, parties,
classes, games, etc.

In addition to providing a much higher quality of life with these activities,
there is a definite financial factor for justifying such a full program retirement
home. Lilac Plaza has been in operation for 12 full years. We have a number
of the original residents still living here. For this letter, the secretary, one of
our charter residents who helps in the office and I rated each of the residents in
the building by "1"good condition ; "2"some problems; "3"many problems
and "4"would be in a nursing home if we did not have a meal and nursing pro-
gram. Of the 210 residents, 33 were in "4" class. It would cost the resident, the
family or the State at last $1.000 more per month if these people were in a nurs-
ing home. This is $396,000 a year savings. Because most of our residents are low
and moderate income, it means the State would pick up the tab between what
they have and what it would cost in the nursing home. It is very likely that the
other 24 who are in the "3" class would probably be in a nursing home if they
had been in another home where there was no meal or nurse to check up on
them. This figure would he another $288,000.

In 1978. the State budgeted $177 million per biennium for nosing home care.
In 1982, the figure was $344 million or almost doubled in 4 years. There is ab-
solutely no way in which this figure is going to he re(P,oed because almost every
patient in the nursing home uses up his or her assets in a short while and becomes
a ward of the Stat"

The goal at Lilac Plaza is "to meet every need of every resident." The follow-
ing programs. activities and facilities are available to meet thost- I veils:

(1) A meal program. The meal is served at the table, not served cafeteria style.
There is a provision for special diets and tray service is available.

(2) A nursing service. with emphasis on prevention and early detection. The
nurse monitors blood pressures twice weekly, gives shots tinder doctors' orders,
gives foot rare and cheeks up on medications. She visits the sick in their apart-
ments and reports to the doctor.

(3) A notary public is a free service.
(4 ) A copy machine is available. at cost.
(5) There is a S1111111 change drawer for making change for buses. laundry, etc.
((1) Volunteers in the office make out meal tickets for residents' guests, take

care of their dry cleaning and prescriptions delivered from the pharmacy and help
residents with any problems they may have,

(7) toffee, tea. and bouillon are available free from 9 till noon in the lounge
to provide a social time for the residents.

(8) Residents may have their own gardens.
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(9) Bus service to the door.
(10) Bookmobile serves our residents.
(11) Library available In the building.
(12) Coin-operated laundry.
(13) Co-op grocery store run by residents.
(14) Music program daily with different pianists and song leaders.
(15) Voting precinct In their building. Voter registration cards are filled out

for residents to transfer their registration. Candidates are invited to speak to
the residents and issues are discussed.

(16) Democracy in action ----a residents' council meets weekly with the admin-
istrator. They set up committees to handle problems whieb arise, plan monthly
Parties and set tviee-yearly pancake breakfasts and bazaars.

(17) Floor monitors (.11(.0; on residents daily.
(18) Vesper services are held each Sunday and Bible studies weekly.
(10) Film programs.
(20) Craft programs.
(21) Classes are avaiable for painting, defensive driving, nutrition and weight

control.
(22) Exercise classes and equipment are available.
(23) Service projects, such as making lap robes (over 1,100), quilts for fam-

ilies burned out. etc.
(24) Utilization of chord'. service and community organizations. The Rotary,

Kiwanis and Lions' Clubs have helped with building projects.
(25) Whitworth College and Spokane Falls Community College hare been

utilized for classes and by providing students on work study and class projects.
The students help set up programs and projects.

Senator EVANS. I will question the witnesses in the order people tes-
t ified. Mrs. Katterhagen, you talked about the necessity for changing
rules to come. I guess 1 have the same question that I had asked earlier :
Do you think that this ultimately indicates a need to merge Medicaid
and Medicare into a single system for the elderly?

Mrs. KATTEanAoEN. I think it needs to go further than that, Sen-
ato. I think the Medicaid and the Medicare Programs deal with the
health issues of the individuals. And what we have described to you
today shows that people are more than just health issues. There are
also social issues, and there is a whole social system under title XX
that is being provided to people, but the two are not mixing on a com-
munity level. And that is where a huge gap is occurring. So, I would
suggest that all three get merged in some fashion and to have the ad-
mission requirements valid for all three so that services can be provided
to people when the need is there.

Senator EVANS. I suppose the one thing that I am not aware of is
whether anyone has done significant research yet on what anticipated
costs we might face with a merged system of that nature.

Mrs. KArrmurAoEx. We might reduce costs, Senator, by eliminating
some of the bureaucracy, No. 1. No. 2, what I am not suggesting is
that you open the admission criteria. What I am suggesting is that you
just combine the systems so that we end the duplication and seal up
the gaps because what is happeningfor instance, the lady I defined
will (nd up back in a nursing home because of the gaps between the
health and the social systems.

Senator EVANS. You mentioned the intermediaries and some of the
problems which come from those. Of course, the development of that
concept came before J was in Congress, but I would be willing to bet
what gave rise to all of this. It is so typical of what happens in a legis-
lative body that when a problem develops a program is started. Then
the stories start coming back of inappropriate or fraudulent use, and
Congress decides they have got to get a handle on that, so we set up a
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system of controls and direction. And I suspect that is precisely how
we got to this part 'cubit. juncture.

Do you have any suggestions as to how we can avoid this without
getting into the bureaucratic maze that we appear to have gotten into?

Mrs. KATTERHAGEN. In conversations with the intermediary it ap-
pears to its today that they are spending more time controlling and a
lot less time allowing services. I myself go to the intermediary ap-
proximately once or twice a week pleading individual cases with them ,
as I described the 72-year-old man, They MT telling me today his serv-
iee will be denied. I think that there are not that many people out
there who are providing fraudulent and overutilization of services.
And I think that the emphasis on fraud and abuse is inappropriate.

Senator Ev Axs. As 1 remember front your testimony today, that
particular ease was one in which they were denying service because
the recipient was no longer making progress or was stable.

Mrs, KArrEntrAoKx. They were denying the service that was pro-
vided during the time that hefrom the time he was paralyzed to
today, And they are calling that not progressing.

Senator EVANS. It seems to me with that kind of description, it is
an erroneous idea of what is happening in the real world of health
care delivery. When you get to the stable position and then the denial
of service when there is no longer progress being made, is that more
a regulat ory or a statutory requirement ?

Mrs. KATTERIIAGEN. I believe it. is regulatory. Most agencies. Sena-
tor, when a patient arrives in a stable position, discharge the patient.
This particular patient is not stable, He is still learning to walk more
and to walk better. So, he is not considered stable at this time.

Senator EVANS. I would guess, especially for thc elderly, there will
be many cases where someone reaches stability but cannot be dis-
charged from a particular service. There may be a different level of
service required on a continuing basis, but in a good many eases you
cannot simply be discharged front all services,

KArrimitAGEN, That is true. Many times an hidividual when
they arrive at that point, is then referred to the COPES or the Chore
Program becaise the Medicare Program requires an individual to need
skilled care, And usually when volt are stable. your requirements for
skilled care are not there. So, you are referred to the COPES and the
Chore Program, Chore which is the social service system but also pro-
vides care for individuals. One of the problems with that is that the
elderly statistically have at least two to three disease processes going
on, as you defined. So, an individual may lie stable today and com-
pletely and totally unstable tomorrow. So, having a social service then
with a provider who knows nothing of the healthcare system call at
times increase the problems,

Senator FNANs, You made an interesting comment that Pierce
County seems to have more nursing home care than other areas. Ww:ld
you care to speculate on why?

Mrs. KATTEn HAGEN. No.
Senator EvA Ns. Perhaps you know why.
Mt Is:ArrimAot:N. Ir. Inv view. it comes from a collide of institu-

ional biases on the part of the case worker, on the part of the dis-
charge planner in I he hospitals and also on physicians, We are work-
ing to change that, but it is going to be a long slow process.

.41
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First of all, the $6,500 that Congress put as a cap for hospice pay-
ment is appropriate. But when it got to the regulatory side, the in-
dividual daily rates are so low, that we will go broke in trying to pro-
vide it. And I personally do not believe that it is the purpose of a
community-based provider to go broke for the Federal Government.

Senator Ev Axs. We are doing a pretty good job of that. ourselves.
[Laughter.]

Mrs. KATTERIIAGEN. Another problem that I hear across the country
quite frequently is the inability of a provider to obtain the contracts
that I mentioned. The legislation required that a hospice provider
have management and fiscal control of the inpatient services that were
provided. Most hospices are developed within communities working
together like a home. health agency working with a hospital. It. is the
rare hospital that will give a home health agency managerial fiscal
control over a piece of their hospital. And that is what the legislation
required. And very many programs are unable to accomplish this with-
out becoming a subsidiary of the hospital, of which many do not like
that either.

Another regulatory occurrence that is happening, the regulations
required that on admission to the hospice program the patient sign
a release allowing the intermediary to come tot he patient's home and
interview the patient. The psychology of that is just mind boggling.
You have a dying patient. that. is going to be interviewed by an individ-
ual that may or may not be a health care provider and may not know
anything about them. It j,:st blows your mind, in my view. And the
whole regulation, it just goes on. And I will be happy to provide a
very long list for you.

Senator EvAxs. All right, that would be very helpful, because that
is what we are trying to get at, doing things that we can do to help
make the process work better.

Mrs. KATTERTIAGE.N. I will ask the State organization, of which I am
vice president. to help me on that.

Senator EVANS. All riolit.
:Nfrs. KATTERTTAGEN. Thank you.
[Subsequent to the hearing, Mrs. Katterhagen submitted the follow-

ing material :]

Hon. DANIEL J. EVANF4.
Snerial rommiller on Aging,
IVo Rhinolon.

TIORPTcr. OF TACOMA.
Tacoma, WA, July 18, 1984.

DEAR SENATOR EvANS T appreciated the opportunity of testifying at your hear-
ing in Seattle, on the long-term needs of the elderly. During the question period.
we were discussing the OM hospice benefit, and you asked that I send you a list
of concerns about it.

Attached is a paper describing those concerns. developed by the Washington
State Hospice Organization fWSITOT. This paper was sent to ;al members of the
Washington congressional delegation.

We look forward to working with you on this issue. We feel strongly that modi-
fications must he made to both the statute and the regulations in order to assure
access to hospice for the elderly.

Thank you for your help in this matter.
Sincerely,

Enclosure.

ANNE KIRCHNER KATTERIIAOEN,
EXCCIlitve Director.
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CONCERNS REGARDING MEDICARE HOSPICE BENEFIT

ADMINISTRATIVE

1, The law requires that the hospice provide and be responsible for essentially
all aspects of the patient's care: Care received nt home, in an inpatient setting,
all pharmaceuticals arid supplies, all outpatient treatments, all medical equip-
ment used, This means that, for all practical purposes, o hospice must operate
like a health maintenance organization. There are multiple problems with this.

Thp vast majority of hospices are small, community -based organizations which
are not prepared to assume the administrative hardens and costs associated with
such an operation. Though many small hospices are being acquired by large
organizations, the burdens stili appear excessive, especially in view of the small
number of patients who are likely to make use of this program,

2. The mode of operation required by the law is in direct conflict with the
practice patterns which currently exist in most Washington communities. Few
hospices, especially on the west coast, are so centralized us to be able to manage
the medicare program, Most hospices work with a variety of different organiza-
tions and individuals to achieve their ends. For example, Hospice of Seattle, a
home care hospice, serves patients who would use, if necessary, any one of 17
area hospitals. The law also requires that the hospice be "professionally, man-
agerially responsible" for all aspects of care, including inpatient care. This
means that the hospital must allow the hospice home care provider to dictate
what goes on during the time the patient is hospitalized, Few hospitals, let
alone the patients' personal physicians who historically have been the source of
"orders" for patient care, are willing to give up control of patient care, The
legal ramifications of such an arrangement are unknown and for this and other
reasons the American Hospital Association has recommended to its members
that they not participate. Further, the administrative burdens of managing the
care for n landfill of patients from outside the hospital in 17 different sites, are
staggering,

Suggestion.Modify the statute to ellow contracts for inpatient services with-
out the administrative control requirement,

3. The 80/20 rule, The statute states that no more than 20 percent of all patient
days can he institutional days, All hospice providers recognize and agree that the
goal is to keep the patient home if at all possible, However, no program can
predict what the absolute number of patient days, in home and in institution,
will be. Further, this is not a per patient ceiling on the number of days; it is a per
agency ceiling. So literally, every day of the year, the hospice must compute how
many days of inpatient care they have available to "spend" on their current
patients, This is n management and ethical nightmare. What does the program
(I() with a patient who needs to be in the hospital and they have no inpatient days
left': The program must make a choice between taking the financial loss of paying
for the hospital care or deny the patient needed care.

Suggestion.Change to 60/40.
4. Patient election of the benefit. In order to be on the medicare hospice bene-

fit, the patient must "elect" this program and waive their rights to their tradi-
tional medicare coverage, This will discourage many people from using the cov-
erage. It requires the person to psychologically aeknowledge that they will soon
die. This is )(imply not compatible with most peoples' attitudes at th:s time.
Patients still hope, they still want access to treatment if something becomes
available. they still need to be allowed to cope with their illness in their own
wnS, including avoidance of the subject altogether. Though the patient can re-
voke the benefit, that really does not solve the problem. The stress of such deci-
sions in and out of this program is a burden these people don't need,

FINANCIAL.

Hospice care has never been delivered In precisely the manner described in the
hospice law. Therefor() the data which would tell us the cost of this care is
simply not available. The Health Care Financing Administration IIICFA] does
not know it, the 11C1)., hospice demonst ration project does not provide it, and
the hospices don't know it. Therefore we have no basis upon which to evaluate
the adequacy of the rates. l'ct the hospice must he financially responsible for
everything the patent needs. We cannot calculate the actual potential financial
liability. We do know' that many hospitals in this urea will not contract with

44
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the hosplees for this care bemuse the general inpatient day rate of $271 is
too low.

Suggestion.RequIre IICFA to develop more appropriate levels of reim-
bursement and NOT to exceed $6,500 per patient.

ETHICAL

Ethical concerns exist in two primary areas, First, clay -to -day management
of patient vitro will be ethically perilous because of the A0/20 split, financial
constraints, and informed consent requirements. However there are other ethical
concerns that are far reaching for our society. The public policy implications
in the medicare hospice low is that if you are dying, you are not worth expendi-
ture of as much money as others and you may not have access to certain things,
The hospice movement has stood for something quite different. That is that the
dying person does still matter, and that society does still care, and that the
dying will not be abandoned.

Though all health care providers are acutely aware of the scarce resource
problem, we do not feel that such a policy as this should he entered into ac-
cidentallyas occurred with the passage of this law.

A few of the WSITO's members are planning to try to make this program
work, They however concur that this program is risky in many ways and realize
that they may not succeed.

Medicare beneficiaries need access to hospice (lire, hospices need medicare
reimbursement to survive. I'nfortunately, this program is unlikely to move us
much closer to either of those ends.

Senator EVANS. Ms. Wintringham, the suggestion that medicare,
medicaid, and other public funds supporting care of seniors must be
integrated under a coordinated set of rules. I guess this proposal gives
rise to the saute question T have asked other Witnesses whether you
think medicare and medicaid ultimately need to be merged or whether
it is just a merging of sonic of the regulations and rules that apply
to the two.

Ms. WINTRINMIAM. The most important parts clearly are the
merging of the regulatory and financing aspects. And as Mrs. Katter-
hagen pointed out, it is not just medicare and medicaid. There are
other public sources of funds that are providing or covering the care
of seniors. When we speak of medicaid, we are not referring to all of
medicaid. I do not believe. the intent of medicaid was to care for an
elder population. However, in the State of Washington, much like the
rest of the country. 1,0 percent of medicaid funds are now supporting
care of individuals in nursing homes. And 40 percent of the people in
nursing homes were not on medicaid before they wewent. into the nursing

ihome, but have spent their assets trying to remain in the facility.
So. I think what is most important to us is that the regulations and

the definitions of the programs that care for our seniors he integrated.
Whether it is one program or just an integration of the rules is less
important.

Senator EvANs. You also suggested that incentives to encourage
efficiencies in the fee-for-service community should not undermine the
HMO's incentives. I am not sure I totally understand that. You might
expand on that a bit.

Wt Tn my written testimony Idescrilte in somewhat
!Treater detail it nuniber of examples of regulatory and statutory pro-
visions that were passed not to address health maintenance organiza-
tions, but to try to promote some of the incentives we have all been
referring to this morning into the fee-for-service practice of medicine.
Unfortunately, when they are writtenmuch as when medicare itself
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was writtenthe focus is on the fee-for-service practice of medicine.
And I think frequently the drafters forget, that some of those regula-
tions also affect health maintenance organizations,

There are a number of examples where the indirect, and unintended
effect hurts the health maintenance organizations even more adversely
than the rest. of the community. One of the examples I cited, f "r
example, is the release of proprietary information through the inter-
mediaries, and you referred to that earlier.

The decision was made to involve intermediaries in a greater ca-
pacity through contracts from the Federal Government. Most pro-
viders are now able to obtain wliat many consider proprietary informa-
tion about the competitors in the community. All home health agencies,
for example, are now able to obtain a great deal of information about
the other home health agencies in the community. But at least in that
sector there is a fair sharing and an equal sharing of information on all
providers. When the delegation was applied to hospitals, hospital-
based health maintenance organizations such as the cooperative was
forced to provide marketing information, enrollment forecast, rating
information, and patterns and practices of use to our intermediary.

Our competitor is not a hospital or a home health agency for whom
we could receive information. Our co,,ipetitor on the insurance side is
Blue Cross or Aetna or some other insurer, and these are the inter-
mediaries. So, here is just one example, where the Hir7O is disadvan-
taged. We release our information to our competitors, We are not in a
position to receive comparable information on than. And they are the
ones who are making the decisions about whether of services should be
covered or not.

Again, in our written testimony there are a number of other exam-
ples like that. And in most cases I think it is merely an unintentional
outcome, but with serious implications.

Senator EVANS, To correct that which way would you go? Would
you require that information be shared from those other suppliers,
or that the information not be required to the extent that it is from the
HMO's?

Ms. WINTinNoimr. In that. particular circumstance we had submit-
ted a number of suggestions on how that problem might be addressed.
Unfortunately, there is not similar information on our competitors.
They are not providers of health care. They are insurers. So, there is
no information on how the care for Blue Cross's patientsbecause
they do not, have patientsis provided.

What was suggested as an alternative is that the information should
either be protected from the Freedom of Information Act or that one
intermediary who is not the traditional insurer and not a competitor,
should be desio.nated to review HMO's, There probably should be an
intermediary for all health maintenance organizations, who will be-
come more adept at understanding the way health maintenance organi-
zations operate and the way that very different rules apply to those
plans. They would he nuieli more skilled in reviewing claims; they
would be much more skilled in reviewing the practice patterns and
probably could do a better job for the Federal Government.

Senator EVANS, What has been your experience with the addition of
the new medicare beneficiaries to your health planning? You have had
a number of new people come aboard who are eligible and who become
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In fact., the health maintenance organization movement, with the
sole exception of Kaiser and Group Health Cooperative and several
other plans, has not been 01(1 enough to have enough data to have
undertaken many longitudinal studies. So, as an alternative, what
you do is look at a proxy; you look at cost. And you make sure that
short-term outcomes do not differ between two systems. There is a
wealth of documented research that shows on both an elderly and non-
elderly populationmostly the latterthat practice patterns in a
health maintenance organization, particularly prepaid group prac-
tices like Kaiser and Group Health Cooperative do have at least the
same outcomes at significantly reduced cost. And of course the most
recent example of that is the recently published 'Rand study, which
shows substantial differences in cost of treating people in health main-
tenance organizations, compared to a fee-for-service community. Im-
portantly, the study did carefully adjust to remove any questions
about risk selection, which has not been the ease before.

So, short of doing a longitudinal study, we are looking at cost and
equal outcomes.

Senator EvAxs. Is there any indication that people in an HMO
use services to a lesser degree or to a greater degree than those on a
fee-for-service program, with special emphasis now on the elderly'?

Ms. WINTR NOTIAM. There is less evidence on the elderly because
until this new legislation is put into place, there is not a great involve-
ment of medicare beneficiaries in health maintenance organizations,
again with a few notable exceptions.

There is a great deal of evidence that the actual practice patterns
in health maintenance organizations differ significantly from the fee-
for-service community. The most obvious differences are increased
emphasis on health promotion an health prevention, increased use
of outpatient settings instead of institutionalizing individuals, and
decreased lengths of hospital stays.

In the elderly population, if yon look at the example of our risk
contract, the cost and use of services on the outpatient setting are
equal to or higher than the community, as you would expect. The cost
and use of services in the hospital is much lower. That is where the
majority of the savings are generated.

Senator EVANS. Good. Back to Mr. Wagster. You indicate also in
your testimony that regulations have just been releasedwhy they
have taken quite as long as they have, T am not sure, but the period
of pregnancy has been inordinately long for this set of regulations.
But von say von have prepared comments on the regulations. Do those
regulations appear to he generally reasonable now that they have conic
out ? Are they ones which are going to be inordinately difficult to work
with ? Do you have any general feel or comment on the draft regula-
tions?

lir. WAnsTER. T think we feel that at reasonahly good job was done.
Tint T also think that there are aspects of them that are extremely
important to change. We really will not know how workable the regu-
lations will be until we find out how flexible or how accepting the peo-
ple at HI IS are going to be in reviewing the responses to the proposed
regulations that we have prepared.' We have gone ilito considerable

1 See app. 1, Item 1.
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detail in that, regard. The changes are very important to us, And we
think Our suggestions are workable, however I suspect the original
author thought what 1w was putting out was workable. So, I think
time will tell from our standpoint on that.

But it was a reasonably good job. It should have been after 2 years,
1 suppose.

Senator Ey Axs. You also suggested that they eliminate the current
requirement that two new medicare members have to be enrolled for
each existing medicare member converted to a risk contract. I am not
quite sure where that came from in the first place.

Mr. WAosTm. I think I do. The conversion of an existing member
results in a 95-percent differential paymentthat is, 95 percent of the
community fee-for-service costrather than what we are now receiv-
ing, which is approximately 80 percent of the community cost, some-
where in that general area.

At. any rate, the regulations contain the provision that an HMO
can offer the package to new enrollees as an incentive to get more people
into the HMO's medicare plan, but the existing beneficiaries should be
treated the same way they have been. From our standpoint, the full
savings cont inning to accrue to the benefit of the Government instead
of partially to the beneficiary, is simply not equitable. There is a cost
aspect here, but there also is an equity issue. The savings money does
not end up with the HMO; it ends up in increased services and greater
coverage for the beneficiary. But it would be a greater cost to the Gov-
ernment for each of the existing ITMO members converted, from the
Government's standpoint,

Senator EVANS. It seems to me if I were an existing medicare HMO
member, I would collect a compatriot and together we would both get
out and then reapply as new members.

Mr. WAosTEn. The regulations have figured that out. I-Laughter.)
Senator EVANS. I figured they probably had.
Mr. WAGSTER. They say if you drop out of our health plan, for in-

stance, after we have accepted these regulations and are on a risk
basis, that you never can come back as a new member. You come back
as I he same non-new-member that you were before.

Senator EVANS. So, yon really end up with two levels of service
availability for HMO members, or is it just that they all get the same
benefits, but you get two levels of payment?

Mr. WAusnat. Two levels of payment. We offer exactly the same
services for everyone. But the payment levels would be different. We
would have obvious adtninistrative problems. And I think your com-
ment is about what we would expect from our regular members : "This
does not make any sense to me. How comp I do not get. to be treatNI in
the same way that you are treating new menthol's?" It is a difficult
situation.

Senator Ev.% NS. Mr. TTaugan, I am fascinated by your experiences in
Spokane and potential experiences now in other places. You have a
long list of services and benefits at Lilac Plaza. What is the average.
cost to a resident ?

ITAruAN. Because it is low- and moderate-incomeand we do
have a ceiling on the amount of money people can comeit is depend
Nit 011 their 11100111e. So, about hnl if the people are low income, and they
would have to pay 28 to 30 percent, depending on when they moved
in. But the basic apartment

3R-441 0 - Si - 4
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Senator Ev,ors, T am sorry. hops, you had better go back. Twenty-

eight to thirty percent of what.?
Mr. IIAITo.tx. Of their income.
Senator EVANS. I see.
Mr. DAT-GAN. Tn other words, if they just move in, they pay 30 per-

cent. Tf they have been there before May 1, 1983, then they pay 28

percent. 1 think it is something like this. It used to be 25 percent. But

basically it is $145 for the apartment, $100 for the meals: $245. If a

person's income is higher, the maximum he would pay would be $325

a month at Lilac Plaza. And that is including one meal a day, no maid

service. But we have a complete kitchen. So, if you provide three meals

a day and maid service, you take away their entire independence.

When we started Holman Gardens, we could have it any way we
wanted. But we chose to serve one meal a day with the program, and

then a cafeteria at noon which is extra. No breakfast, And no maid

service except. when they need it. Then they pay extra for it. So, that

way we can keep the cost down.
Senator EVANS. Is Holman Gardens essentially on the same basis?

Mr. HALTGAN. Holman Gardens fur a single person in a one-bedroom

apartment, would pay $325 a month, including their meal, including

the nurse service, including a garden area, It was in the testimony. So,

we try to provide a complete range of services for everyone.
Senator EvAN,s. Is the:'° initial fee?
Mr. HAuonN, At Lilac Plaza we were funded under the section 236

program where we had a long-term loan. So, there is no fee there. At

Horman Gardens there were no 202 funds available in the Spokane

area. So, we had to go to an innovative, way, and that is the refund-

able deposit. where the people paywell, it is $39,000 for their basic

apartment, but is refunded. So, if the person passes away, the heirs

get, everything back except 10 percent. If there is any appreciation in

10 years, they also get 75 percent of the appreciation. So, it is a new

concept. We, patterned it after another church group. Maybe this is

not the place in this testimony, but a rooster from a henhouse, went

over to the ostrich farm. And he rolled a big egg over underneath the

fence, He called all the hens around and said. "I just want to show you

what, they are doing at other places." [Laughter,]
So, that is my premise. I go around and I steal ideas from every

place I can.
Senator EVANS. And you ended up with the ostrich or the chicken?

[Laughter.]
Mr. ITAt-nAN. Well, I do not know. Maybe I laid an egg.

[Laughter.]
Senator 'EVANS, This has all been really very helpful. T appreciate

very ninth the entire panel. You have rontrilmted a good deal, and

some of the extra material you will send in be very helpful to us.

Mr. I IAITOAN. Can I just comment ?

Senator EVANS, Yes.
Mr, IhroAN. You know, you always forget something. Tn 1978. our

State provided $177 million a biennium for nursing homes. In 1982,

that figure had jumped to $344 million. It almost doubled in 4 years.

am grateful for nursing homes. But I think that we need the alterna-

tive or supplement to it such as we are providing. So, as a gardener
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feels good about. seeing flowers growing, I feel good about saving
money, taxpayers' money.

Senator EvANs. Good. Thank you very much.
Our next panel will speak from the consumers' perspective. Hilde

Birnbaum, vice president of the Group Health Senior Caucus; Laurie
Jensen, legislative elm irnmn of the. Washington State American As-
sociation of [Mired Persons; and Dr. Dick Andair, president of the
Washington State Medical Association. if those three will come
forward.

We will operate in the same fashion we did before. We will hear
front each of the panel members, and then we will go into questions.

First, Dr. Mille Birnbamn, vice chair of the Group I lealth Senior
Caucus. Dr, Birnbaum has an extensive record of involvement with
health and long-term care issues on a Federal, State, and currently
private level. I have particular pleasure in welcoming Dr. Birnbaum,
as she served on the task force on catastrophic health care costs I con-
vened when I was Governor. That was hack in 1973. I look forward
to learning about Group Health Senior Caucus, how it was formed,
and what it is doing.

STATEMENT OF HILDE M. BIRNBAUM, PH.D., SEATTLE, WA, VICE
CHAIR, SENIOR CAUCUS OF GROUP HEALTH COOPERATIVE OP
PUGET SOUND

Dr. ButxnAtr.m. Thank you very much, Senator Evans. 11.1y thanks to
you, Senator Evans, or inviting me, and my thanks on behalf of the
Senior Caucus of Group Health Cooperative of Puget Sound,

The Senior Caucus of Puget Sound was formed to represent seniors
in a variety of ways, address their special needs, make them independ-
ent, minimize cost, provide advice to the. cooperative on their needs.
We, have among our enrollees 28,000a little more than 28,000--medi-
care. recipients. And in our Senior Caucus, 900 of those have partic-
ipated. That is quite a large slice.

We have been recognized by the board as an interest group with spe-
cial input. And we have been doing two things, We have initiated ac-
tion. and we have served as a sounding board both to management and
the hoard.

We have particularly worked in two areas: cost containment, which
to us also means use e:mtainment, and promoted the wellness program.

We have endorsed the risk-sharing program in spite of the fact that
it has deprived us of some services that are usually available to bene-
ficiaries of medicare. We cannot go to the Mayo Clinic just because we
like to consult them. We are limited to the Group Health facility, and
if we are out of the area, we are only covered for urgent and emergency
care.

The Senior Caucus also passed a resolution, which I think was sent
to you earlier in the year, at their annual meeting in which they took
some stands on +he cost-cutting of medicare. We would like very much
to see that all health costs be controlled rather than just medicare cost
and that costs not be rolled over to medicare recipients.

It is regrettable that medicare takes a traditional insurance point of
view and excludes prevention and health promotion costs from. its cov-
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erage. It may he interesting to you to note that the only exception tothat rule is the coverage of pneumonia vaccine which was lobbied
through Congress by the Center of Health Care Technology at my in-
sistence. However, the Center of Health Care Technology, which has
been an institution which very often saved some expenses, has been
killed off in the meantime.

Another concern, due to the wording of the medicare and medicaid
statutes and regulations, is a built-in bias in favor of institutionalized
care. And you, Governor Evans, have recognized that. Entry into a
nursing home will make financial support much more likely and better
assured than freestanding care at home. Yet home care should be more
effective and less costly to society. We at Group Health and the Senior
Caucus work to keep people in their homes, try to give them support,
help them to change life styles, and wish for provisions in medicare
and medicaid legislation recognizing the merits of these activities.

Our wellness program has been a tremendous success. It is now a
pilot program, and the demand for it is tremendous. We are training
volunteers to serve as wellness teachers, and many of the activities
that could take place in retirement homes would be sponsored by that
group.

Medicare and medicaid are not well coordinated at this time. And
support services to partially disabled or temporarily disabled indi-
viduals are generally the first ones to be cut, thus depriving patients
of independence and confining them in nursing homesin most cases
for the remainder of their lives.

The Group Health Senior Caucus, Group Health management, and
the board of trustees are united in their effort to keep the senior popu-
lation independent and functioning and to provide a variety of sup-
port activities. A Government policy recognizing the validity of this
approach would further improve our patient care, reduce nursing boom
use, and would be fiscally sound and more humane than the present
status of legislation.

We have no exact figures about nursing home use by Group Health
members since this is not a covered service. But from the figures that
I have been able to see, it is about between 2 and 3 percent, a little
under 2.t percent, I would think, of medicare members of Group
Health who are presently in nursing homes. That is a little less than
half the community average. But those figures are not firm figures. The
community is generally estimated at 5 to 7 percent.

What we would like to achieve is more flexibility in the pertinent
statutes and regulations. This could lead to a most successful partner-
ship behreen the Federal Government agencies, State agencies, and
our own successful private organization.

Senator Evans, you asked Ms W'intringham how new medicare
enrollees adjust to the HMO coverage our organization provides.
Ms. Wintringlunn mentioned flint the vonsumer representative might
be better able to respond to this question. I would therefore like to
add that it is inv experience, that new enrollees need some guidance
in using the system. Some of them have been enrolled at Group Health
Cooperative previously through their et Thyment, and hence are well
informed and happy to return.
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Others have family members who are enrolled and guide them to
and through the system. 'Volunteers from the Senior Caucus are also
active in describing options.

Therefore, after a short time of adjustment, we get much praise
for our ability to aid seniors, for the comprehensiveness of the cover-
age, and last, but certainly not least, for the fact that Group Health
Cooperative's enrollees are completely free from having to provide
medicare or medicare intermediaries with any paperwork. They also
appreciate that there has to be no anxiety that a physician's or pro-
vider bill might be fully or partially disallowed. They praise the
peace of mind the HMO coverage gives them.

Thank you very much.
Senator EVANS. Thank you very much Dr. Birnbaum. Your full

printed statement will be included in the record.
I The prepared statement of Dr. Birnbaum follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HILDE M, BIRNBAUM

My name is HU& Birnbaum. I am testifying here as vice chair of the
Senior Caucus of Group Health Cooperative of Puget Sound and want to
express my appreciation and the appreciation of the Caucus for being heard.

By profession, I am a consultant on economics and professor emeritus of
economies.

My pertinent experience includes; Service on the board of Group Health
Cooperative of Puget Sound, 1955-60 and 1962-78; president of Group Health
Cooperative for four terms; member of the board of Group Health Association
of America, 1967-79; member of Governor Evans' Task Force on Catastrophic
Health Care Costs, 1973-75; member, National Council on Hcalth Care Tech-
nology, Washington, DC, 1979-82; member, coverage committee, National Coun-
cil on Health Care Technology, 1980-82: member, Visiting Committee School
of Public Health and Community Medicine Study, 1971 to present.

The purpose of the Senior Caucus is clearly spelled out in its constitution
(appendix A). The main points are

To enable older consumers, as a group, to formulate and express opinions
and recommendations concerning their welfare and health care.

To work toward the attainment of services and facilities that will enhance
the health and welfare of older people as well as all other Group Health
consumers.

To encourage older consumers to participate more fully in their own health
cure.

To minimize medical costs for older consumers.
To provide a vehicle through which to channel action or advice on any Issue

before the Cooperative. (For entire contents, see Appendix A.')
The Caucus has an active and participating membership in excess of MO

individunit, and more than 28,000 Group Health members age 65 and over are
imerested in its activities. The board of Group Health has officially recognized
this group as a special-interest group. We have focused our intention on needs
specific to the older population. In addition to Our own initiative we have
actively served as a sounding board for Group Health management and the
board when deeisions pertaining to older consumers were contemplated.

In partieular, we ha ye initiated work to keep health care for an aging popula-
tion affordable, without putting an undue burden on Group Health Cooperative
as an organization or on individual Cooperative members. For this reason, we
have endorsed the risksharing contract. although it deprives us of some choices
which most medicare beneficiaries enjoy. (If in the service area, we have to use
Group Health favilities and physicians, outside the service area we are only cov-
ered for urgyni and emergency care.) We are proud that Group Health can pro-
vide health care at a cost 25 percent lower than the surrounding community.

I Retained In committee files.
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We also believe that we each have an obligation to our own wellness, As a
Caucus, our activities have centered in keeping seniors healthy, effective, and
able to take responsibility fur their health. Our pilot "wellness program" hats not
only been well received, but has resulted in a tremendous demand for expansion.
It is a direct result of the Senior Caucus request that preventive health promo-
tion and assistance to stay independent are not only healthy for individuals
but also a saving for Group Health Cooperative and ou society.

We are painfully aware of the fact that medicare enrollees generally pay their
group health and medicare B dues out of their own pockets and that this means
that comprehensive coverage for a family of two seniors amounts to an expense
of about $110 a month, less than other medigap insurance but still a large slice
of average incomes. (See Senior World, May 1;184.)

We are concerned that the ever increasing costs, due in large part to increases
in deductibles and coinsurance under medicare legislation, are pricing a number
of enrollees out of the system. This is particularly likely in the case of people in
the twilight zone, too poor to pay these dues and too rich to be eligible for medic-
aid.

At the annual meeting of the Senior Caucus, March 17, 1984, we passed a resolu-
tion urging Congress to control all health care costs, rather than depriving medi-
care recipients of benefits and rolling the cost over on medicare enrollees. Since
then congressional action has increased deductibles. More such cuts seem to be
contemplated andin our opinionwill be counterproductive by squeezing in-
dividuals out of the private sector and into medicaid programs. (Appendix B,
Senior Caucus resolution.)

It is regrettable that medicare takes the traditional insurance point of view
and excludes prevention and health promotion cost from its coverage. The only
exception to their rule is the coverage of pneumonia vaccine lobbied through Con-
gress by the Center of Health Care Technology at my insistence.

Another concern (Inc to the wording of medicare and medicaid statutes and
regulations is the built-in bias in favor of institutionalized care. Entry into a
nursing home Mil make financial support more likely and better assured than
free-standing care at home: yet home care should be more effective and less costly
to society. We at Group Health and the Senior Caucus work to keep people in
their homes, try to give them support, help them to change life styles and wish
for provisions in medicare and medicaid legislation recognizing the merits of
these activities.

Medicare and medicaid are not well coordinated at this time and support serv-
ices to partially disabled or temporarily disabled individuals are generally the
first ones to he cat, thus depriving patients of independence and confining them in
nursing homes, in most cases for the remainder of their lives.

The Group Health Senior Caucus, group Health management, and the board
of trustees are united in their effort to keep the senior population independent
and functioning und to provide a variety of support netivities. A government poi -
ivy recognizing the validity of this approach would further improve our patient
care, reduce nursing home use and would be fiscally sound and more humane than
the prese,lt status of legislation.

More flexibility in the pertinent statutes and regulations could lead to a most
successful partnership between the Federal Government agencies, State agencies,
and our own successful private organization.

Appendix B

MEDICARE 'RESOLUTION

SUBMITTED TO THE ANNUAL MEETING of 'HIE SENIOR CAUCUS RV THE SENIOR CAUCUS
EXECUTIVE CONIMMTE, MARCH 17, 1984

li'ltercas there arc 11110111. 28,0V0 older consume -rs in Group Health who are
insured by medicare and who pay monthly premiums to medicare as well as health
can does to Group Health,

11' huream mdit hre currently pays for only about 40 percent of the health rare
(*()StS of these Group Health enrollees and some '20 million older Americans who
have medicare coverage, and

ll'herras a number of proposals have been made by President lleagan's .1(1-
visory Council on Sofia! Security and Medicare which, If adopted by Congress,
would resull in even higher out-of-pocket health -care costs for 1111 older Aineri-

would affect adversely or lower the quality of health care and would disrupt
the present medicare heatlh care delivery system,
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Whereas these proposals by the President's Council would deal only piece-
meal with medicare financing problems rather than with the overall issue of
how to contain costs of the entire Nation's health care delivery system, and

Whereas these proposals and other proposals being considered in Congress
would in effect attempt to reduce the Federal Government deficit by placing a
heavier and unfair financial burden on the poor and sick elderly, and

Whereas Group Health was one of the initial supporters of medicare as a
health care underwriter and provider for older Americans, and

Whereas Group Health continues to favor good quality health care for all
Americans, therefore

lie it resolved that the Senior Caucus of Group Health Cooperative record its
opposition to proposals which would reduce leneflts and coverage and increase
costs for Americans now insuret. , medicare, anti

He 11 further resolved that the Senior Caucus, on behalf of the 28,000 medicare
enrollees in Group Health, ask the present members of the Washington State
delegation in Congress, all Presidential candidates and all candidates for con-
gressional seats from mi. State in the 1984 elections to oppose such proposals,
and instead sponsor and support legislation to preserve and enhance the quality
of the Nation's health care system and to halt runaway health care costs, and

Be it further resolved that this annual meeting call on all enrolled consumers
of Group Health to write to their Congressman and Senators expressing their
individual support for the sentiments of this resolution.

Senator EvAxs. Next, Laurie Jensen from the Washington State
American Association of Retired Persons. She is legislative chair of
the State chapter and a member of the advisory council of the Seattle-
Kim). County Division of Agin°. also a member of the Washingtontn,
State Senior Lobby Board of Directors, In 1980-81, she served as
Congressman Pritehard's senior intern and in 1981 was a delegate to
the White House Conference on Aging. I am very happy to have you
in front of the committee.

STATEMENT OF LAURIE JENSEN, SEATTLE, WA, CHAIR, WASH-
INGTON STATE LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE, AMERICAN ASSOCIA-
TION OF RETIRED PERSONS

Mrs. JENSEN. Thank you, Senator Evans, for this opportunity to
share with you the American Association of Retired Persons [AARP]
deep concerns about the alarming escalation of total health care spend-
ing the need to develop on a National scale a strong community-base
contHrAin of long-term care.

From the elderly's point of view, a most significant issue in the
field of aging is long-term care. Four trends underline the need for
development of a comprehensive LTC system: growing aged popula-
tion, increasing life expectancy, chronic disease as a dominant pattern
of illness, and changing family patterns.

Having reached 73.5 years of age, I can speak with immense au-
thority about the elderly consumers' concerns. We are a diverse group
with diverse needs for accessible. affordable health care delivery sys-
tems. I get pauper paranoia and anxiety attacks when T read the heart-
starter statistics on spiraling health costs. We need quality assurance
and need to he asured there will he more measure of financial protec-
tion. The elderly are the most cost conscious health care consumers in
this country. We have to he. We are not insurance, insulated, as are
some of the present workers. Fewer and fewer of us are financially
able to retain supplenk titni policies because of the high cost of in-
surance premiums. The deterioration of medicare's proteet ion frightens
us, We wish to live in the least restrictive environment, and do not

0 0
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Let us talk about the family unit. It is an important contributor
of supporting services t o the Federal income tax credits which should
he made available. State and Federal Government should work in
partnership to expand congregate care housing, respite care projects,
recruit more adult family homes, expand funding for in-home serv-
ices, support hov-sharing projects, support adult day care centers,
explore supervised living or sheltered living arrangements.

DRG'sdia,gnosis related groupingsare felt to be a step in the
right. direction. Caveats, however, include surge of more skilled needs
in nursing homes because, of the early discharge of sicker and sicker
patients. As a part of these inefficiencies to be considered in hospitals,
underutilization could be a thrust, step down or swing beds in wings
for reduced care.

The negative spinoff of too early discharge may lead to a second
level of rare. This must be carefully monitored. This prospective pay-
ment method, governing medieares payments, can help dampen the
rate of increase in hospital costs only if it is extended to all third-
party payers, and must be reinforced by a strong quality review
followup.

Consumers: as consumers we all have responsibilities. We share
in the intergovernmental relationship witl health providers. We can
reduce health care. costs by becoming prudent patients. Adam, in the
Garden of Eden, asked Eve, "Do you love me?"

Eve replied, "Who else?" [Laughter.]
We have choices. We can make cost-based choices. And in my

written testimony I have listed at least 15 ways.
Prevention, let, us accent that, instead of crisis intervention. That

is good medicine.
Choose more healthy lifestyles, establish good habits in nutrition,

diet, exercise. Be aware of the so-called avoidable risks: obesity, smok-
ing, alcoholism. With every healthcare dollar spent, 97 cents goes for
treatment of disease. Only 21/2 cents for prevention and only a one-half
cent. goes for health promotion.

T have statistics that I would request be given to thethese are com-
piled by the AAR and be given to the Senate Special Aging Com-
mittee.

Senator EvANs. They will be entered into the record.'
Mrs. JENSEN. Fine. Thank you.
Aging means not much time left. We older adults can only pray for

a reasonable rate of decline so we may work as advocates toward an
affordable, rationalnot rationedLTC system. We, are traveling
hopefully with strong, decisive leadership. Our country was built on
hard. tough decisions. Our sunset. years will have quality, dignity, and
purpose. Working together we can find a potent prescription to cure
our health rare dollar disease.

We can reverse unhealthy health costs and long-term care com-
plexities, sure. Prognosis favorable. We pledge AARP's support. and
we will exercise our influence in legislation, information dissemination,
and education.

And, one more time, thank you.
Senator -EVANS. Thank you very much. That was splendid testimony.

I See prepnred ntatement of Men. Jennen.
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vanceno large deductibles or eoperMents are charged patient, In addition to
primary ease and specialty medical care, these centers offer laboratory, x-ray,
pharmacy. hospital care, and health educationpractice preventive medicine.
The AARP supports the IINIO concept because they are accountable to their en-
rollees for the cost, quality and availability of services, and they stress approp-
riate use of a range of services. They coordinate care, less costly alternatives to
acute care, less intensive, less expensive.

The S/IINIO case-managed programs, are intended to correct the problems of
access (caused by fragmetation of services) and will assure an appropriate mix
of services through the creation of an organized delivery system and financing
plan that maximizes both provider flexibility and accountability. Thus, if we are
concerned about secondary demand, a type of case-managed system may very well
allow for expanded benefits to enrollees at no additional costs to the public
third-party payers. This larger type system implements the insurance principle
of spreading the risk over a larger population paid for by a combination of en-
rollee payments,

By this time I think you will agreeold age isn't for sissies.
Health care cost containment is an overlap in the LTC picture. We are not

seeking culprits, but rather solutions. Heaven knows there is enough blame to go
around. We are all at faultgovernment, hospitals, physicians, health providers,
and consmners,

The AARP legislative program advocates a national cost containment strategy
that has four basic objectives :

1) Rate of increase in hospital expenditures should be limited to a fixed per-
centage rate that is reasonably in line with general inflation rate; and this limit,
once established, should apply to all third-party payments to hospital. Also,
restrictions on increase in physician fees must be imposedbring incomes into
line with that of nonmedical professionals.

(2) Economy incentives that are causing excessive expansion of conventional
medical facilities should he removed, for example, by imposing limits on deprecia-
tion deductions when hospitals/nursing homes are sold.

(3) Government regulatory programs with the potential to yield significant
savings should be promoted along with effective measures to promote competition
in the health care industry.

(1) Health care service delivery should be restructured away from acute rare
institutional settings, with greater emphasis placed on community and home-
based services and he made more responsive to consumer needs.

ALTERNATIVES

The family unit is an important contribIltor of supporting services and Federal
income tax credits should be made available to provide taxpayers with incentives
to care for their dependent elderly at home and we should fund and expand
respite care. State and Federal govermnents should work in partnership to ex-
pand congregate care housing; recruit more adult family homes; expand funding
for in-home services; support home sharing projects ; and support adult day care
centers.

Legislation must he passed to put the brakes on out-of-control unhealthy health
care costs. Today. older persons are paying as mueh in out-of-pocket costs (1
percent phis) as before the implementation of medicare. The root cause of the
health care cost crisis is the structure of the health care system itself. It pro-
motes inflation. It rewards doctors and hospitals with more and more income
for providing more and more care (whether needed or not) ; expansion and
more costly equipment (whether needed or not) ; ineflicieney and waste are not
penalized so reasonable, realistic limits must be leghlated.

DRG's are felt to be a step in the right direction (prospective payments as
opposed to fee-for-service). Too early to assess, however. Caveats include surge
of more skilled needs in nursing homes because of early discharge of sicker and
sicker patients. (As a part of the inefficiencies to he considered in hospitals
nderutilization could he a thrust. Step down or swing beds in wings for re-
duced care (and less expensive). Research unnecessary duplication of facilities
existing in hospital sector as these should be consolidated and shared.) The
negative spinoff of too early discharge. then costly reentry, may lend to second
level of (lire. These must he carefully monitored. Note : This prospective pay-
ment method governing medicare's payments to hospitals can help dampen the
rate of Ineresse i hospital costs only if it is extended to all third-party payers,
and must he reinforced by a strong quality review component.

Go
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With the nursing home industry and hospital's attack of "acquisition fever,"
legislation must be passed to prohibit or limit hospitals and nursing homes from
revolving or "stepping up" value of their properties to reflect purchase price at
the time of sale or merger so they can then use the higher basis on'which to de-
preciate the asset and these subsidies (allowance for depreciation and Interest
at higher value) directly increase medicare's payments for capital costs.

CONSUMERS

As consumers we have responsibilities. We share in the intergovernmental re-
lationship with health providers. We can reduce health care costs by becoming
prudent patients. As smart consumers we can make cost-based choices. For in-
stance : We can seek second opinion when surgery is suggested ; inquire about
same day or outpatient surgery ; ask doctors regarding fees and whether he/she
accepts medicare assignment ; avoid entering hospital on weekend ; make certain
tests to be done in hospital have not already been performed; use emergency
room of hospital only when a true emergency exists; inquire about emergicenters
in the community ; use generic drugs when possible; check into use of HMO's or
PPO's (prepaid discount programs) for cost savings; make greater use of am-
bulatory clinics; check outpatient rehab units; use geriatric nurse practitioners;
be educated regarding home health services available; and do comparative
shopping for eyeglasses, hearing aids, etc. AARP pledge to increase availability
of their brochures and publications re consumer information.

PREVENTION INSTEAD OF CRISIS INTERVENTION

That's good medicine. Choose more healthful lifestyles establish good habits
in nutrition, diet, exercise; be aware of avoidable risks (obesity, smoking,
alcoholism) ; attend stress management and stress control classes, etc.

Industry is concerned about the dramatic increase in cost of health care benflts
for their employees. (Workers have it stake here also as they are facing possible
cutbacks in their health insurance coverage.)

Insurance companies are alarmed about spiraling premiums, and looking for
alternatives to costly and inappropriate health care services. Since 1975, private
health insurance premiums have increased 130 percent. We must track needs,
not demands.

AARP urges Federal and State authorities to cooperate and develop and im-
plement a comprehensive and coordinating plan to detect and prosecute medicare
and medicaid provider fraud.

Medical technology needs a council to establish restraints and evaluation and
this assessment should be included under authority of National Center for
Health Service.

My .aganization has compiled statistics and we request that these be shared
with tile Senate Special Committee on Aging.

Aging means not much time left. We older adults can only pray for a reason-
able rate of decline so that we may work as advocates toward an affordable,
rational (not rationed) LTC system. We feel what we gain, what we protect
now will he our young citizen' inheritance.

We are traveling hopefully and with strong, decisive leadership (our country
was built on hard, tough decisions) our sunset years will have quality, dignity,
and purpose.

Working together we can find a potent prescription to cure our health care
dollar disease.

Prognosis favorable.
We pledge AARP support and will exercise our influence in legislation, infor-

mation dissemination, and education.
One more time, thank you.
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Who Pays for Older Persons' Health Care?
1982

36%
Private.
Payment

5%
State

Local

y3urce Health Care financing Administration

14%
Medicaid
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45%
Medicare





ANNUAL HEALTH CARE PAYMENTS
MADE BY THE AGED

Per Aged
Parson

Payments as a
Percent of Income

1966 (Pre-Medicare) $300 15%

1977

1981

1984

1989

1993

2000

$698

$1198

$1550

$2208

$2892

$4637

conn:n tioatit, Cant Financing Administration, Amettcan Association of Penrod Poisons
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14%

15%

16%

17%

19%



Potential Impact on Elderly If Medicare Deficit
Is Shifted to Hospitalized Beneficiaries

1983 1995 1995

Current Projections' Based on Projections' Based on
Current Law Shift of Deficit

to Hospitalized
Beneficiaries

Cost of Average
Hospital Stay': $304 + 0 $800 + 0 $800 + $4300

Total Elderly
Consumer Payments
for Health Care':

$1455 $3310 $7610

Per Cent
of Income: 14.5% 170/0 40%

Sources Robert Myers Mernerandum, September 23. 1983. Thomas C Borate, Memorandum. November 4. 1983

'Based on Trustees Alternative 11.0 assumpt,ons.

'Defined here as Pori A Deductible and Part A Coinsurance (excudes physician servlres provided in hospital).

'Mean per capita figure Including outOfpocket costs plus pi nium payments.



COSTS OF UNHEALTHY LIFESTYLES

$19 billion
in lost workdays
due to
alcoholism

NMMiiiOMMMMM=MMMP)
Wellness at Work,
Cunningham, 1982

$4,611 in costs to
an employer for
each smoking
employee
in medical costs,
absenteeism
and decreased
production

'Smoking: A Challenge to
Worksile Health Management."
Klelhaber and Goldbeck, 1981

30 million
workdays and
$2 billion in lost
earnings
in 1980 due to
hypertensive
diseases

1.1111./.11111111111.1../ir
National Head, Blood
and Lung Inshluto



HEALTH PROMOTION:
AN IGNORED PRIORITY

For every health care dollar:

0.5c
goes for
health
promotion

Source "A National Health Care Strategy", Vol. 4.
Sehnert and Tillotson, National Chamber Foundation, 1910.

2.5$
goes for
disease
prevention

97$
goes for
treatment

G /
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Senator EVANS. Our final scheduled witness is Dr. Dick Ambur,
president of the Washington State Medical Association. He has been
a member of the board of trustees of that organization for the past
10 years, and he has been very active with several civic and State
associations dealing with health and long-term cost care containment.
Dr. Ambur.

STATEMENT OF DR. RICHARD F. AMBUR, SEATTLE, WA,
PRESIDENT, WASHINGTON STATE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION

Dr. AMBUR. Thank you, Senator Evans. When you are the last one
on the panel, you think that maybe somebody is going to say every-
thing you have had to say or plan to say and there is nothing left,
or you get, a lot of food for thought so that you can talk back. One
thing I am very happy about is for once in my life I am now listed
on the consumer side instead of the provider side. So, I am now a
consumer representative. My mother will be thrilled about that.
[Laughter.]

Senator EvA Ns. There is hardly a physician alive that at one time
or another does not become a consumer of your own services.

Dr. AMBIT. Right. In our written testimony we have submitted a
paper which describes the projected increase in the number and the
particular needs of the elderly during the next several decades. We
have supplied this information to all of our physiciansactually
throughout the country, not just throughout our Stateso that they
will be more aware of the problems that we are facing and the key
issues in the delivery and the financing of care for the aged.

I would like to just address in the oral remarks a couple of ques-
tions that you asked in your letter to our association and then perhaps
answer some of them. I am sitting in sort of a dilemma here. As the
president of the association, I represent all of the physicians in the
State. And sometimes as a fee-for-service practitioner, I represent
the fee-for-service as opposed to the closed panel model. So, I have
to be a little hit careful in my official remarks.

The changing nature of the elderly's demands or needs, rather, is
that they are living longer, as has been mentioned here on several
occasions. And, as von live longer, the machine begins to break down
and you do need more repairs. And that gets to be expensive. As we
all know, you can buy a new car sometimes for a lot less than you
can replace all the parts of the old one. While the body is much better
at repairing itself, sometimes the parts get to be expensive in
replacing them.

I think tlrit the physician population will he able to meet without
any great deal of diffioulty the acute care medical needs of chronic ill-
ness for the elderly. I do not see that that will he a great problem as far
as numbers of physicians into the next century, as a matter of fact.

As f.ir as adapting to the changing nature, we are a service profes-
sion and have a history of being able to adapt to what the patients need
and re. .re. And we will meet that without any particular difficulty.

Whe,n speaking of models to treat the chronically ill, T think in our
State we have shown. at least on the acute side of this problem. that
between the closed panel niodels that have developed a very efficient
system and even the fee-for-service, which has the bureau system,
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and Washington Sinn! )medical Association, entitled "Collaborative Practice
in the Nursing Ilona! Selling," K,IPhie Niorit is. It.N.. principal Investigator.

F,xcellent acute cure for the elderly Is availahle but it is obvious economic bar-
riers to obtaining care exist. are being addressed in many says and more
needs to he done. lint the chronically ill, the terminally ill, and those who require
a very long time to recover front major acute care experiences present different
prohleins. There is a need for a Federal-State-private part lietship effort to look
carefully at ways existing government programs deal with many chronic condi-
how:, These pr uolinis need to he restritetnred to better meet the needs Of our
older citizens both from the vlevpoint of care an,: treatment methods and pro-
grata eligibility.

This brings ine to comment on what doeti.rs are hearing from their older
patients regarding, their needs and %%lints, Thue does not permit detailed discus-
sion of this most important subject, but to g gieralize. physichins toddy are seeing

great deal a chilli:4v lake plmv in t! elderly persons' deinands for health
services. Put 'hoz :lode care aside. physicians find their elderly patients concerned
about possible chronic disease, concerned about a dehilitating aging process and
possible terminal illness and the elre tussled for these. Doctors also hear their
patients %yam ing to have their own doctor, awl the freedom to go to another
doctor it' they reel a change will he more help to them in regaining rood health.
As mentioned ''arlier, physicians hear trout their patients about their economic
voneerits 110;.ag a burden to their children. :mil a feeling they are victims of an
hillaftni that eats away their fixed incomes. and other health pro-
fes.onals- -find it difficult to deal with the admirable determinntit and hope
nealifested by ninny elderly people tha they will he well and feel good again,
particularly in those situations where nil indications are to the contrary. These
attitudes, needs. and demands on the part of many elderly patients, when com-
bined with the total and global problems connected with long-term care, cry out
for action in developing a comprehensive science awl art of geriatrics, Tltis is a
need that. should he taken on a Federal-Stnte-private effort, right here hi the
State of \A'ashinglon.

All health professionals, and attiong physicians, family doctors and internists,
need continuing education in geriatric medicine.

There was an upsurge of interest in geriatrics but this got lost in subsequent
years its other health and medical targets were selected. But there is a new
direction tieing taken. here is the State, we have one of the first and probably
the hi st of innovative geriatric teaching and research centers. It is located at
Ilariorviev Hospital under the auspices of the University of Washington School
of .1Iedicine. 'Hos is it multidiscipline approach and its program will p. :We

new and important geriatrics component in the medical school curriculum ,,m1
future physicians wilt he prepared to be effective in long-term care. lint more
than this is needed. That geriatric center can produce continuing eduentiou
and consultations to physieines and other health professionals \vim lire practicing
no's -hut only it' that program continues. Here is where the health insurance
U1,11E:try, health professionals, State government. Federal Government. and
elderly citizens eau join in a partnership to !Italic sure the Ilarhorviev Geriatric
renter survives and thrives, This means the DUG system of medicare payment
for hospital qqvices at that teaching and researelt hospital will have to receive
special :mention from Ille State hospital third-party payers. mod-
ivare and niedieltill. An illithitive is !Welled to assure the vontinnation of our
gerifilrie collier and others that hav- started up in other parts of the country
all %odd' aro threatened with oxt Met ion in the cuent cost retimet ion trend,

:11111 art of geriatrics problems ill longterm care will
wont reL:nrille-s of delivers syslelli

II is important to 'tress that geriatric ft:lining venters deal
%%ill' :ill kind, III. tivalth praviiiiimer,:. administrators. and Hip elderly them-
selves. Investment in them tiollii,v %yid result in great strides Inward a future

care system that all id' its %villa. Doctos, nurses, and other health
profcssionak %vitt be enthusiastic :Wont a bash' science and art of gvrtatrivst
that call vviiiv them haw, .ilen The clnraioll has been 11,1;ett %diviner
the growth ill I inn Will reilliire num. (1,)ef ()I's. II %vill

ti) ,111(1:(.-; hi a ,:slire it slipply adequate far both
acute and long. term care. Itid the e;eriairic re!Aareli and training (salters, it
II tii -ed continuation. will pro% lilt. and other health profe,sionals
being able I'' adapt to the nreds of the changing population in lilt effective and
todicictil manner.
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Iii early 1993. the .1M.1 .1N.1 leadership group, and subsequently the .11IA and
.1NA boards or 11.11,tee,, approved the reeolailleadatiolts developed by the task
force, The recommendations are set rorth in addendinn A to this report. The
thrust Of the recommendations was to improve the health care Of the aged
chronically ill in terms Of access and quality, To accomplish this, the task force
re.oitnenalion:-., foense on learning more about hew health care is being de-
livered to the aged chronically ill, investigating hotter alternatives, where neves-
silo, mot using the hewn' care professional team to its fullest advantage and
potential.

Speeifieally, the Task Fore° recommended :
--Studies of new means to provide health care for the aged.
Development and evaluation of alternative models of care,
Development of public policy with respect to the care of the elderly, based

on the hest evidence available at the limo: and
ThNlaint ellance of the AMA-ANA liaison on health issues concerning the aged

through an identifiable unit in each organization.

AMA DIRECTIONS

Current AMA netivitips, related to the aged are directed toward gathering
and analyzing information. These activities cover such topics as disability among
the aged, hospice care, the physiology of aging, and the nutritional status of th,e
aged.

A NI A activities currently in the planning stages focus on cooperative efforts
with other health organizations interested in providing health care to the aged.
These activities may include conferences and formal and informal liaisons with
other national organizations, Other plans include studies of the effects of retire-
ment on the aged. development of all aging "model," lied investigation of alterna-
tive mechanisms to provide and to finance health care for the aged.

The board will make regular progress reports to the House on these and other
AMA activities relating to the health and health care of the aged,

ACTION OF TILE BOARD

In April I OM, the AMA hoard of trustees commended the members of the
AMA-ANA task force for a thoughtful report. The hoard also approved the task
force recommendations, and looks forward to their integration into the AMA
policy activities in this report, aimed at improving the health and health care
of the aged,

Anor.merm -MAJOR IIECONt MENDATIONS OE THE AMA-ANA TASK FORCE TO
ADDRESS TOE IMPROVEMENT OF HEALTH CARE OE THE AGED CHRONICALLY ILL

1. That AMA and ANA jointly contact the National Institute on Aging of the
National Institutes of Health to recommend funding the analysis of extensive
research efforts on new health care systems for the aged. This analysis could be
conducted most completely by such a body as the Institute of Medicine of the
National Academy of Science::.

2. That AMA and ANA fund the writing of a major reseatch proposal to test
other models of citre, particularly as they involve cooperative physician/nurse
relationships in community-based alternatives.

3. That AMA and ANA utilize their iodate relations capabilities to plead for
Blue hi the pont ical arena to retard the erratic forces which deny the scientific
approach of study, analysis, experimentation and evaluation of long-term care
models.

-1. That the respective boards of AMA and ANA consider ways in which their
organizni inn;.; devpinli the focal capacity to a ldress the crucial health care
issues of eoneern to the aged. Appropriate structures of Ike two associations
should be as to maintain an active and ongoing relationship with each
other in their wort; to improve the quality of health care for the older Americans.

Swint or EVA Ns. Le( us gu kick In Dr, Birpapin. I lltinl: I hilv,, Local
hod; till I 1 rolign 1 1 11' test "molly 1 morning awl certainly throngh

Ilne vsi jimmy or thcs-p Itist three viinevs with this plizzung, meld(
tough quest ion We are all going to have to face, and that is how We
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and nursing homes out of that general authorization for stepping up
of value?

Mrs. JENSEN. I think tills definitely should be looked into. America's
health cost industry is now No. 1. It used to ki oil wells and then com-
puters, and now it is the high-profit industry. And I think we have to
look toward this, and I think that is a thrust we could make, we mean-
ing Government.

Senator Ev. ss. Let me turn to Dr. mbur with something that came
out of Mrs. Jensen's testimony. Our system essentially rewards phy-
sicians, hospitals, health care providers with higher utilization in the
form of more reimbursement. Do we need a change in that funda-
mental system which we have had for so long? Is there a real incentive
to contain costs ? You mentioned that physicians are in business to
get patients well. I am sure that is true, and we all hope that that is
the end result when we go to a physician. I am not sure that physicians
have an opportunity to get as deeply involved in the preventative or
the well less kinds of services that should occur before anyone goes to
a physician for a particular illness or problem. What about this idea
that the health care cost crisis is the structure of the health care sys-
tem itself. As the testimony points out, this system promotes inflation.
It rewards doctors and hospitals with more and more income for
providing more and more care.

Dr. Amara. I would say to a certain extent, the problem is not
exactly the system, but it is in how it is paid for. The complete and
total payment of costs up front encourages one to use the system to
its maximum. And I have never been a believer in the 100- percent
prepaid health care system unless you have a very ivell controlled lock-
in model. And I notice the Group I fealth's testimony mentions the

the patients must receive their van, from that one source.
Otherwise T think both physicians and the patients must have some
consideration and sit down and talk about the costs and what they are
going to get for the money, That way you will get the best care at the
most efficient price. but there are a lot of other variables in there that
mine up in the cost of health care. It has recently been estimated that
up to 30 percent of the cost is defensive medicine. That has nothing
to do with the health care system. That supports the legal system. So.
that, is another area of cost. The incentive. I think. if we changed the
insurnnee, we will get a better, more efficient system.

('an T get to prevention?
Senator EvAxs. Sure. Let me just interrupt for 1 minute. For the

benefit Of the audience who may not understand tin' praet ice of &fen-
,4ye medicine. do I tiinlershind correctly that you are talking about the
requirement or the physicians' felt requirement that extra tests may he
needed hist to protect against lawsuits and other kinds of attack. Is
that essentially what is at stake in your eomment about practicing
defeLsive medicine?

Dr. Amara. It is not so much to protect against the snit, Tf some-
thing goes wining, You 11'111 frequently have a snit. but it to have it
all in paper at the t line that von no before the lawyers. Let me give
you an example too. Tf T do not dictate into nn' chart.---and nobody
Ivould really think that dictation in your chart is something that costs
money. kit T hove to pay somebody to do my typing: and all that. T
have to dictate many things that T would not ordinarily dictate because
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it is assumed that if it is not dictated there, it, was not done when you
get. 10 e0111'1. SO, it doesn't seem like much, but it acids up. I get up and
get dressed and go to work and do the same routine things everyday
without dictating them into a diary, and I know I have done them. So,
that is just a part of it. But, yes, it is there strictly for that reason.

On prevent ion, Which we would like to talk about, I cannot believe
in this day and age there is anybody left in this country that does not
know or has not heard that smoking is bad for your health. I cannot
believe that they have not been educated to that.

Senator EvANs. Talk to a Senator from a tobacco-growing State.
[Laughter.]

1.)r. Amiwit. Well, yes, that is true.
And seatbelts in your ear, and yet only 14 or 15 percent of the people

use then). Alcohol, weight control, all those things--I cannot believe
that people do not know that that is the way they should live, And yet
how many tlo that ?

People do not really want to be saved until they have had their fun,
and then you can save them later. I mean, if they really wanted to be
saved, Prohibit ion would have worked.

Senator EvANs. It is called: Play now, pay later.
Dr. AMBIT. And it did not. I will just put it to you. We have got. the

costs of tobacco, alcohol, and entertainment equaling about 25 percent
of the GNP. They are 15 percent ahead of the cost of health care. And
that is what you are doing to repair the other problem,

Senator EvANs. Yon are right. While you are absolutely right, and
that seems to be a real imbalance, the difficulty we face is that a pretty
good shareood shnre of the health costs are paid directly through government at
one level or another and through taxation, while the restthe tobacco,
alcohol, entertaimentare voluntary expenditures by individuals,
and there is a marked difference in people's perception of paying taxes
versus paying for pleasure. And that is why it is 25 percent and the
other is probebly 10 or 15.

If there were only S01110 way to rebalance that whole system--you
are right. This Nation has the financial capacity to provide not only
adequately, but handsomely for our own wellness and for our own
health. ITowever, we have not been generated sufficiently as a total
population to put our money in the right. places.

T have no idea at this point how you can easily change that.
Mrs. JENSEN. Senator, we have some statistic's: 19 billion in lost

workdays due to alcoholism: Qr.R11 in cost to an employer for each
smoking employee. And T think industry is doing to get behind these
and be more selective in their hiring. I noticed there was an article
fibont that in the paper that would he of help.

On malmetice insurance. T wonder about the dc tors policing their
own croup. Physicians' liability insurance reform tarelit is excellent,
hilt T feel ton that the medical profession should work toward more
efreetive procedures to make sure that intervention in case of mal-
practice winds up maybe in suspension or some font) of punitive

Dr. Arnrit. Alr we setting into a debate? [Laughter.]
Mrs. .1Exst:N. I am sorry.
Senator FN.\ NS. NO. T do not think we hnd better get into a debate.
Dr. Amm.u. It is OK with me if it is OK with you.
Senator EvAss. No, that is at another time.
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A couple of further questions for Dr. Amber. You mentioned the
renewed interest. now .n geriatric. education. Are we really seeing a
big response from young physicians or medical students, an increased
real interest in geriatrics as a specialty that will prepare us for this
future when we 10 or 15 years from now see this sudden surge of
older people?

Dr. Amaral. I think we certainly are, particularly right here in this
State. We have one of the newest and most innovative and best teach -
ing centers right up the hill here at Harbor View under the University
or Washington. They have n geriatrics program. Of course the prob-
lems seem to come up before you think about getting a solution to it.
So, they may be a few years behind in generating the people that are
specifically trained in areas of geriatric medicine. But it is here, and
this State has one of the best teaching institutions and one of the best
continuing medical education programs out at the university to keep
physicians aware of changes.

Senator EvAxs. You mentioned in your testimony that initiative is
needed to ensure the continuation of this and other geriatric. centers
which are threatened with extinction in the current cost-reduction
trend. Where spevificnIly is the cost reduction affect in!! those geriatric
centers? Are those in special programs that are designed to aid
geriatric, centers?

Dr. Amingt. TTnfortunately the payment system under the DRG
syst vitt that we have now. unless there is some flexibility that is put in
will penalize centers that are spending more money of course, which
was the purpose of the DIM. But if you are going to do research and if
you nre going to learn something, you are going to have to spend a
little bit of extra money to find out what you want to find out. And
what we are concerned is that places like the university and Harbor
View that are takinv, care of these problems and studying them will
get lumped in and will not have the funds to continue on. People who
nro sick do cost 110110V. The healthy ones do not cost money. But each
individual is a little bit different. And that is the problem when you
try to put. an artificial cap on it.

Senator EvAxs. I have oiw final question. Testimony earlier indi-
ateil that those' who were members of it health mint-en:ince organiza-
tion used hospitals less on a per capita basis than those generally under
a fee- for service. I presume that is an accurate statistic. If it is, do you
have any idea as to why?

Dr. Amnun. I have my own ideas, yes. At least in compari,i 'hat
to olir particular county. In Kitsap County. I do not think it wtly
that necurate. Our (Illy stay is pretty close to the closed pnnet model.
Our total mind wr of days per 1,00n, per yynr, are very close. If you
want to know why they would tend to treat it as, say. elective surgery,
there nre all sorts of ways you can treat arthritis of the hip. And you
can t riPICS and nwdications, et cetern, et cetera, but we have learned
that there k only one way to get rid of the pain, and that is to get a
new hip joint. A not if you wait. n months or a par. yon have saved
the money over that period of time. ns they do in England. Whereas
if You come to see in and yon Int vy got an arthritis of the hip and you
want it fixed. you get it fixed the next t inn(' we have an opportunity on
the schedule. That is sort of the difference in the incentive.
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Senator EVANS. This is a little off of any testimony, but some years
afro I ran across some extensive slat ist les which pointed out the rather
substantial difference in the average hospital stay for standardized
kinds of procedures between various States and connnunities. I do not
know if you have any comment or knowledge about that. But. I re-
member at the time that for a simple uncomplicated appendectomy
or for other rather common procedures, the hospital stay in the North-
west and particularly in the State of Washington was half that of
some of the Northeastern States. What causes that. ?

I)r. A31111.1. Thilt is true all across the board for medicare and the
elderly population as well as the rest of them. I have not seen any
specific studies as to exactly what causes it. One of the things that
causes that difference is that in this State we do not have or did not
have in the past the excess of hospital beds as compared to the east
coast. Also western medicine grew up in a different atmosphere. The
physicians out here in the bureaus are at risk. In other words, if there
is not any money left, they do not get paid. They are the last ones
that go paid, if von are a member of the county medical bureau. So,
they have an incentive, just as the Group Health Cooperative does,
to keep people out of the hospital unless it is an absolute necessity.
So. it. is different in other insurance programs where it stakes no
difference really to the physician whether they stay in the hospital
or get out of the hospital. But here in the State of Washington it
definitely does to all the physicians.

Senator EvAxs. Would that have a significant impact if there
were some way to spread thatI presume that you would suggest
that while that incentive is to get out of the hospital, no physician
would advocate that a person get out of the hospital any earlier than
they were really able to, in terms of health. What way can we spread
that. same kind of result. or is it appropriate to try to spread that
same result that we obtain out here to other parts of the country?

I)r. A MBIT11. Tf you have in other parts of the country the type of
insqrance system that we have out here, the incentive is there. The
Bhp Cross insurance system in the rest of the country is not. like our
medical service bureaus and Washington Physician Service here.

The only other incentive to getting out of the hospital early is that
the individual has to pay a certain amount themselves. T have my
own theories as to how that should be handled. And T think if you
wish to pay a certain amount for the hospital. you should say that
the averafre day's stay fora knee operation is 3 (lays. Tf you are stay-
ing 1. unless there is a specific medical complication, you pay for it,
because physicians do get put under the gun regularly. "T do not have
lu ride home today." "Nobody is there to take care of me." "We will
pick grandma up on Monday. not today." That happens all the time.
If the individual has an incentive to leave. the doctor is not going
to let diem out until he thinks they are ready.

Senator EvAxs. Thank von very much. This has been a fascinating
panel and a very interesting morning. T appreciate the testimony of
all of those who have been scheduled and who have appeared in front
of 11,4. We are lookin:.. forward to the additional information we have
ropiested. And this will be exceedingly helpful to the committee.
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Ms. Tw EnsK v. It is well recognized that social, emotional, and en-
vironmetal factors have an impact, on a person's health and function-
ing. Therefore. 1 think t hat our western has been not to look at those
important factors, but to expend large sums of money on acute care,
which includes institutionalization. This has been highly inflationary,
anti health care casts have skyrocketed.

I want. to speak in favor of allocation of funds for health services to
States from the Federal ( ioernment in which funds for all long-term
rare services, including services provided in hospitals and by phys-
ivians to persons with long-term chronic conditions are pooled. States
should be given prospective payments, based on good estimates of the
frail population at risk of institutional placement. Such estimates
should reflect accurate growth of the aged population each year. The
prospect ivy, allocation should include a reasonable, planned inflation
factor that is in line with the economy as a whole.

I view with great alarm reductions in medicare coverage which
would result in increased out-of-pocket expenditures for consumers
while health van, industry costs are left uncontrolled. DIM's is an
approtteh in t he right direction, but will not work unless applied to the
cut ire system rather than just hospitals.

I also want to st ate that the rapidly growing. better educated elderly
population and their families will not tolerate reductions in needed
serviees aim funding as a means of containing cost. Something will
have to change profoundly. Nickel-and-diming the system will not
work.

Senator EvAxs. Thank you very much. Next.

STATEMENT OF MARTHANNA E. VEBLEN, RETIREMENT
COUNSELOR, SEATTLE, WA

Ms. Vi :umu:x. Perhaps I am coming from a little different perspec-
tive this morning than some that we have listened to. I am coming from
a certain background of experience. I am a retirement counselor.

Senator EvAxs. Could you identify yourself first?
Ms. VEMEN. Excuse me. I should say I am Marthanna Veblen, and

I am a retirement counselor, a librarian, and a research person.
As early as 1901, before I became elderly, I compiled the report

of the State of Washington for the, first. White house Conference on
Aging. This report was entitled, "Aging in the State of Washington,"
and it came out as ft Senate document later.

In 1970. I published a directory of the services available in the
State to the elderly, entitled. "Aging: Where To Turn in Washing-
ton State." And over the years I have served as a volunteer on State,
county. city, and diocesan councils and commission concerned with
the needs of elderly people. T ant presently serving on the volunteer
board of trustees of a private, nonprofit organization about to build
a continumn of care retirement facility. Senator Evans would know
the property. It is within a few blocks of where you once lived, sir.
Tt is the Villa property.

A goal of the facility is to make one-third of the units available
to low income elderly. In addition to this. on a personal level, my
husband and I were very deeply involved with the wring process as
it affected our Parents while they were still alive. Both sots of parents
celebrated their 00th wedding anniversary. From this background,
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I put forward the following suggestions: that this U.S. Special Com-
mittee on Aging recommend Congress combine sections 231 and 232
of the llousing Act. Section 231 allows sponsors to provide meal serv-
ice, and section 232 allows sponsors to provide intermediate and skilled
nursing care. Combining these two sections will make possible the
needed continuum of care retirement communities.

The second one would be: Congress authorize and appropriate ade-
quate funds for the purpose of HUD guarantee of loans to provide
financing of continuum of care facilities by private, nonprofit spon-
sors. Now, I am not sure of the year, but within the last. 2 or 3 years,
the amount authorized and appropriated by Congress would, if
divided evenly between 50 States, not have provided for a single
long-term care or continuum of care residence such as I am speaking
of, that we are trying to build here in Seattlenot one in each of the
States. And it is not a fabulously large one.

1 recommend also that the Washington State Legislature, as a part
of tla. package the State already has in place, authorize the use of
tax-exempt bonds by private nonprofit organizations to finance con-
tinuum of care retirement communities.

I do feel the Federal Government vhould encourage Federal, State,
and private nonprofit organizations to provide needed long-term serv-
ices for the elderly at tine lowest possible cost, By carrying out the three
recommendations, we will be closer to satisfying the long-term needs
of the elderly, particularly the nioderate- and low-income c.

Services available in continuum of retirement communities by
private. nonprofit sponsors are rarely available elsewhere and then
only at great cost. an amount usually beyond the reach of the
moderate- or low-income elderly at a cost that can only be met by the
affluent, Clearly. the three recommendations, if acted upon, will serve
a valid public purpose.

Additionally, any emphasis by Congress by tax laws or otherwise,
enhancing the savings ability of people in general, will encourage more
saving and result in elderly persons entering retirement with more
assets, thus improving their ability to live independently and with
dignity.

Am! I really do appreciate the opportunity of being able to speak
in this manner, And I have a copy of this for the record.

Senator EvAxs. Yes, it would be very helpful if you would submit
it. and it will be made part of the record. Thank von. Marthanna,

['Subsequent to the hearing, Ms. Veblen submitted the following
information :1
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lionoiable DAhlri VV.111,

Senator, Warhingtoh State
Chairman, U.S.Senate Special Committee on Aging
RE: tong Term Needn of the Elderly: a Federal - State - Private

artnernhip.
Seattlo, Washington
July 10, 19H4

Senator Evans:

I appreciate the invitation to appear before you and thin committee.
It deals with a pArtiC111,11-1Y critical area of need for the elderly.
I have some thoughts on the topic and I am happy for the opportunity
to express them.

I do feel that needed services to satisfy the long term needs of the
elderly should be provided at the lowest possible cost to the elderly
person. Thin should Include continuing and expanding services which
allow th, elderly to remain as long as possible in their own homes.

1 am COMM( trot% a certain background of experience: I am a Retirement
Counsellor, a librarian and a research person. As early as 1961 - before
I became elderly - I compiled the report of the State of Washington
to the first White House Conference on Aging. This report was entitled
kiing in the State of Washington, In 1976 I published a directory of
iervices avatia6Te in tiTs state to the elderly entitled Aging - Where
to Tut:, in Washington State. Over the years I have served as a vonntder
n. state, eJiniCY,--eih.aiirddiocesan councils and commissions concerned
with the needs of elderly people. I am presently serving on the
volunteer board of trustees of a private non - profit organization
about to build a continuum of care retirement facility. A goal of the
facility is to make one - third of the units available to low income
elderly. In addition, my husband and I were both deeply involved with the
aging process as it affected our parents while they were still alive. Both
nets of parents celebrated their 60th wedding anniversary.

From this background, I put forward the following suggestions:
That this U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging recommend:

Congress combine Sections 231 and 232 of the Housing Act.
Section 231 allows sponsor :: to provide meal service, and
Section 232 allows sponsors to provide intermediate and
:;killed nurine care, 'ombining these two sections will
make possible the needed continuum of care retirement
communities.

CreatIveRetirementCounselingInc.
40:4:111, 6640 ParkpointWay N.E.

Seattle, Washington 98115
(206) 524-9236
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Congress authorize and appropriate adequate funds for the
purpose of HUD guarantee of loans to provide financing of
continuum of care facilities by private, non - profit sponsors.

The Washington State Legislature, as a part of the package
the State already has in place, authorize the use of tax
eXca:t bonds by private, non profit organizations tc
riTanceContinuum of care retirement communities.

I do feel the federal government should encourage federal, state
and private, non - profit organizations to provide needed long
term services for the elderly at the lowest possible coot. By carrying
out the three recommendations above, we will be closer to satisfying
the lona term needs of the elderly, particularly the moderate and
the low income eldrriy. Services available in continuum of care
retirement communities, by private, non - profit sponsors are
rarely available elsewhere, and then only at great cost, an amount
usually beyond the reach of the moderate or low income elderly.
A cost that can only be met by the aifluent. Clearly, the three
recommendatiGns, if acted apon will serve a valid public purpose.

Additionally, any emphasis by Congress, by tax laws or otherwise,
enhancing the savings ability of people in general ,will encourage
mor- saving and result in ellerly persons entering retirement
with more ci,; ots, thus improving their ability to live independently
and with dimity.

Thank you ter invilinq me to participate in this hearing. If I can
answer any Auestions or help in any way in the future I would be
happy to.

rate

) a.t 6 /// 4 //.
Marthanna E. Veblen
.640 Parkpoint Way N.E.
Seattle, Washington, 98115

July 10th, 1984

Creative Retirement Counseling Inc.
6640 Parkpoint Way N.E.
Seattle, Washington 98115
(206) 524.9236
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STATEMENT OF LaVERNE GIRKE, SEATTLE, WA

M . GIRKE. Senator Evans, 1 LaVetne Girko, a past president
of the Washington State Retired Teachers Associatio.3, but 1 am just
here more or less speaking as an individual. And I just wrote a few
notes as this hearing was going on and some of the things that I came
up with is that we all have to realize that we are our own preventative
maintenance person. It, is our responsibility to see to it that perhaps
we do not, get in some of those, although disease is no respecter el per-
sons. I think there are many things that we can do, as suggested by
the physician here, to keep ourselves healthy.

And you mentioned maybe using that alcohol tax money for some of
these things, but it would not surprise me at all if we spend more money
on rehabilitation for alcoholics than we do on some of the taxes we
receive. I do not know what the amount of money would be.

Also I speak personally on taking care of the elderly. I have had in
my home my father, who came with me at July. He was 93. He will
be 94 in July. And I was surprised t, .d out when I called the income
tax people, if I could deduct $1,000 ot the $2,000 on my income tax for
him; and I discovered at that particular time that although he is 94,
he is only half the worth that anybody else is at age 65. After you are
65, yon can deduct $2,000. However, at his 94 it is only $1,000. And I
just wonder if you are aware of that and why it is that maybe this
person at 94 can only have the $1,000 deduction.

Senator EVANS. No, I am not aware of that.
Ms. GIRKE. Another thing that I think might be looked into--my

sister and I are shuffling dad back and forth, and I had him 6 months
last year. and she had him 6 months last year. He has been here at my
house now for a year. But when I culled Internal Revenue, they said
that you could only deduct the $1,000, and it had to be decided upon
which one of you eonld take the $1,000. So, there is such a thing as a
burnout when you are working with older people. And although I am
very fortunate that my fathc.r is very healthy and is able to go and do
things himself, although he is considered legally blind. He is not the
responsibility that many elderly would be of could be. And if people
have to shift maybe 6 months with John 6 months with Sue, it
might lw helpful for those people to be able to have something on their
income tax that they could reduce.

I was with a nurse not too long ago, and she was talking to me
about some of the people in the nursing homes, and she mid: One
of the things that we have to do as a human being is to notwe must,
avoid learned helplessness. I think we do this for the, elderly. And
I think as a young person opens the door for us, we are very grateful.
But if we would open the door oursely =, and use our own muscles,
Nye would be much more healthy for it. When dad first came, I just
opened the door and shut the door and everything for him. But I
have discovered although he hardly realized where he was when he
first camebecause my mother passed away and he had been with
my mother for g2 yearsletting h.1 wipe the dishes and make his
bed, .,yen thoug.h it is not the greatest, and do some of the things,
go in rind out and open and slim the doors and things, we can keep
these people more healthy if we let them have their exercise as much
as their good food and so forth.

Senator EvANS. Thank you very much.
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STATEMENT OF THELMA WISEMAN, SEATTLE, WA

Ms. WISEMAN. I thank you, Senator Evans, for allowing me to
come up here. Let me introduce myself. My name is Thelma Wiseman.
I am a social worker, and I am from the Graduate School of McGill
University in Montreal, Canada. I know something about the Cana-
dian system of helping the elderly. I am also from the Graduate
School of the University of Michigan, Institute of Gerontology and
School of Public Health.

From 1976 to 1980 I was employed for the long-term care and
evaluation unit of the State of Michigan. During those years I saw
approximately 1,000 persons each year through a six-county area
covering Detroit. I had a good idea of what the frustrations, gaps,
and insensibilities were in providing the nee Is of persons requiring
long-term care. Here I would like to cite out of those thousands of
persons only two examples, which would give you a very good idea
of how we do not meet these needs.

The first example is that of an elderly black couple living in
Ypsilanti, MI. The man is 90 years of age, the woman 85. The man
has been admitted to a nursing home. The woman of 85, fairly spry
for her age, is working as an aide in the same nursing home. When
I go in there to review this situation, it does not make sense for the
man to he in the nursing home while his wife can obviously take care
of him. And, by the way, it is inappropriate in the nursing home for
her to work the same floor where he is situated because it could cause
an employee problem. Therefore, she is kept away from him during
the day.

Michigan has a chore provider program. In 1979 when I visited
this couple, the law stated that no wife could receive payment under
the Chore Provider Program. This is an indigent couple living on
their Social Security. The State prefers to keep this couplethe man
in the nursing home and the wife working as a nurse's aiderather
than send them home and pay her as a chore provider.

A. similar situation of a nurse's aide who fell in love with a para-
plegic auto accident victim took place in Ann Arbor, was spread on
the front page of the Ann Arbor News; and the State issued a waiver
so that they could go home and not live without wedlock, But in this
case I got nowhere.

I would like to cite one other case. and that is an example of private-
pay elderly women who, because of widowhood, because of temporary
illness, under stress or strain or whatever, nothing was mentioned in
this whole 3 hours about mental health and the long-term care needs
of mental health. And let me also mention :hat nothing was mentioned
aboutVeS, it is less expensive. but nobody said more humane. These
women enter nursing homes thinking they are there for a temporary
time. Oftentimes temporary becomes 10 years, T conic in, find that
they are without any type of nursing needs but---there is a big "hut"
by 10 years, these women who liad money. no longer have anything left.
And it is very hard, even though they are willing to do it mentally,
it is very hard to tnnve a person out into the community and set up
support systems when they are without any assets whatsoever, And
this happens time after time after time,
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Thank you.
Senator EvNs. Thank you very much. This has been a very informa-

tive morning for me, and I am certain for those in the audience this
will be helpful and, as I have expressed before, this hearing will repre-
sent some of the background we will use in the committee as we
struggle with this task of providing a responsible health care system
that is equally accessible to all citizens, with particular emphasis on
the most. rapidly growing portion of that health care system for the
future, and that is the care of not only the rapidly growing elderly
population, but an elderly population that is living longer, which is
healthier generally, but collectively will eventually need sonic very
special kinds of service.

So, thank you all for coming. Before we adjourn, I would like to
make one introduction. I ant happy to see Carolyn Preston in the
audience. She served as a senior intern in our office this spring, and
we were delighted to have her back there. And she will continue as
not ony an adviser to my office, but as a strong advocate as she always
has been in this particular field that we are talking about.

Ms. Pnmsrox. Thank you, Senator.
Senator Ey mt. Thank you, Carolyn.
Wit h that, the meeting is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:39 p.m., the committee was adjourned.)
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APPENDIXES

APPENDIX 1

MATERIAL SUBMITTED BY WITNESSES
ITEM 1. LETTER AND ENCLOSURE FROM DANIEL 0. WAGSTER, SENIOR

VICE PRESIDENT AND REGIONAL MANAGER, KAISER PERMANENTE
HEALTH CARE PROGRAM, PORTLAND, OR, TO SENATOR DANIEL J.
EVANS, DATED AUGUST 13, 1984

DEAR SENATOR EVANS : I appreciate the opportunity to appear before the Senate
Special Committee on Aging hearing which you conducted in Seattle on July 10,
1984. I have sent to the committee office the corrected copy of my testimony on
that occasion. Enclosed for your office is a copy of the written testimony that is
to be included in the record.

In your introduction at the hearing you referred to the Kaiser-Permanente
Oregon Region's Social HMO demonstration project. I do not feel that I ade-
quately covered that subject in my testimony and, therefore, enclosed is a sum-
mary description of that project.

During the hearing you asked me to comment on section 1876 proposed regula-
tions recently issued by HCFA. I responded by expressing our concern about
certain aspects of the proposed regulations, but could not be specific because of
time constraints. For your information, I am enclosing a copy of the written
comments which our organization submitted to HCFA in that regard. We are
pleased to be able to acquaint you and your committee with the nature and extent
of our concerns with the regulations as proposed.

Thank you again for Including Kaiser-Permanente among the organizations
asked to provide testim( iy with regard to long-term needs of the elderly. We
share with the committee interest in that important subject and we were proud
to be able to report what our organization is doing about it.

Sincerely,
DANIEL 0. WAOSTER.

Enclosure.
KAISER FOUNDATION HEALTH PLAN, INC.,

Oakland, OA, July 6, 1984.
Re BERC-247-P.
CAROLYNE X. DAVIS, PH.D.
Administrator, Health Care Financing Administration, Department of Health

and Human Services, Baltimore, MD.
DEAR Da. DAVIS: Kaiser Foundation Health Plan, Inc. and is subdidiary

Health Plan organizations ("Health Plan") submit the following comments
on the proposed regulations regarding Medicare payment to health maintenance
organizations ("IIMOs" ) and competitive medical plans ("CMPs"). The pro-
posed regulations were published in the Federal Register, May 25, 1984, begin-
ning at page 22198. The Kaiser-Permanente Medical Care Program ("Program"),
of which Health Plan is an integral part, is the nation's largest organized private
health care delivery system. It consists of seven nonprofit federally qualified
health maintenance organizations, currently serving more than 4.5 million mem-
bers including approximately 270,000 Medicare members in ten states and the
District of Columbia. The Program has long been an advocate for establishing
the prospective payment mechanism that Is the subject of these regulations. We
are pleased that the regulations will be adopted in the near future,
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The preamble to the proposed regulations asks for comments on a number ofimportant issues, COB Illienta were requested on requiring eligible organizationsto have n roordinated pen enrollment, Since the regulations were published,Congress has required coordinated open enrollment as part of this pregram. Wehave a number of concerns about the implementation of this requirement, andstrongly recommend that it be the subject of a separate notice of proposedrulemaking. This will permit adequate evaluation and the development of specificcontinents on the implementing regulation.
Comments also were requested concerning the possible applicability of theprompt payment provisions in 31 U.S.C. 3901-3900 to the monthly payments made

to eligible organizations. These provisions allow for the collection of interest
payments by an entity in the event of failure by the government to make promptpayment under certain contracts. We support the application of these provisionsto prospective payment contracts with HMOs and ('Ml's. We strongly supportprovisions of section 417.584 which require IICFA to make monthly advance
payments to the HMO for each beneficiary who is registered in HCFA's recordsus it Medicare enrollee of the organization. It would he IIFCA's failure to makethese advance payments according to its contract with an HMO or C,MP thatomit! trigger the interest provisions of 31 U.S.C. 3901-3906.

The proposed regulations note that IICIPA is reasonably satisfied with the cur-rent method of calculating the adjusted average per capita cost ("AAPCC").We strongly urge IICFA to refine the AAPCC methodology by adding a disabil-ity status adjuster in the final regulations as suggested in the preamble to theregulations. We also encourage II('FA to expend significant effort on advancingthe state of the art in this area so as to improve the AAPCC methodology,
IVItile we believe that implementation of this prospective payment programshould begin using the existing AAPCC with the refinement noted above, werecommend that 11CPA establish a Risk Contract Advisory Committee composedof actuarial experts. statisticians, researchers, and representatives of risk con-trachirs. The purpose of this committee would he to advise IICFA about methodsto improve the AAPCC. We believe there are a number of areas for exploration.As program data and experience increase, periodic changes to improve the factorsused to estimate population risk (i.e., age, sex, institutional status, Medicaideligibility) should be considered. We commend the proposed use of Medicare Disa-bility status. Social Security Disability status for those age 03 or 64 could be animportant additional risk factor, particularly for those persons just enrolling

as Medicare aged. If access to this SSA information requires a change in the law,then this change should he sought. Other federally certified disability statusesshould also be explored as measures of risk (e.g., veterans, black long, etc.)Those persons age 65 or over who are employed and have private health benefitswill no longer be eovered by Medicare. Historically, these persons have been verylow users of Medicare benefits and IICFA should consider revising the existingrisk values by 'omitting such persons. The probable net effect will be to diminishthe disparity between persons (particularly males) age 63-69 and older bene-ficiaries, since employment is disproportionately higher in this age group thanat older ages.
We continue to believe that work force participation prior to age (15 is impor-tant to examine. It is an objective and well documented enrollee attribute thatcan be of considerable vallle in measuring health status after age 65.We recommend that IICFA publish as a companion to these regulations amonograph on the AAPCC. This woad describe how the methodology works,how the risk or actuarial factors were determined, how the data is used in themethodnlogy and Its sources, and other relevant factors that would be helpfulin developing a better understanding among HMOs, ('MPs, and others aboutthe methodology.
We recommend that IICFA provide to Pitch risk contractor adequate infor-mal-len and data for it to ealenlate its AAPCC. Since this payment methodologyis central to the implementation of these proposed regulations, the paymentamounts need to be verifiably by the contracting organization. This also wouldallow an HMO to make noire accurate projections, which arc importantfor financial plannieg.
The prcambh also states that IICPA is interested in the pos.lbility of usingthe A APCC as nn overall limit on the payments made during it contract periodto liMos nail ('Ml's with cost y(110111(.64. We strongly iq'pose this suggestionbecause it would subject IIMos and Of Ps to standards (hat they either rejectedor were Ineligible to ehoo.,e, and would, lo effect. change the cost based reim-bursement that is available to other organizations, such as those with HOPI'
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contracts under Seetion 1S33 of' the Social Security Act, Moreover, such a
restriction would be particularly unfair to small HMOs and CM1's. which during
their initial development stages might have greater costs per capita than the
AAPCC for an area.

Finally, we support IICFA's decision to permit organizations with risk con-
t raet:4 to obtnin on administrative hearing regarding determinations of the
amount of program rehnbursennoit they will receive. Administrative hearings
ami appeals should be available to 11MOs and ('MPs on the smile basis as other
providers.

The following comments are addressed to specific sections of the proposed
regulations.

1, Section 417.401 includes a definition of the AAPCC, The AAPCC is defined
as an actuarial estimate which ". . . represents what the average per capita
post to the Medicare program would be for each class of the organization's
Medicare enrollees if they had received covered services other than through
the organizotin in the Same geog. qphic area or in a similar area." The preample
to the regulations on page 2220s. indicates that the cost. of all eligible organi-
zations in the same t.t' similar geographic area wonid he excluded in determin-
ing the AAPCC for the area. Section 417,588 v so supports the exelusion of costs
of all eligible organizations. The Intent of the statute is that the AAPCC should
represent only the equivalent average fee-for-service cost for Medicare benefl-
viaries in an arra. This is the method used to determine the AAPCC for current
~coin! 1871; risk contracts, and the 105 amendinents to the statute did not
alter this. Section 417.101 should be modified to exclude from the AAPCC all
costs relating to eligible organizations in the nren.

2. Section 1.7,401 defines geographic area to mean ". . . the area found by
11CFA to he the area within which the organization furnishes, or arranges for
furnishing, the full range of services that it offers to its Medicare enrollees,"
The HMG should establish its service area. We recommend that this definition
be modified to read: "Geographic area means the area proposed by the eligible
organization and approved by IICFA. ."

3. Section 417.401 provides a definition of urgently needed services. The defi-
nition should be modified to require that such services are needed because of
an unforeseen health problem or one that was not reasonably postponable. The
modifleatioli would preclude coverage when individuals who seed surgery or
other treotment voluntarily leave the organization's service area to obtain serv-
ices from lion-plan providers. The supplementary information section of the
proposed regulations discusses the standard for finaneini responsibility for serv-
ices furnished Outside the organization, explaining that emergency and urgently
needed services are those immediately required because of an unforeseen illness,
injury or condition. To assure that this intent is met in the regulations, we sug-
gest the definition of urgently needed services be amended to state ". . . means
covered services that are not postponable and are required for an unforeseen
illness, injury or condition in order to prevent serious deterioration of all
enrolle 's health when he or she . . ."

4. Subsection 417.413(h) (4) provides that a subdivision or subsidiary of an
organization need not meet the membership requirements. (e.g., at least 5,000
enro)lee:4i as On independent unit if the organization of which it is a part
assumes responsibility for the financial risk and adequate management and
supervision of health care furnished by its subdivision or subsidiary. We
strongly support lids provision because it will assist in the development and
growth of small HMOs associated with large HMOs without financial risk to
the Medionre benelleinty.

5. Sulisectioo 417.4131e) requires an organization to provide annual open
enrollment periods of at least 3o days during which Medicare beneficiaries are
(4114111141 tin a Ilrst- come. first -S(1141 basis to the limit of the organization's
rapacity. It is important that on !IMO be permitted to establish reasonable
capacity limitations for all or parts of its service urea. so that new Medicare
enrollees can be properly served. We support the flexibility permitted in this
section and section 117.1211 concerning the determination of capacity limitations.
it is appropriate Hutt this determination be based on the unique circumstance
of each GM() or

O. Subsection 417.413(e) (2) defines enrollment us being "substantially non-
represent Aire" ".. , if the proportion of a subgroup to the total enrollment ex-
ceeded. by lo percent or more. Its proportion of the population in the organiza-
tion's geographic area, . . ." This definition conflicts with the definition in sub-
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section 417.424 (b) which sets as n standard "exceeds by at least ten percentagepoints its proportion to the general population in the geographic, area of theorganization." These provisions should be eonsistent. Section 417.424(b) shouldbe amended to specify the percentage as "by 10 percent or more."
7. Section 417.420 sets forth the busk rules on enrollment and entitlement. Werecommend that this section allow an MIO or CLIP to provide members who

age into Medicare the option of enrolling under either a risk or cost contract.This would permit an organization to allow a member to enroll without a lock-in if this 1%18 deSirnble.
H. Subsection 417.420(d) requires 'Medicare enrollees of an organization that

has contracted on a risk basis to be responsible for services received outside
the organization, other than emergency and urgently needed services, if the
services should have been furnished by the organization. This subsection should
be clarified to limit this requirement to Medicare enrollees under a risk contract
or to enrollees under a cost contract who have agreed to lock-in provisions. Many
large HMO's will have a substantial number of Medicare enrollees who will
remain tinder cast contracts with no lock-in provisions until they can be con-
verted to risk contracts. As currently stated. it appears that all Medicare enrollees
of an organization with a risk contract would be subject to the lock-in rules.

9. Subsection 417.426(c) provides that nn organization may set aside a reason-
able number of vacancies "for an anticipated new group contract that will have
its enrollment period after the Medicare open enrollment period , .." This provi-
slon should he broadened and mole consistent with language in the preamble of
the regulations on page 22203, to include anticipated growth in existing group
contracts as well as new group contracts. The organization should also be able to
reserve vacancies for anticipated enrollment in groups that precede the Medicare
open enrollment period. We recommend that subsection 417.426(c) be amended
to read: "An organization may qet aside a reasonable number of vacancies for
anticipated new group contracts and other group contracts that will have their
enrollment periods during the contract year."

10. Subsection 417.42S(a) (2) requires the organization to submit all brochures
relating to marketing and promotional and informational material to HCFA for
approval. It further provides that if IICFA does not respond within 60 days ofreceipt of the material, "the organization can nRSIIIIIP approval." We believe 60
days is far too long a period for HMOs and CAIPs to adetpultely carry out mar-
keting efforts or to make needed changes in materials on short notice. WP recom-
mend that the 60-day period be changed to 10 working days. In addition, the
regulations should state that the materials "will be deemed Approved ", ratherthan "ran assume approval."

11. Subsection 417.42S(b) describes prohibited marketing activities. Olsen the
potential for abuse, we recommend that this section be amended to ohibit door-
to-door solicitation. C :en the experience in the early 1970's with prepaid health
plans in California, we are concerned about marketing abuses.

12. Subsection 417.432( b) ( 1 ) (i) requires an organization to notify IICFA at
least 90 days before an enrollee attains the aim of 65 if the enrollee is to he in-
cluded as tt Medicare enrollee. We suggest that this time frame be shortened to
45 days since many prospective Medicare enrollees may not be ready to make
a choice so far in advance. Numerous enrollees do not apply for Medicare untilthe month prior to age a5. As a result, IICFA will not have a record of Medicare
eligibility and the accretion request will be returned to the HMO, thereby increas-
ing mineeessary information exchange.

13. Subsection 417.432 ( bl (1) ( ii) requires the organization to notify MRS atleast 90 days before an enrollee reaches his or her 25th month of entitlement to
social security or railroad retirement disability benefits. Frequently an IMO
would not have information to enable it to comply with this requirement, We
recommend that the provision hP deleted.

11. Subsection 417.422( b) provide,: that individuals who have Plid-stage renaldisease are not eligible to enroll under n risk contract. Section 417.434, however,
implies that SIII members of organizations before they enter into risk con-
tracts and enrollees who acqifire ESIII) after enrolling, must be allowed to eon-
thole membership unless they are disenrolled tinder section 417.460. Proposed
regulations. however. do not specify the method of payment to a risk organiza-
tion for ESTII) Medicare eligibles. We recommend adding n subsection to section
.117.tiss defines n separate rate for individuals in the F.SHI) category. Wealso recommend that the AAPC(' calcalntion for ESIII) services reflect n ratebased on metropolitan statistical area, census region or other geographic area
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where SRI/ service.; are provided. -This will reflect Medicare expenditures
for these services more neeurmely tban an elll'OniT.:4 State of residence.

15. Subsection 417.444(c; (6 I requires a plan to rest riot enrollees from receiv-
ing payment directly or On their behalf for covered items and services received
from sources outside the or.,anization. It may be difficult or impossible for a
plan to carry out this responsibility. Often a Plan 11'111 have no way of knowing
iP its Ntromies use out of plan services. Usually the only time that a plan will
know this is when the enrollee submits a claim for reimbursement. It is more
appropriate for IICFA to assume this responsibility. since it will be the paying
entity from whom payment is requested. We recommend that 1ICFA annotate
its membership files in such a manner that payment for these enrollees can be
made only to the IIMO or CMI'.

16. Subsection 417.452(c) (3) requires that "the sum of the amounts an organi-
zation charges its Medicare enrollees for services that are not covered under
l'art A or Part B may not exceed the ACR for these services." If this paragraph
is applied to payment for Part A services for enrollees who are entitled to Medi-
care Part It only. an HMO or CMI' will be deprived of its full financial require-
mets for the member. This results from the fact that the AAPCC will usually
be greater than 11; organization's ACR for Part A services, since an HMO's major
cost savings is in reduced hospitalization. The opposite is true for Part B ser-
vices. There the ACR will usually be larger than the AAI'CC beeause of the
emphasis placed on ambulatory services by the IIMO. Subsection 417.440(1))
states that :Medicare enrollees who are entitled to Medicare Part B only are
entitled to all services covered under that port. The regulations do not appro.
'whitely address how the Part It only 'Medicare enrollees pay for Part A services
under as risk vont met.

To correct this serious problem. we reconme id that subsection 417.452(c) (3)
be amended by adding to the first sentence the language, "except in the case of
a member entitled to Medicare Part It only, in which case the organization can
charge at premium that will permit the organization to receive a total amount
for Medicare Part A and It services which equals 1E1 percent of the AAPCC for
that member."

17. Subsection 417.445(10(2) provides that the Medicare member who moves
from the organization's geographic area is no longer locked-in and may receive
Medicare covered services from any provider. However, if the member has not
been disenrolled by the organization and the organization continues to be re-
imbursed for the member. the organization must accept responsibility for reim-
bursing all Medicate covered out-of-plan care. Subsection 417.460(a) (2) prohibits
an organization from disenrolling at member who moves out of its service area
Mlle*: it "establishes. on the basis of a written statement from the enrollee or
other evidence acceptable to IICFA. that the enrollee has permanently moved
Out of its geographic area" and has given the enrollee written notice of termina-
tion before it sends termination ti IICFA. To make these sections consistent we
recommend that subsection 417.448(b)(2) be amended to read "Medicare en-
rollees who permanently leave the geographic area served by the risk organiza-
tion as of the first day of the first month after an enrollee provides written
notification to the organization that he or she has permanently moved out of
the arrest. This would maim the termination of the lock-in consistent with the
termination of Ill'FA's liability to make monthly payments to the HMO on the

behalf.
18. Section 417.455 requires an organization with a reasonable cost contract

to recoup deductibles and coinsurance anonats for wide') Medicare enrollees
wore liable under a previous contract only under certain conditions. This pro-
vision should be clarified to a..,itre that these amounts can be accounted for
through an adjust meot of future premiums and that such 1111 adjustment may be
made on a group as opposed to an individual basis.

1. Subsection 417.460(a 1 (2) requires disenroilment when an enrollee has
permanently moved oat of the organization's service area, since it will than be
impractical for the IIMO to provide services to the enrollee as contemplated
under a tisk contract. There are no provisions, however, for individuals who
spilt residency between two separate geographic areas. This is common for
elderly people especially those living in colder climates. They will not have
moved permanently. but will he not of the organization's area for an extended
period. usually longer than would he considered temporary. In this case, we pro-
pose that the regulations allow an enrollee who is leaving a residence in the
organization's geographic area for more than 90 sys, but who plans to return
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no later than six months from departure, to disenroll under subsection 417.460
tai (2) and to reelingl under section 417.426. This would enable these enrollees
to reenroll Immediately and not be subject to subseetion 417.426(a) (2) (which
provides for enrollment in the order in which the applications are received), Sub-
section 417.4:.'6(8) (3) should be amended to read 'The organization may accept
applications after it has reached capacity if it places those individuals on a wait-
ing list and enrolls them in chronological order as vacancies occur, except that
an organization may immediately reenroll an individual who within the last six
months was disenrolled from the organization upon leaving the geographic area
pursuant to subsection 417.460(a) (2) and at the time of reenrollmeut is living
in the service area."

20. Subsection 417.460(a) (1) allows disenrollment for failure to pay premiums,
but does not provide a basis for disenroiling an enrollee who fails to establish
and maintain a satisfactory physician-patient relationship within the plan. An
organization should be permitted to disenroll such individuals, since neither
the member nor the plan are likely to find this situation desirable or conducive
to the provision of quality medical care.

21. Subsection 417.492(a) (1) (i) requires that the organization provide written
notice to 11(1'A at least 90 days before the end of the contract period if it does
not intend to renew the contract. Subsection 417.584(b) (2) provides that IICFA
must provide the AAPCC 90 days before the beginning of a contract year. 'Phis
time frame would not permit an organization to review the adequacy of the
AAPCC in order to decide whether or not to renew the contract. Subsection
417.5st( b)12 ) should be amended to provide that HCFA will furnish the AAPCC
1st) days before the beginning of the contract year as recommended in our com-
ment 21.

22. We strongly oppose the provisions in subsection 417.532(a) (3). IICFA
should not use the adjusted average per capita cost as a general limit for reim-
bursement to a reasonable cost organization as stated in our introductory
comments.

23. Subsections 417.560(e) and (d) address payment for emergeney services
and other covered Nledieare services for which the organization assumes finan-
cial responsibility and precludes payment if the charge is greater than the rea-
sonable charge. We recommend that this section include the provisions of 42
CR10 405.2043(c) ( 3) which sets forth a more reasonable requirement. That sec-
tion allows tile justification of a greater amount by stating ". . . payment of the
charges of a physician or other Part B supplier rather than reasonable charge
for the service defined in Subpart E of this part may be justified if : The phy-
sician or other I'art B supplier furnishes services to enrollees of an on an
infrequent basis. such charges represent an insignificant amount of total reim-
bursement to the HMO by the program and such charges do not exceed the
amounts charged by such physielan or other Part 13 supplier to other patients
for similar services." In cases when payment for sneli services is infrequent and
an insignificant part of total reimlairNenient, it would not he reasonable to expert
an HMO to determine reasonable charge rates for the various geographic areas
to which its Medicare members travel.

21. Subsection -117.584 (hi 12 provides that I -ICFA will furnish each organiza-
tion with ifs per capital rate of payment ( AAPC(') no later than 90 days before
the beginning of the organization's contract year. Subsection 417.592(d) requires
the organization to notify IICFA no Inter than 4:1 (lays before the !)eginning of the
vontrart period of its adjusted entilmunity rate. We believe that the proposed
time frames are inadequate. We recommend that the AAPCC for the next con-
tract period be provided to an IIM( ) or cMP at least is() days before the end
id' the current contract period, and that the 11Mo or ('MP provide its adjusted
community rate to FA at least 120 days before the end of the current eon-
inter period, and that IICA make n decision on the adequacy of that rate within
3o dayN of its receipt or the rate is deemed approved. These time frames are
nevessary in order to allow an IDIn adequate time to prepare its marketing and
enrollment netivitipS prior to the bginuing of a contract period. Ninety days
are necessary for this process. particularly inn the Initial years of a risk mi-
trael The proposed 0 -day time period for 11('1 .1's provision of the .1.1141(
Mitts null I'Ml's Iv inconsisivnt with subsection 417.4.120) W (i) of the pro-
posed regulations which provOies that an MN; or (*MI' must give tit least 1)0
day,: waive of cancellation of a cool not Clearly. the 90-day time frame for the
.1.114 't does not allow adequate time for evaluation and cancellation of the
risk vont met if ati 11:11( finds the AAPCC to be inadequate.
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do not specifically address group related issue, they leave several unansweredquestions. Group menthms usually age into Medicare eligibility. Can groups whopay premiums on behalf of their Medicare members receive reductions in pre-miums? Can reductions in premiums be paid in cash?
We recommend that the final regulations provide that groups which pay pre-miums on behalf of group enrollees may receive the reduction in premiums and/orthat the savings be returned to the enrollee in the form of cash. We also questionwhether a group can make a decision which forces their Medicare employees orretirees to accept a risk contract.
34. We understand that an organization with an approved risk contract cancontinue to receive reimbursement for its nonrisk Medicare enrollees throughcontracts under Section 1833 of the Social Security Act. We recommendthat the regulations be clearly amended to clearly set forth this option.35. The proposed regulations should be amended to address the special problemsraised by federal annuitants.
N. Some individuals who attain age 65, retire and qualify for Medicare, sub-sequently return to employment. If such individuals age 65 through 69 are en-rolled in a risk organization under Medicare, they would lose eligibility when theyreturn to work if they elect their employer's coverage as primary and Medicareas secondary. This situation could result in enrollment/disenrollment problems,particularly if individuals frequently change their employment/retirement status.The proposed regulations should be amended to cover these problems.We recommend that risk contract enrollees who return to employment retainenrollee status as inactive members during their period of employment, but notbe counted for payment or capacity purposes. These individuals could reactivatemembership upon retirement or attaining age 70 and should be counted as "age-ing" under the 2 for 1 enrollment criteria. This process would reduce administra-tive problems of enrollment, disenroliment and reenrollment.37. These proposed regulations do not address payment for hospice servicesunder a risk contract. We recommend that the proposed regulations be amendedto cover this subject.

38. Finally, we note Congressional passage of the Deficit Reduction Act of1984, which in Section 2330 authorizes the use of a benefit stabilization fund andexpands the type of providers to whom Medicare can make direct payments forHMO services. We strongly recommend that provisions related to these twoprovisions be included in the final regulations. As noted in our introductory com-ments, that because of the difficulty associated with the implementation of therequirement for coordinated open enrollment also included in this Act, we rec-ommend that it be the subject of a separate notice of proposed rulemaking.We appreciate the opportunity to provide these comments and would be pleasedto discuss the issues raised and to answer any questions.
Very truly yours,

KAISER FOUNDATION HEALTH PLAN,
INC.,

(By) ROBERT M. CRANE, Vice Prot-
deintGovernment Relations.
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1T111 2

Kaiser-Permanente's Medicare Plus
Project: A Successful Medicare
Prospective Payment Demonstration

by Mervyn R. Green lick. Sara J. Lamb, Theodore M.
Carpenter, Jr., Thomas S. Fischer, Sylvia D. Marks, and

William J. Cooper

The Medicare Plus project of the Oregon Region Kaiser.
Permanente Medical Care Program was designed as a model
for prospective payment to increase Health Maintenance Or.
gaol:at/on (HMO) participation in the Medicare program. The

project demonstrated that It is possible to design a prospect
live payment system that costs the Medicare program less
than services purchased In the community from leeforser.
vice providers; would provide appropriate payment to the
HMO; and in addition, creates a "savings" to return to [tenet!.
clerics in the form of comprehensive benefits to motivate
them to enroll In the HMO.

Medicare Plus was highly successful In recruiting 5,500
new and 1,800 conversion members into the demonstration,
through use of a media campaign, a recruitment brochure.
and a telephone information center. Members recruited were
a representative age and geographic cross section of the se
for citimn population In the Portland, Oregon metropolitan
area.

Utilization of inpatient services by Medicare Plus members
in the first full year (1981) was 1679 days per thousand memo
bars and decreased to 1607 in the second full year (1982).

New members made an average ol eight visits per year to am
bulatory care facilities.

Editor's Hole

1., Sepiembor 1582 the Health Care Financing Administra
Ion irr..FA) awarded contracts to 21 organizations for deveb
opfrent and implementation of Medicare competition demon.
Vaiic;n3 i., .vtiiCh alternative health plans will Contract with
HCF A at prospective Capitation amounts and market benefit
packs e% to Medicare beneficiaries in their service areas.

his article descpbes one of bve HCFA.tunded contracts to
cave'OP and test Health Maintenance Organization (HMO)
raudels under prospective capitated reimbursement. The
oamr,,nktrationS were described in the Health Care Financing
ne, ow, Volume 3, Number 3, March 1982

hCFA rs lunding an independent evaluation of the Kaiser
as web as four otners now in the operahonel phase

tit inns contracts. As the evaluation% ot0(11034, reports On re .
kr, ir.:h lindineS trnm the HMO demonstrations wilt be pub.

future issues of the //mew

rt.onst equests M u Greenock, Kaiser Peoranente Health
roc. nesm,r,h Center 41,10 5 E EleIrnoni 51 , Portland,

u_At.ER CARE FI4AHCINCI FIEVIEW/Sumrnor 1963Nolutni 1, Numbed

To older Americans, the traditional health care
system Is a vital but bewildering array of medical
speciiities, hospitals, nursing homes, claim
forms and unplanned expenses. No one can erase
the physical. psychological and economic prob.
toms imposed by advancing age. But the medical
care system can move to deal more equitably and
effectively with the health problems which place
such heavy burdens on older Americans. (Iglehart
end lane)

This paper describes a project which attempts to
deal more equitably and effectively with the health
problems of older people. The Medicare prospective
payment demonstration protect (known as Medicare
Plus) of the Oregon Region Kamer-Permanente Med,
Cal Care Program (KPMCP) is one of several Medicare
experiments (unclad by the Health Caro Financing Ad,
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ministration (HCFA) The filoiffi.l'n goal is to increase
1-1M0 participation in t ai Medicare program by de
signing and implementing a model for prospective
payment that would allow Medicare members of an
HMO to have prepaid nenelits similar to HMO young.

er members Such a project should;
1 C.r.s1 the Medicare program less than services

purchased in the community horn fee-lorservice
providers.

2 Provide appropriate payment to the I' 'MCP,
based on an adjustment of Its commlity rate.

3. Provide a savings to return to beneficiaries as a
means of motivating them to enrnli in the pro)
act and accept the KPMCP as twat, -4ie provider
of nonemergency medical services.

A basic component of current national health poi.
Icy is to encourage the development and growth of
health maintenance organizations as a costeffective
alternative to the feeforservice health care delivery
system. To that end, it has been proposed that HMOs
increase their participation in the Medicare and Medi.
caid programs. However, to make this attractive to
group practice HMOs, it was necessary that Medicare
and Medicaid be changed to include HMO operating
provisions,

An awareness of the extent to which reimburse
melt formulas can affect costs and the failure ol rel
wiper:live cost reimbursement to embody cost con.
sciousness In the delivery of services led to the advo-
cacy of prospective payment wider Medicare. This, in
turn, led to the development of the Health Care Ft.
nancing Administration's (HCFA) experimental pro
gram in this area,' and to the Inclusion of prospective
Payment legislation In the 1982 Tax Equity and Re-
sponsibility Act (TE :RA).

Sufficient Incenti' e is needed for Medicare benefi'
chines to enroll In h MOs because to do so may mean
changing providers and possibly having less freedom
of choice of physivians and hospitals.

The Medicare P us protect tests the extent to which
this can he accomplished by paying HMOs 3 mean
inglul portion of he savings resulting from their el fi.
cioncy, which than can be passed on to their Medi.
care members in the form of added benefits, lower
rates, or both This requires HCFA to pay HMOs more
Than their adjusted community rates for providing
Medicare covered services, but will result in HMO
members receiving greater benefits than other Medi.
care beneficiaries Although this Is contrary to the
way Medicare has operated previously, it Is essential
if HMO participation in Medicare Is to be increased.
Inceives for enrollment in cost'effective Systems
are a basic requirement for significant delivery sys-
tem reform It Is economically sound to reward pru
den purchasers of health Care services.

There are a number of methods for paying HMOs,
tvir, vor,ioles are essential for the active participa
lion nt HMO', on a risk basis.

-,tart under cicP HCFA 780oPP

1. The rate should be determined prospectively on
a pet capita basis. Both the HMO and the Medi.
care program should know what the rate will be
in advance to allow effective planning and bud-
gating.

2. The rate should include the savings which an
HMO creates through its operational efficierm'
ties when compared to nonHMO costs In the
area.

The initial rate setting involves a tradeoft between
maximum expansion of Medicare membership in
HMO's (by Including all or most of the savings In the
rale) and rnIniqiurnshort.term costs to the Medicare
program.

The KPMCP, which Is the largest prepaid group
practice plan in the United States, has had extensive
experience In providing care to Medicare and Medi
caid beneficiaries and In participating In the develop-
ment of Federal and Stale regulations concerning
HMOs. Included among the 4.2 million persons cov-
ered in the nine regions of the program are 251,000
Medicare members.

The KPMCP receives payment for Part A (hospltall-
zation) services on a retrospective cost basis using
standard Medicare reimbursement rules. Part B pay.
monis are based on retrospective cost determination
in accordance with the group practice prepayment
plan provision of the Medicare Act. KPMCP Medicare
members enroll in a supplemental plan which covets
the deductible and coinsurance amounts not covered
by Medicare and provides selected optional services,
such as preventive health services, which Medicare
does not cover. Thus, Medicare diaes not pay the
KPMCP a prospectively determined rate, which is the
usual way in which an HMO receives payment; nor
does the KPMCP have any contracts under Section
1878 of the Act (the Medicare HMO provision).

Although the KPMCP's total Medicare membership
is substantial compared to the total size of most
HMOs, It Is only about 6 percent of the KPMCP's total
membership and moss Medicare members were mem-
bers of the Health Plan before they became entitled
to Medicare,

The KPMCP has not made substantial efforts to en-
roll Medicare beneficiaries who are not already mem-
bers for the following reasons:

1. The benefit or rate incentives to loin are Inade-
quate or uncertain.

2. The existing payment provisions (SS1815, 1833,
and 1876) are retroactive, which Is Inconsistent
with the KPMCP's basic method of operation.

3. The "lock-in" requirements of Section 1876 ere
considered difficult, if not impossible, to Impose
upon existing Medicare beneficiaries who are
not currently so restricted.

The KPMCP is able to provide more benefits or low-
or rates than other insurers because it assures appro-
priate use of services, especially hospital services.
Members use substantially !ewer hospital days per
thousand persons than comparable fee.lor.service

HEALTHCARE FINANCING REVIEWISununet 191131Volunill 4. NumbIlo
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*Erratum: Oregon's 65f hospital rates were 2,901 days per 1,000 in 1978;
4,121 days per 1,000, the number which appeared in the publication,
is actually the national rate for 1976.

populations. In 1978, before this project began, Ore. TABLE 2
gon Region members were hospitalized at the rate of
384 days per 1,000 persons enrolled In the program. Inpatient Days per 1,000 Health Plan

This contrasts with the national in 1978 of 1,225 (Oregon Region) Membersrate
days per 1,000 persons. For the population age 85 and
over, the rates were 1,630 days per 1,000 for KPMCP
members in Oregon contrasted with44244fays per
1,000 for the State's aged population (1978).

A similar situation in utilization exists In the Medi.
care program. KPMCP Medicare members use sub-
stantlaily lewer days than Medicare beneficiaries who
obtain services from feeforservice providers (see Ia.
ble 1). However, under existing Medicare reimburse.
ment previsions, all savings accrue to the Medicare
Trust Fund and not to Medicare beneficiaries. Tables
2 and 3 compare the utilization rates of hospital days
and doctor's oflice visits of members within the Ore-
gon Region who are under age 85 with the rates of
members age 65 and over.

TABLE 1

Hospital Days per 1,000 Persons Age 85 and Over

KFHP,
NCR

United
States

AgelSex Adjusted
KFHP Rates

(Assuming U.S
Age, Sex

Population
Distribution)

PreMedicare' 2,322 3,449 2,453

After Medicare'

1987 2,189 3,898 2,912'
1968 2,269 3,990 2,552
1969 2,154 4,048 2,338
1970 2,019 3,904 2,193
1971 1,989 3,835 2,190
1972 1,989 3,835 2,225
1973 1,990 3,853 2,171
1974 1,797 3,963 1,918
1975 1,858 4,003 2,030
1978 1,791 4,121 1,945
1977 1,877 4,158 1,906
1978 1,660 4,184 1,884
1979 1,640 4,182 1,861

'Dale are for the two latest preMedicare period* for whin
such Information Is available; Ma year ended June 30, too
for KFHP, Northern California, and calendar year 196i for the
US (Source: PHS Publication No. 1000. Eitries 13, NG. 3).

'titivation data through 1918 for the U.S. general popula
1ton age 63 and Mar are from frildme, -ily 'Hospital India.
tors' sections of Hospitals. (Sour, '77,1978, and
1979: IMO 111 Un littl Slain 1979, ' Met latues;
DHHS public:4(10ns No. (PHS)80.1...4, ,) 811232 and
(PHS) 82.1232 Average population ligur-3 used to convert
total hospital days 10 files per 1,000 were estimates of '
resident civilian population as of July I of each yeas
Uwe.. Scooted issues of US Department of Commerce

Younger Than
65 Years

65 Years
and Over

Total
Health Plan

Members

Ho 427 1,690 516
1967' 388 1,505 473
1968' 355 1,313 428
1989 399 1,643 487
1970g 371 1,533 449
1971 361 1,572 440
1972 348 1,630 408
1973 329 1,604 405
1974 310 1,679 392
1975 327 1,684 411
1976 309 1,653 396
1977 303 1,707 396
1978 296 1,630 384
1979 300 1,776 399
1980' 278 1,651 381
1981 282 1,557 382
1982 273 1,607 401

'An experimental extended care facility was In operation at
Bess Keiser Hospital and artificially reduced ulillation.

'The Medicare Plus project began enrollment In August
1980.

TABLE 3

Doctor Office Visits per 1,000 Health Plan
(Oregon Region) Members

Total
Younger Than 65 Years Health Plan

65 Years and Over' Memburs

1966 3,369
1967 3,279 4,769 3,392
1968 3,192 4,741 3,316
1969 3,104 4,550 3,207
1970 3,280 4,566 3,366
1971 1,307 4,639 3,393
1972 2,901 4,411 3,087
1973 3,015 4,414 3,100
1974 3,136 4,848 3,243
1975 3,043 4,966 3,165
1976 2,995 4,899 3,123
1977 2,915 4,907 3,051
1978 2,761 4,660 2,891
1979 2,567 4,629 2,711
1960' 2,548 4,964 2,734
1961 2,559 4.889 2,783
1982 2,555 5,189 2,817

Current Popurafron Rappria 'includes under 65 Medicare disabled
'The 1981 hospital day tale 01 ageadiusted only Hospital 'The Medicare Plug Protect began enrollment in August

days by male.lemale distributions are not available 1980.
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Project Design

The specific objectives 01 the Medicare plus Prol
eel, :,vere to develop. Implement, and evt.:uate:

1. A prospective payment system for Medicare
members of the Oregon Region of the KPMCP;

2. A system lot enrolling the new Medicare mem.
bets;

3. A service and benefit experiment to test the lac.
tors influencing enrollment.

Tne protect design encompasses the essential lea.
lures of the experimental capitation model outlined
by HCFA in the original call for proposals:

1. It is consistent with principles of prepayment.
2. It provides appropriate revenue to the HMO.
3. It is administratively manageable.
4. It provides savings to the Federal government.
5. it promotes the efficient delivery of health see

vices.
6 It has incentives for beneficiaries to enroll.
T. It promotes quality of tare.
8. It provides comprehensive health care services.
9. II allows freedom of choice.

Prospective Payment System

Under Res experiment, the KPMCP receives pay.
'tient from HCFA at the beginning of each month for
each Medicare Plus member. The payment includes
KPMCP's adjusted community rate for Medicare coy
ered services (ACR), and the savings which provide
additional benefits. The ACR covers all Medicare A
and B services and Is adjusted to reflect differences
in benefits, utililation rates, and the effective date of
the rale and time/complexity factors required to pro.
vide services for Medicare enrollees compared to
other enrollees of the Health Plan. This ACR Is all
that KPMCP receives for Medicare covered services.
In addition to the ACR, the monthly payment covers
all standard Medicare supplemental benefits, plus
Payment for special new member services. These ad.
ditlonal benefits and services are provided from the
"savings," the difference between the ACR and 95
percent of what Medicate calculates it would pay for
tneen beneficiaries in the feeforservice system (the
average adjusted per capita cost or AAPCC).

Each year a rate of payment is calculated for the
coming year This calculation requires the following
four steps.

1. Calculate the rates comprising the "AAPCC
ratebook "

HCFA's Office of Financial and Actuarial Analysis
computes a single rate for each cell of a "ratebook."
There is a cell for each single category of person,
characterized by age, sex, county of residence, wel
fare status. and institutional status. For example,
thee) is a rate for a wo-ian, between age 85 and 89
hying in courtly "A." not on welfare, but living in an
insiouhon There is a rate for a man, younger than

88
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age 65 but disabled, li tine in county "13," on welfare,
but not living in an institution. The rate in each cell is
95 percent of the projected average per capita cost of
nonHMO Medicare beneficiaries in Mat cell.

2. Forecast population distribution,
This step involves forecasting the percentage distri

bution of aged and disabled Medicare beneficiaries to
be enrolled in the next year in each cell of the "over.
all ralebook." This :vas a particular problem Ice the
first year of the project since the distribution to be
enrolled was unknown. For the first year (1980), exist.
ing KPMCP Medicare membership distributions were
used to project age, sex, and county dIstributiont
Welfare membership was projected to be zero and in.
stitutionalized membership was estimated to be 0,5
percent. The% were conservative estimates since the
actual membership was expected to approximate the
characteristics of the Medicare beneficiaries of the
community, a somewhat older population than the
Oregon KPMCP's. The actual charaeteriStice of the
Medicare Plus enrolled population were used for pro-
jections in subsequent years.

3. Calculate composite monthly capitation rates.
This step involves taking a weighted average of the

rates to yield a single rate of payment, using the pop-
ulation distributions from Step 2.

4. Recalculate rates of payment retroactively.
While the rates calculated in Step 1 are totally pro-

spective, the actual population distribution for each
year is used In a final adjustment. If dif relent popula
tion characteristics yield a different actual rate of
payment, adjustments are made as noted below.

Developing the adjusted community rate (ACR)
each year requires the following steps.

1. Compute a programwide community rate
(CR).

The community rate is the per member, per month
revenue required to provide prepaid health care see
vices to enrolled members.

2. DIsanregate the CR into specific
components.

The total forecasted CR Is separated Into major
components of Part A and Part B services and Map
portioned to the Medicare cost categories In a man
,ter consistent with current Medicare reimbursement
guidelines.

3. Develop adjustment factors.
Two types of adjustment lectors are necessary to

properly relleCt the varying cost of providing services
to specific populations volume factors and time and
complexity factors. Volume factors reflect different
use fates for the various Components by the specific
population. The time and complexity adjustment
lakes inio account variations in the amount of time
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and resources necessary to provide a given volume of
services to different populations. These are calcu-
lated for both hospital and medical services.

Table 4 summarizes the ACR and AAPCC call uia-
lions for 1980.1983 In 1980 the difference bele pen
these two amounts, that is, the difference bottom 95
percent of Medicare's average adjusted per capita
cost (AAPCC) and the Oregon KPMCP's adjusted
community rale (ACR), was $19.71 per month. In 1981
the savings was $19.38, $15.78 in 1982, and $26.78 in
1983. This "savings" Is returned to the beneficiary as
a "reward" for selecting a more efficient medical care
program. Under Medicare Pius, the first priority for
use of the savings is to pay for Medicare Stipp lemon
tai coverage.

TABLE 4

Summary of Payment CalcUlation1Combined
Aged and Disabled

1980 1981 1982 1983

95% of Average Adjusted
Per Capita Cost
(AAPCC) 97.90

Adjusted Community
Rate (ACR) 78.19

113.85

94.27

139.85

122.89

165.44

138.68

Savings 19.71 19.38 16.76 26.76
Now Member Entry 1.15 1.15 .50 1.00
Benefit Stabilization

Fund 3.3a 1.10- <2.17>
-

1.02
-

Available to Offset
Medicare Supplemental
Coverage 15.18 17.13 18.43 24.74

Medicare Supplemental
Dues 15.18 17.13 23.43 27.74

Required Member
Contribution .00 .00 5.00 3.00

Before this experiment. all Medicare members In
the Health Plan were responsible for a monthly preml
um to cover the cost of Health Plan covered services
not included under Medicare and of Medicare deduc
tables and coinsurance. The Medicare supplemental
Coverage (plan) was developed in order to provide
aced KPMCP members the Same benefits and access
to the program as younger members. In addition to
paying Mplan dues, the experiment enhances but
does not significantly change the care received by
Medicare Plus members and provides some new 58f
vices. The amount allocated for these new services in
the first two years was $1.15 pet member, per month.

Any portion of the savings which Is not required for
current benefit and service packages is retained by
HCFA in a benefit stabilization fund (BSF) to smooth
out year-to-year variations which are caused by calcu-
lating the AAPCC and ACR independently of each
other and making annual retroactive adiustments for
variances between actual and forecasted demograph

HEALTH CARE FINANCING REVIEWISunimet ITTILVolum &Number 4

ice. Al the and of 1980, the 8SF contained $118,616;
of this. $77,293 derived from the 1980 payment lormu
la and $41,323 from the retroactive demographic ad.
lusiment. This fund grew to $315,000 by year end
1981, and was drawn on in 1982 to moderate the rate
increase.

Benefits Experiment

A major purpose of the benefits experiment was to
explore the extent to which the KPMCP could attract
new Medicare enrollees. These new enrollees would
have to give up their previous methods of receiving
medical care and agree to receive all their medical
services through the KPMCP, except in an emergen
cy. This obviously would be a profound change for
some older people, especially if they were satisfied
with the medical care they were receiving.

To encourage them to join an HMO, Medicare bens.
Notaries were offered a variety of health benefits not
covered by Medicare. All project enrollees received
Medicare supplemental coverage with dues paid from
the savings generated by this demonstration. Some
Medicare beneficiaries, however, were also offered
optional benefits for small additional dues, The sector
iment was Intended to explore which new health
benefits or combination of benclits were most effec
live In recruiting new Medicare members.

Persons applying during the first two months of en
rollment were randomly assigned to one of two ex
periment groups. Hall were offered only Medicare
supplemental coverage (Mplan) for no monthly cost,
while half were offered a choice of the plan alone
(at no cost) or the Mplan plus the chance to our.
Chase one of three optional benefit packages (see
Figure 1).

Randomization was determined by the social se
rity number for new applicants and by the Health Plan
identification Lumber for conversion applicants. Fend
lies were randomized as a unit based on the first
number provided; thus, husband and wife were of.
fared the same coverage options.

Marketing Plan

The marketing plan to recruit 4,000 members began
with a two.week media campaign designed to ensure
that All Medicare beneficiaries in the 391VICe area
would be Invited to join the project during the elk
month open enrollment period. Marketing material
also emphasized the need for each individual to
weigh the advantages and disadvantage! of enrolling
based on hislher individual situation and require.
ments for care.

Television announcements ran In 95 spots (SO or 30
seconds) on all lour local commercial stations. They
were shown about SIX times a day during popular
viewing times for senior citizens. The television an.
nouncement was successful in reaching a very high
proportion of the area's senior citizens.
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PLUS
,c.t.t I OVI IONS CHOOSE ONE la

Your Monthly Cost SO

COMPREHENSIVE MEDICAL CARE BENEFITS
Including

For No Charge:

Complete hospital services (Inpatient and outpatient)
Including all physicians' and surgeons' services In a Kaiser.
Permanente facility.

All laboratory services, ray tests and therapy, casts and
dressings.

Prescribed home health and homemakers' senates.

Up to 100 days per year or per spell of Illness (whichever Is
greater) in an approved skilled nursing facility.

For $2 per Visit at KaleetPemtanente Facilities:
All physicians' services and medical office Oslo.

Preventive health care services, Including physical
examination and most immunizations.

All emergency care.

Physical therapy.

Vision and hearing examinations.

Other:

Reimbursement for medical care services for emergency or
unexpected conditions when you are either traveling out of
the Portiandtancouver tar a area or are unable to come
to a Kaiser.Permanente facility because of your medical
condition.

Mental health services: Psychiatrists...12 each outpatient
visit (limit 6 per year); other professionalsSE each ,
outpatient visit (no limit) Inpatient psychiatric services for
no charge (190 day lifetime limit).

All other Medicare covered services, such as ambulance,
prosthetic devices, and durable medical equipment.

4

1.6

Your Monthly Cost

$60
COMPREHENSIVE
BENEFITS + DRUGS,
EYEGLASSES, AND
HEARING AIDS,
Including

All benefits on page 4.

Each prescription tot 30.day
supply) for IL when ordered
by a KalserPetmanente
physician and obtained at a
KaiserPermanente
pharmacy.

Hearing aids, at no charge.
when prescribed and obtained
at KalserPetmanente
facilities.

Eyeglassee, lenses and
frames (born a speciAed
selecno) at no charge when
prescribed and obtained at
KaiserPermanente

Your Monthly Cost

$9.81

COMPREHENSIVE
BENEFITS +
DENTAL CARE,
Including

All benefits on page 4.

Total dental care. including
examinations, el/timing of
teeth. Ailing.. dentures and
other prosthetic devices at no
charge when prescribed and
obtained at Itaistr
Permanents dental (still tar.

Your Monthly Cost $15.81 0
COMPREHENSIVE BENEFITS + DRUGS,
EYEGLASSES, AND HEARING AID
COVERAGE + DENTAL CARE, Including

All the benefit, described on page 4 and In the two
options above on this page.

5
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A newspaper announcement including a mailin
Coupon and a telephone number appeared 20 times in
major local papers and several specialty publications.
The media campaign was supplemented before and
alter by regular contacts with a network of public and
private agencies serving the elderly.

The major focus of the marketing plan was to en
courage interested Medicare beneficiaries to request
Information about Medicare Plus. Applications and
brochures explaining the program were sent to those
who did so. Considerable effort went into developing
a recruitment brochure that clearly explained the
complexities of the project And outlined the eligibility
requirements, the advantages and limitations of join.
Ing the program, and the procedures for enrolling.

Care was taken to fully Inform potential enrollees
of the unique features of the demonstration, such as
the need to obtain all services through KPMCP (thus
giving up Medicare payment for services performed
by other providers). Potential enrollees were informed
that the program was subject to change and that they
must maintain their Part B coverage. The brochure
pages describing the program's limitations are shown
In Figure 2 to illustrate how the wording, use of type,
and layout contribute to communicating clearly with
poteelial enrollees.

Second Marketing Campaign

The initial target enrollment of 4,000 was assured in
July 1980, two months after beginning of marketing.
At that time the enrollment limit was raised to 5,500
and a second marketing campaign began to enroll
1,500 additional members by the end of the year. This
campaign featured 77 television announcements, a
limited number of newspaper announcements, and a
news release to about 60 local senior citizen
agencies. An Inquiry letter was sent to persons who
had indicated interest during the first campaign but
had not yet applied.

Telephone Center

When enrollment began, a Medicare Plus telephone
center was opened In KPMCP administrative offices.
Temporary employees stalling the center were given
a twoday orientation program and a reference manual
so they would provide consistent Information 10
callers. Telephone response was so heavy during the
first week of the media campaign that it became
neces ary to hire and train three additional operators
and to add three phone lines to the existing six. A re
cording device was installed to take messages after
working hours. The telephone center remained open
for seven months to respond to enrollment requeSts
and to coordinate the enrollment process and new
member mailings.

HEALTH CARE FINANCING REVIEW:Summit 19S8Voiumit 1, Numb.,
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To provide personal assistance to applicants, assis
Lance desks were set up at a number of local senior
centers and at KPMCP facilities throughout the
metropolitan area.

Conversion Members

The conversion of existing Health Plan members to
Medicare Plus was limited in order for Medicare to
achieve a net savings on this demonstration. Under
the demonstration contract, which Is based on what
HCFA calculates it would pay for services In the fee.
forservice system, HCFA would pay more for an
existing Medicare Health Plan member under Medi
care Plus than under existing taw. Therefore, KPMCP
agreed to convert only one Health Plan member for
each three new members enrolled.

Brochures and applications were mailed to all 9,000
nongroup Medicare Health Plan members. From the
3,000 who responded, 1,500 were randomly selected
and 300 more were put on a waiting list. These 300
additional applicants were accepted when it was as
sured that new member enrollment would reach 5,500.

A small number of Health Plan members corn
plalned about the conversion limitation because they
were treated less favorably than new members. Most
accepted the explanation that the conversion limita
tion was necessary to achieve the goal of the demon.
stration, that is, to change Federal legislation to allow
all Medicare beneficiaries the option of receiving
medical care on a prepayment basis.

Other Marketing Activities

Due to the success of the television campaign,
other marketing activities were very limited. A letter
with a teapotl return postcard was sent to 40,000
Health Plan members under age 65 asking them to i
form their friends and relatives about Medicare Plus.
This was done after the media campaign. Approxi
mately 1 percent responded. During the Sixlonlh
open enrollment period, a speaker's bureau was maim
tained and presentations were made to all groups
who requested them. In a special effort to reach lOw
Income groups, recruitment material was distributed
to all public housing locations and speakers were
sent to several public housing meetings. The eight
AAA senior citizen centers in the metropolitan area
served as Information and referral points.

Marketing Campaign Results

The media campaign generated requests for about
15,000 information packets. Those requesting packets
were representative of theeemor citizens living in the
area in terms of county of residence and age (see
Table 5). Over twothirds of the inquiries were made
by telephone, most of the remainder came from the
mallin coupons
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IS THIS SPECIAL PROGRAM REALLY FOR YOU?
Some Limitations

Before you Join MEDICARE PLUS, you should
review carefully this Important Information about the
program,

n This program may not be advantageous to you If you
live outside the Portlandancouver area for many
months each year.

O By loining MEDICARE PLUS, you re* to Malta all
0( our health r rt eervkw throi
Permanents I illeW11esic .lane avast`

*thee Medicare nor MEDICAREAUS will pay (or
care received from other providers except for an
emergency In which you could not reasonably be
expected to get to a KalserPermanente facility because
of your medical condltion.Cureendy you do not have
this limitation for Medicos covered services.

ri You will be joining a large, possibly unfamiliar health
care program and you will need to learn your way
around this system.

8

You must maintain your Part B Medicare coverage.

1 u

0

0

The MEDICARE PLUS program is subject to change:

Benefits could change somewhat during the
program. There is also the possibility that you may
have to pay a small monthly charge for MEDICARE
PLUS benefits In 1981 or 1982.

The program ends on December 31, 1982.

At the end of the program, you will still have your
Medicare benefits. You may choose to remain a
member of the Katie foundation Health Plan and
convert to the standard Medicare coordinated
coverage (which does not Include prepaid
prescription drugs, hearing aids, eyeglasses, and
dental care), but you may have to pay lot It yourself.
This coverage now costs about $15 a month.

Professional liability or hospital liability claims
exceeding $500 for bodily injury, mental disturbance,
or death must be submitted to binding arbitration.

While you may drop out of MEDICARE PLUS at any
time, with 30 da notice, you may not be able to
rejoin later. Howevet, you may choose to remain a
member of the Kelso Foundation Health Plan and
convert to the standard Medicare coordinated
coverage but you may have to pay for it yourself.



TABLE 5

Marketing Information Requests, by Age of Requestor`

Number Percent Age
415 7.0%. Under 65

1851 31.3 65.69
1535 25.9 70.74
1135 19.2 75.79
620 10.5 80.84
270 4.5 85-89
72 1.2 90.94
17 0.3 95.99
6 0.1 100 or more

5921 100.0%

,inc;udes Nickels requested through October 31, 1980.
Those with unknown age (2892) were excluded.

Approximately 49 percent of the information
packets mailed by September 28 resulted in one or
more applications being returned for enrollment by
October 31. The application response rate was about
the same for each of the rive-year age categories over
age 65 and for urban and rural areas of the five.
county area. The response rate was highest (about 52
percent) for telphone requests; mallln coupons had a
response rate of about 39 percent (see Table 6).

The marketing campaign was effective In notifying
the eligible participants and In attracting people who
were likely to enroll. It was also successful in attract.
ing a representative age and geographic cross sec.
Lion 01 the senior citizen population. This is a signill
cant finding since some people in the Federal govern.
ment were concerned that only a limited and special
subgroup of the aged population would be Invited to
join the program.
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TABLE 6

Percent of Packets Returned by Source of Request

Percent Returned Source
51.9%
39.2%
44.3%
27.t)%

47.6%
(n 7506 requests)

Enrollment Results

Telephone or Walk.in
Newspaper Coupons
Staff Presentation
MallOut to Under 65
Members

TOTAL

The campaign obtained an impressive re.
sponsw,', ,ulting in 3,500 enrollment request cards
submit' to HCFA In June and July, 1980. From
these n. ,uests, about 2,000 new members were en.
rolled for August 1 coverage and 1,400 for September
I coverage. For the remainder of the year, new Mein
ber enrollment leveled off at 500-600 each month; the
target 5,500 membership was reached on January 1,
1981 and a high of 5,886 was reached on March 1,
1981. Applications received after enrollment closed
on November 30, 1980 were placed on 1. waiting list
and none of these applications was processed until
August 1981 when death and cancellation experience
reduced the new membership. Conversion member.
ship reached a high of 1,904 for February 1, 1981
Coverage. Table 7 shows yearend membership flow.

A total of 655 members died or requested termln
Lion during the first coverage year for a termination
rate of 7.9 percent. About one-third of these earteelia
hens resulted from death of the member.

TABLE 7

Medicare Plus YearEnd Membership, 1980.1982

11180 1981 1982
New Conversion Total New Conversion Total New Conversion Total

Base (only) 2414 800 3214 1581 563 2144 1953 678 2631
Base + SB' 1588 403 1991 2404 714 3118 2447 592 3039
Base + DNT R' 111E 14 120 132 35 167 86 24 110
Base + DNT R

+ SB 997 334 1331 1557 .543 2100 1339 462 1801
TOTAL 5105 1551 6656 5674 1855 7029 5625 1756 7581

'Special Benefits consist of prescription drugs, vision and hearing aids.
'ONT RDental Benefit
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Population Characteristics of Enrollees

The population enrolled IS somewhat older than the
Health Plan's existing over age 65 membership (See
Table 8 for comparison of Health Plan and Portland
populations). One-sixth of the new members are over
80 years of age and three members are over 100 years
of age. The male/female distribution Is 40160 for mem
bers aged 65-80 and 35165 for members over age 80.
The proportion of disabled enrollees (4 percent) is
similar to the proportion of disabled members in the
Health Plan's Medicare population. The enrollment re
suns indicate that a representative age and goo.
graphical cross section of the senior citizen popula
lion was enrolled. The 5,500 new members represent
4 percent of the eligible population in the livecounly
enrollment area. This new enrollment brought the
KPMCP's proportion up to t7 percent of the total
over age 65 population In the market area served by
the Health Plan.

TABLE 8

Medicare Plus Comparative Age Distribution

Age Group

Medi.
care
Plus

KFHP 65 +
(Less

Med Plus)

Portland a
Salem SMSA

B.P.A. Eat.

65.69: Male
Female

Total

13.7
19.5
33.2%

19.6
21.9
41.5%

15.3
19.0
34.3%

70.74: Male 12.2 12.4 11.4
Female 17.1 14.5 15.4

Total 29.3% 26.9% 26.8%

75-79: Male 8.3 6.6 7.3
Female 12.0 9.4 11.3

Total 20.3% 16.0% 18.8%

80-84: Male 4.1 3.4 4.5
Female 8.9 6.3 8.0

Total 11.0% 9.7% 12.5%

85+ Male 2.1 t.9 2.6
Female 4.1 4.0 5.2

Total 6.2% 5.9% 7.8%

TOTAL 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Benefit Experiment Results

There was no statistically significant difference In
the proportion of applications returned by those of.
fered basic Medicare Plus al no charge (49 percent)
and those offered an additional opportunity to our
chase one of three optional benefit packages (47 per.
cent) The experimental randomization was discon-
tinued after two months and, early in 1981, all Medi-
care Pius members were given a chance to add, drop,
or change optional benefits with the result that over
70 percent 01 members enrolled in une of the three
extra packages
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New Member Entry Program

The special services and materials developed for
this population were designed to ensure the effective
transition of Medicare Plus members into this large,
relatively complex program. The new member f atry
program included a member handbook, a health infor
matron form, special reserved appointment pro.
cedures, telephone informational tapes, member
newsletters, medical office open houses, and, most
critically, a Medicare Plus representative. The pro
gram was financed during the first year by $1.15 per
member per month from the savings.

A key component of the program was the Medicare
Plus representative, who played an important role in
the development of the new member entry program
and in stall orientation. The major lunctions of the
representative were to direct new member orientation,
to sane as health care coordinator and ombudsman
for project enrollees, and to Inform KPMCP operating
personnel about the special services, benefits, and
circumstances of project enrollees. During the be-
ginning of the project, this office handled at least
1,000 inquiries each month.

A Medicare Plus Member Handbook, designed
especially for this population, contained stepby.step
Information on how to use services (including a core
tact guide which told the new member what to do to
obtain specific services such as medical advice). In.'
formation about benefits, doctor appointments, physi
cal examinations, prescription refills, or emergency
service was also included The handbook was written
in easy-toread language and was designed using
large print (see Figure 3). A service guide, Including
physicians' names, a list of facilities and telephone
numbers, a map of facilities, and other material, was
also produced to assist new members.

A health information form was created to obtain
current health status information from members and
to identify chronic conditions which might need im
mediate medical attention. The form was designed
using large print with a few simple questions to en
courage a high response rate; more than 90 percent
were completed and returned. A physician reviewed
the forms and the Medicare Plus representative made
appointments, If necessary. Appointments were re
served on the schedules of primary care err': !ors for
Medicare Plus members who required imm to care
or who were anxious to establish a patient ctor re-
lationship. In addition, project team members de.
signed a protocol for KPMCP pharmacies to make it
easier for Medicare Plus members to obtain nem
sary prescription refills during this transition period.

Recorded telephone tapes gave information similar
to that provided In the new member handbook, and
telephone numbers for the six tapes were listed In
the handbook as well as on a printed card sent In the
members home. Bimonthly newsletters were pub.
liShed to reinforce information about KPMCP services
and Medicare Plus coverage and to provide a means
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CONTACT
GUIDE

YOUR NEED
1 MEDICAL ADVICE

You don't feel well but are not sure whether you need to
we the doctor or
You need advice about a medical problem

WHAT TO DO

phone any one of the MEDICAL ADVICE NUMBERS
listed on pages 12 14
and

Have your Health Plan Identification card handy

2 BENEFITS/ "HOW TO7QUESTIONS
You're not sure whether you are covered for the service
needed or
You don't know how to ''use the system.' or
You need help selecting a doctor

Refer to the Health Plan Service Agreement or

phone the taped telephone message numbers listed on the
inside.bock cover or

phone your MEDICARE PLUS REPRESENTATIVE at
224 PLUS

3 DOCTOR'S APPOINTMENT
You feel sick or
You want your new doctor to lake over treatment of your
diabetes, high blood pressure, etc or
You want to become acquainted with your new doctor

Select a FAMILY PRACTICE or INTERNAL MEDICINE
physician at a conveniently located medical office and phone
the APPOINTMENT NUMBER for an appointment (See
pages 12 14 for telephone numbers and oddasonal
information /

4 PHYSICAL EXAMINATION
You feel line, but have not had a physical exam kr 18
months or more

Call the Health Appraisal Center at 7774611 Tell the op.
pointment ckth you are a new MEDICARE PLUS member
and would like a physical on

Select a personal KaiserPermanente physician and make
an appointment with him (See page 4 for more informa
lion I

5 PRESCRIPTION REFILL
You feel hriv. but need a new supply of necessary
medicines

Call the pharmary at a conveniently tattled Balser.
Pelmaneme medical office (See pages 17.18 for more
information

6 EMERGENCY Co to the nearest hospital Emergency Room or call
2859321 or 653 4411. (See page 15 I
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of communication for Me Medicare Plus representa-
tive.

Ass.sied by medical office still, the Medicare Plus
representative conducted 15 open houses at various
KPMCP facilities. New members were invited to have
their questions answered and to learn how to use the
medical office of their choice, how to make an ap-
pointment, how to get a prescription, and whew set-
vice departments are located. Approximately 10 per-
cent of new members attended (a considerably higher
response than is generally achieved for this type n!
orientation of Health Plan members).

Utilization

Medicare Plus members used hospital beds at a
rate of about '1,677 days per 1,000 members per yew
during the first 12 months of serv,ce (Table 9). This
rate is slightly higher than that of other over age 65
members, but it is approximately what was predicted
for this population. Fir compaison, the use rate in
this age group in the Portland SMSA in 1378 was
3,142 days per 1,000 people per year, according to
data from the Oregon State Health Planning Agency

On the other hand, the annualized utilization rate
for office visits per 1,000 members Is somewhat
higher than for other Medicare members and Is also
somewhat higher than predicted The daft' for 1980
1932 are given In Table 10.

The number of visits tot this population seems to
be relatlyely stable; therefore, this population may re-
quire somewhat more ambulatory care than was pro-
dieted (Table 101. This, of course. has implications for
both 'tit and organization of care. For example, early
data inoicate that estimates of prescription utilization
for Medicare Plus members with a prepaid prescrip-
lion benefit are also too low. This Caused a signill-
cant increase in the prescription prepayment. rate for
1982. Skilled nursing realty utilization was initially
!owe, than predicted end this pattern has continued.

TABLE 10

Medicare Plus
Outpatient Utilization

Visits per 1000 members, per year

1980

Medicare
Plus

Other
Medicare

Percent
Medicare

Plus Higher

Physician 5875 4752 24
Nonphysiclan 2303 1568 47

TOTAL 8178 8320 29
1981

Physician 5782 4513 26
Nonphysiaian 2009 1553 28

TOTAL. 7771 6063 27
1982

Physician 5780 4914 17
Nonphysician 2910 1521 32

TOTAL 7790 8482 21

Assessment of the determinants of this utifizstion
pattern hau begun and various hypotheses are being
offered. One hypothesis that must be considered is
that the barriers of the existing Medicate system pro-
duced a significant amount of unmet need that has
become manifest when these barriers were removed.
Another hypothesis is that people who are more likely
to select an HMO are those with a higher propensity
to use services. 11 is possible that utilization may be
reduced alter people become more familiar with the
system.

TABLE

Medicare Plus
Hc.apital Utilization by Discharge Days

Kaiser
Foundation
Hospitals

Supplemental
Sachs

Nonemergency
Claims

total Mean
Hospital Days Member Mc nthe

1980' days 2148 157 577 28142 1904'
Days per 1000 per year 1128 83 303 1514
1981 days 12034 266 299 12599 7505
Days poi 1000 per year 1603 35 40 167'b
1982 dare 11987 40 0-- 12027 7484
Days per 1000 per year 1602 5 0-- 1607

'Aug JAI through Decem'er 198e
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Claims

One of the problems anticipated in the design of
the demonstration was ensuring a smooth transition
of Medicare beneficiaries horn Inc fee.tofseritce
Medicare system into the KPMCP. One significant as
pest of this transition relates to the "lock-in" prove
stars of prospective payment; that is, the requirement
that all beneficiaries must receive all nonernergency
care In the KPMCP. During the startup phase, the
number of outside claims posed a significant prob-
lem. In order to ensure an orderly transition, the
Health Plan agreed to pay most claims for outolplan
use, even though it had a legal responsibility to pay
claims only for in or out-ofarea emergencies or for
serious illness out-ofarea. All first and second Part A
claims for covered services received from Medicare
Plus members before June 1, 1981 were paid. Most
Part B claims during the same period were alSo paid.

A total of 1,572 claims were paid for all outside see
vices used in 1980. These claims totaled S885,000, of
which 74 percent of the dollars and 5 percent of the
claims were for eonreferreJ services. Most of these
claims would have been rejected for other Health
Plan members but were paid for Medicare Plus mem-
bers during the first 10 months of the experiment.
While 85 percent of the 1980 nonreferred claims were
Part B claims, 87 percent of the dollars spent were for
Part A.

Almost 90 percent of the outside claims were in
cuffed within the first two months of membership. A
higher proportion of older members submitted claims
than younger members Cahn) 111. The 789 members
(for whom 1,572 claims were paid) represent almost
12 percent of the total ma.nbership. (This table in.
eludes members who were referred for outside M.
vices, as well as those who submitted claims for non-
referred services.) Twenty per sent of members for
whom outside claims were paid for service in 1980
had terminated by June 1981.

TABLE 11

Medicare Plus
Age Distribution of Members

and Members Who Submitted Claims, Year End 1980

Total
Age Groups Membership

Members
with

Claims % of Total
Less than 65 233 38 16.3
65.69 2,130 2C2 9.5
70.74 1,884 204 10.8
75.79 1,305 169 12.9
8084 705 103 14 6
85 and over 399 73 18.3

Total 6,656 T89 11.9-

MEATH canE F!NANcinG REviEwiSummer isavvoluma 4. Number 4

Several strategies were developed to bring this
problem under control The most Important was the
implementation in the region of a new position, the
Patient Care Coordinator, who was charged with con-
tacting the hospitals of the community and Withal.
Iry the transfer of members to KPMCP hospitals.

Claims decreased markedly after 1980. The coat per
member, per month for the first six months of 1981
was S10, less than hall the amount of the preceding
period. As a result Of the policy change in June 1981,
costa dropped further to 93.22 per member, per
month, excluding referred services.

Summary

The Medicare Plus protect demonstrated that it Is
possible to design a workable prospective payment
system and tnal Medicare beneficiaries can be moti-
vated to tole an 14M0 by offering them a premium
saving cr more henefits than they usually have avail-
able. Although outpationt utilization was somewhat
higher than predicted, Inpatient utilization was near
predictions for this population: initially high claims
experience was probably prolonged by a deliberately
lenient claims policy, but the problem was controlled
by the end of the first 12 months. An annual cancella
lion rale of approximately 5 percent Indicates a high
level of member acceptance

The enrollment of 5,500 new Medicare members In-
to the KPMCP raised the percentage of over age 65
members from 6.8 percent in 1979 to 9.4 percent in
1981. Asa result the KPMCP now serves 17 percent
of all Medicare beneficiaries in the Portland SMSA.
The Health Plan's overall market penetration for 1981
was 19 percent.

These findings indicate the feasibility of public
policy encouraging enrollment in HMO's ray increas-
Ing their participation In the Medicare program. They
also demonstrate that increasing Medicare enrollment
In HMO's has a potential to help contain Medicare
coats end decrease hospital utilization for an increas
iiigly aged population In the United States. The provl.
sions necessary for encouraging more HMOs to com-
pete for Medicare business are now enacted Into law
in the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of
1982. 6/ year end 1983, the final regulations should
be in place to allow all qualified HMVI to enter Into
prospective payment contracts with HCFA. This heat
report on the payment, me dieting, and enrollment as-
pects of the KPMCP Medicare Plus demonstration
will be followed by a series of research reports of
other findings related to utilization, member satisfac-
tion:, and provision of new services,
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Survey Finds Elderly "Highly Satisfied" With Kaiser Portland's
Medicare Plus Program

A membership satisfaction survey
of the three and a.half year old
Medicare Plus demonstration pro
gram at the Kaiser Permanente
Medical Care Program in Portland.
Oreg. indicates a "highly satisfied"
Medicare Plus membership.

Data from the survey reveals
that 92 percent of the respondents
were satisfied and only 2 percent
dissatisfied with the KPMCP in
general. This satisfaction increased
to 96 percent, with 1 percent dis-
satisfied, when those with visits
during the past four weeks gave an
overall rating to their most recent
visit.

The findings further show that
some dissatisfaction was expressed
with the appointment process and
telephone systems, and with the
lag time between calling for a rote
tine appointment and the date of
the appointment. And, some prob-
lems were encountered with using
the KPMCP. However, less prob-
lems and less dissatisfaction were
expressed by these now, aged mem'
bars than is expressed by the gen-
eral population in the routine
KPMCP satisfaction survey.

A total of 1,348 Medicare Plus
enrollees responded to the survey.
This represents an 82 percent re-
sponse rate which is considetA
"very high," but not unexreced,
says the survey. Medicare
hers of KPMCP generally respond
"very well" to the ongoing
membership surveys, it points out.

Two noteworthy characteristics
were mentioned regarding these re
spondenta. The first is that 90 per-
cent of them have lived in the
Portland metropolitan area for
more than 10 years. The second in
that 55 percent of the newly en-
rolled members said their health
was bettor than others around their
own op. Thirty right percent said
their health was the name us
others. And 7 percent -.,;(1 their

health was worse. These data are
similar to what conversion mem-
bers reported except that 9 percent
reported their health as worse than
others. The survey points out that
"more" research is needed to deter-
mine if the elderly who leave their
current forms of medical care and
Join HMOs differ in health status
from those who remain in the fee.
forservice Medicare program.

The survey's findings further re
veal that new services and informa-
tional sources which were provided
to assist the Medicare Plus mem-
bers in understanding their bene-
fits and in using KPMCP services
are popular and useful.

Furthermore, low cost (of premi'
ums and ouVotpocket costs) was
the most important reason for en-
rolling in this program, but the
security of knowing that high.ctual.
Ity medical care is available when
needed (without creating a financial
burden) was also very important.
the survey says.

The data also show that most re-
spondents-80 percenthave a reg-
ular doctor at KPMCP and 84 per-
cent believe KPMCP doctors are as
good or better than other doctors.
Less than 5 percent rated the
overall access to care at KPMCP
as dissatisfactory.

The survey was mailed in Decem-
ber 1981 to a 25 percent sample of
Medicare Plus units. The study
population was selected by sub-
scriber units rather than individual
health plan members, although the
survey was sent to all eligible Med-
(care Plus members in the random-
ly selected units.

The survey's data is categorized
into type of member and medical
coverage. In the first group, mem-
bers are either newly enrolled in
the KaiserPermanente program or
those who converted to Medicare
Plus from their existing KPMCP
Medicare supplemental coverage.

ISet Stout, of Kaiser's Meditate
Plus Proprum p 12)
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Over 75 Percent of Elderly Satisfied With Kaiser Portland's Physicians. Survey Finds
(Colusnued bone p III

In the second, coverage is either
regular Ibase coverage only) or
special benefits pertaining to
members with base coverage who
also purchased additional benefits,
for instance drugs, eyeglasses or
contact lenses, hearing aids or den-
tal care.

More detailed findings from the
membership satisfaction survey
revea :

Over 75 percent of the 1,247
Medicare Plus respondents
who evaluated the Kaiser
Permanent° Program said
they were either satisfied or
very satisfied with the
technical knowledge, ability
and competence of KPMCP
physicians. Less than 2 per-
cent indicated dissatisfaction,
with the remaining 22 percent
having no opinion;
Conversion membersthose
who were enrolled in KPMCP
under an existing Medicare
supplement prior to convert
ing to the Medicare Plus calk
tation programwere more
satisfied, 86 percent, with the
overall capabilities of KPMCP
physicians than newly en
rolled members, 72 percent;
More visits were reported for
the time period after becom
ing Medicare Plus members
Ian average of 4.9 visits) than
before Joining Medicare Plus
(3.1 average visits per mem
bed. After enrolling in Medi
care Plus, new members had
more visits than conversions.
And, those with special bene-
fits had one more visit per
member than those with regu
ler coverage (5.4 and 4.4 over
age visits respectively).
Of those who contacted the
Medicare Plus office. 71 per.
cent reported being very sat
islicd with the information or

assistance they received. and
21 percent were satisfied. On.
ly 8 percent were dissatisfied.
Of the newly enrolled mem
hers, 22 percent said they
have had trouble reaching the
Medicare Plus office by
phone.
With regard to the Medicare
Plus Member Handbook, 77
percent of the newly enrolled
members referred to their
handbook to help them make
an appointment; 36 percent
used it to help them select
their doctor; and 45 percent
used it to find out how to get
In touch with their doctor.

The Medicare Plus project of the
Oregon Region KaiserPermanente
Medical Care Program, which be-
gan in August L980, was designed
as a model for prospective payment
to increase HMO participation in
the Medicare program. The project
demonstrated that it is possible to
design a prospective payment aye-
tem that costs the Medicare pro-
gram less than services purchased
In the community from feetor-
service providers. The project
would provide appropriate payment
to the HMO. And, it could create
some financial "savings" that
would be returned to beneficiaries
in the form of comprehensive bent.-
fits to motivate them to enroll in
the HMO.

Medicare Plus recruited 5,500
new and 1.800 conversion members
into the demonstration, through
use of a media campaign, a recruit
meet brochure, and a telephone in
formation center, according to the
Summer 1983 Health care Pinanc
big !Wien, journal in which an ar.
tide appeared entitled "Kaiser.
Permanente's Medicare Plus Pref.
act: A Successful Medicare Pro-
spective Payment Demonstration.-
Menthera recruited were n represen

tative age and geographic cross
sectiot, of the senior citizen popula
tion in the Portland. Oreg, metro-
politan area.
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Fallon's Senior
Plan: A Summary
of the Three Year
Marketing
Experience

Daniel B. Wolfson
Christy W. Bell
Denyse A. Newbery

INTRODUCTION
Historical Context of Fallon's Demonstration
Project
In the summer of 1978 Fallon COmmunity Health Plan
responded to a Heath Care Financing Administration (HCFA)
request for a proposal entitled 'Alternative Models for Prepaid
Capitation Financing of Health Care Services lot Medicare'
Medicaid Recipients No 50.78-0082) The Plan hes one of
five demonstration sites that wont operational The other
COnIrldors were KaiserPottlend Greater Marshfield COmMi
nity Health Plan In Wisconsin. Health Central In Eut Lansing.
Michigan. and a consortium of HMOs in the Minneapolis area
Reimbursement under demonstration protects was on a pro-
spective risk basis, similar to that subsequently enacted In the
Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act (TEFRA) of 1962

On April I. 1980. the Plan became the last demonstration
prowl to enroll Medicare beneficiaries and to receive teen.
basement by the government on a per capea, prospectively

Daniel B Wolfson is the director of Planning at Fallon
Community Health Plan As the Senior Plan Prcvect director,
Mr Whorl was involved in the infest development and
implementation of the Senior Plan.

Christy W. Bee is executive director of the Pesos uommu-
nity Health Plan. In his previous coacity as director of Mar.
Acting. he developed and Implemented Freon's Senior Plan
marketing policies and strategies.

Denys(' A Newbery is the directs of Mark .tong and Corn.
Mutely Relations at Patton Community Health plan. With her
extensive HMO marketing barAground and Senior Plan exp.
hence. she has become a recognized expert In the hold.

This project was performed under Contract No HCFA 50018.0082
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deWrnined basis. Faliont adjusted rate (ACR)
reimbursement methodology includes of 95 pen
cent of adjusted 6444916 per C4014 MU (UPCC)I *NCO Is
central to the TEFRA reimbursement formula. The Pr'r.'"ft
originally was intended to terminate in 1992. but VAS 11a11106110
be thee years.

Dosealpeleet el the
PlanThe Fallon Community

Prel
Health Plan is a alma group group

model health maintenance organization located in the Was-
W. Massachusetts area. II provides services to Na nwilbas
Waugh the fannies of the Fake Clinic. a liege. tvell-
reepectod, multispecialty group practice. The Plan was soon-
good jointly by lie Fallon Clinic. Inc. and Slue Cross of
Alessachusells. ft beams operational in February, 1977 and
wee Wendy (waned on November 21.197$.

Until June, 1979. members we horn employer groups or
convened from OM0109er StrOofi Al that lane. aPPeorlitstY
200 Medicaid benencialei from the Aid to Families with
Dependent Children category 're enrolled. Prior to the
Senior Plan. members lumina 65 and becoming eligible for
/Macao we laminated from the Plan and converted.
primarily. to Blue Cross and Blue Shield coverage.

The Worcester area has one of the highest percentages
of Medlcareeligible persons In the country-16 percent.
Wircestsr, also. has one of the highest hospital-bed-to-
copulation mhos Ni the countryover eight hospital beds per
1,000 persons. The area experience, edam* high hospital
Manske for persons 'ear er with approximately 4.700
hospital days per 1,000 persons. Woronter area elderly lea
the same problems experienced throve/Kul the elderly 00P1I
lotion, namely, uncertainly about the cost of health care and
Inability to cope with increased medical Oft Mile on fixed
inComes Supplemental insurance premiums are Increasingly
prohibitive Blue Cross supplemental coverage in 1993 was
over $34 00 per month.

The plan developed enrolertent protections ao that the
percage ol Medicare beneficiaries in Ns 14M0 population
would

ent
be equal to the 16 percent of Medicare beneklariel

the general population of the service ans. The Pan made the
program attractive lo Medicare-1691bl* pawns try providing
additional benefits not covered by Medicare orBlue Cross'
Blue Shield of Massachusetts suppternental Medicare Cover.
age. 'WOW. These included luN coverage of all outpatient
clinic services. preventive services. refractions and pie
glasses. as wee as pre option drugs with a woe qopayirwis
in addition. these benefits were to be offered al a rate well
beiow -Modes'.

The PI: was paid a prospectivety-datemened rale from
HCFA. based on an Italuziod community 316 (ACR) That tale
would not exceed 95 percent of the adjusted average per
capita cost (i4APCCj The results of the, retrnburseewnt model
over lour years have been:

11098
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In entering this program, the Plan attempted to accom
plish Its followmg obtectives

1. Demonstrate that We Man could market to this poputa
bon and attract a significant number of enrollees.

2 Demonstrate that he Plan could operate a prepaid
Medicare program In a costffeclive manner and
achieve savings for HCFA and members.

3. Demential* that a program such as the 'Senior Plan'
would Increase the receptiveness of health moires
name organizations to Medicare risk programs. and

4. Demonstrate how a prepaid Medicare program could
be developed successfully In a health maintenance
organization of moderate size.

We believe that the three year enrollment of 7,200
members warrants the assertion that, among other factors, the
marketing formulations and lachnlques used were effective In
WM. the enrollment Neutrons were reached and exceeded
each year Low disenrollment Is similarly consistent with our
belief that there was a high level of member satisfaction.

TN following sections deal with the benefit content,
marketing concepts and Member management

BENEFIT PACKAGE
The Senior Plan benefit package Is a comprehensive set of
benefits mode available to Medicare beneficiaries In lieu of
eadihonal Medicare coverage Only one high option is offered
to aged and disabled Medicare beneficiaries. It is not config
wed on a basic supplemental format

Benefits are offered during an annual. limemiled, open
enrollment period without medical reiiN, on a first come, first
served basis, without wailing periods or preexisling condition
exclusions Only residents of Worcester County who have
Medicare Parts A and B are eligible for enrollment.

The Senior Plan provides benefits wind Medicare and
'Medea These benefits include preventive services, such as
physical examinations, nutrition services, social services, re
fractions, eyeglasses. and prescription drugs subletl lc a
copayment Such additional benefits are tremendously impor
(ant to a population with Smiled financial resources

Savings derived from the HMO's efficiency in delivery of
Medicare Parts A and II services era used to finance these
additional benefits and maintain affordable membership dues
The present Senior Ran dues of $15.00 per month is far
below the high option *Medea' premium of over $34 00 per
month. The only outlpockel payment from the member is e
copaymenl for prescripaco drugs At the beginning of this year
119641 that copaymenf was eliminated.

MARKETING AND ENROLLMENT
Nareelliti eiselselques
Appropriate marketing techniques were applied to each de.
Ned population subset These segments included nogroup
*Medea' subscribers. 'Medea' retiree/employer groups, and
Medicare bentromenas with other cartiers, or no supplemental
coverage al all The Senior Plan was offered on a 'dual
choice' bests to as many Medicare beneficiaries as possible
Four open enrollment periods were conducted from 1980
through 1983 All open seasons were conducted from Sep
Umber IS to November 15 for effective dates in January.

February and March, except for the initial open season, which
was conducted from February to April.

The marketing strategy was multifaceted. The first tech
rogue used wee a public relations campaign alined al all
segments of the population It Included open houses, new;.
paper advertisements, radio spots. and a speaking program
The general purpose of the campaign was to reach Medicare
eligibles without a 'Medea' supplement and to reinforce other
marketing mewls.

During each open enrollment period, five to six open
houses were conducted on Sunday afternoons at the Fallon
Clinic facilities. These meetings attracted from 200 to as many
as 700 people. Presentations to the elderly were done In an
stied to provide clear understanding. Emphasis was placed on
use of emergency se/vices, the lockin provision. benefits,
rates, and the HMO system.

Newspaper advertisements were placed in the two city
newspapers and In niece town newspapers II requested
Interested people to send in a coupon asking for additional
Information. Each year the ads netted approximately 500 to
1,500 coupons, of which onhall actually resulted m enroll.
ment In the program.

Prior to the initial enrollment and on a continuing basis.
marketing representatives approached several Senior Citizen
groups. including apartment, retirement and church groups
These presentations were. In large part, to audiences of under
50 people but they provided a sound forum to explain Senior
Plan. Prior to the first open enrollment, a Senior Plan Health
Fair was conducted. Over 4,000 Worcester residents attended
the fair which provided information on Mood pressure. do
abetes, glaucoma. and the Senior Plan. It was an excellent
method of introducing a new product to the community In a
prornarketing stags.

Nomgroup 'Medea' subscribers were COntted through
the mall during the start of the open enrollment periods. Each
mailing Contained a Senor Plan brochure. an application and
an invitation to attend one of the open houses. There are
*proximately 27,000 non.group 'Medea' subscribers. repro.
tuning 50 percent of the entire Medicare population The
mailing allowed the Plan to approach the maximum number of
Medicare eligibles in IN service area. Forlymine percent of
the total senior Plan enrollment were former nai/roue
'Medea' subscribers However, applications eta mail increase
the danger of misunderstanding of the program content by the
members Mailing of applications caused some unauthorized
outrofPlan use because of a lack of understanding of the
emergency procedures and the lockm provision ol the pro.
gram. For the 1903 and 1994 open enrollment periods. all
Interested persons came to an open house, or Came to the
Plan administrative offices to fill out an application, or were
Contacted by phone.

TN employer group 'Medea' subscriber enrollment was
COnduCted in much the same way the Plan enrolls 'under 65'
employer groups. Sera Plan materials most often were sent
directly to the NM of retirees by the employer A cove letter
On Fallon Community Health Plan letterhead accompanied the
literature package which included the Senior Plan brochure
end a cover letter from the emproyer inviting Mem to a
meeting on the company site Marketing representatives
usually spent en hour and a halt giving the formal presents
lion and answering questions. All retirees also were invited to
Several special open houses conducted at the Fallon Clinic

11
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Results el elseliettne Stetethy
Ow most optimistic enrollment projections were exceeded.
Ow protection was Mat the percentage of Medicare Weft
arras in the Plan& coveted population would be equal to the
percentage In the service area, 16 percent The Senior Plan
membership represents only 15 percent of the total enrollment
because of the rapid growth of the 'under 65' population.
Even though the percentage is IS percent of the total
enrollment. It is the rapid growth of the "under 65' program
ar,d Fallon Clinic capacity limitations that belles the real
growth and attractiveness of the Senior Plan.

IND OF PLAN "UNDIN GS" PINION PLAN
TIAN SENIOR PINOINTA1111

IMO 3,600 25.962 12
1961 5.200 29.671 IS
1962 6.300 35.550 15
1963 7.200 41,709 IS

A tracking system WAS established in 1981 to Indicate the
marketing meMod used The results are as follows

METHOD hin14019%

Open Houses 29
Warkwis 35
Wed's' Mailings 23
-Medea' Group Subscribers 13

T08

'Medea" mailings increased the numbers of persons
Submitting applications at open houses and at the plank
administrative offices. The percentage reflect the Plan& at
tempts to strongly encourage persons to attend an open
house and some of the restrictions placed on releasing
applications.

The estimated percentage of the Senior Plan enrollees
according to their prior health Coverage is as follows:

Group Mader
Non Group Wes
Non Modes

Palmitin OF PINCINT OF
INNoLLID IMININAL

POPULATION POPULATION

13 13
49 Cl
38 46

The Senior Plan was offered on a dual Choice basis by 60
local Worcester employers to Medicare eligible retirees. The
employers offering the program thus far, hove dived it as an
alternative to high option *Medea'. From 1960 to 1983. 925
Medicare retirees opted for the Senior Plan. This represents a
penetration rate of 16 percent This rate matches the aspen
throe for the employers offering the Plan to their 'under 65'
population.

The Senior Plan penetration rates lot groups of over 50
refireeS ranged from a low of low percent at New England
Telephone to a high Of 38 percent at Warneo$waseis a heavy
equipment manufacturing company in WorCestet The largest
area group. Norton Company, enrolled 11 percent of its 2.200
eligible retirees. The second largest grollp. WymanGotdOn
Company, enrolled 26 percent of their 600 retirees

Most coMpanios Contributed 100 percent of the premium
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cost for the competing "fAederr antifidale. The remaining
Companies had equal dollar contribution. The Plan was able
to offer most local companies the Senior Plan at substantial
Paving.. There seems to be no significant difference In
penetration Mae between Companies contributing fully and
companies requiring a retiree contribution. Disenrolknent trom
groups VMS minimal.

The marketing department not only Onphisillat the cost
and benefits of the Senior Plan but also the qualifications and
commitment of the physicians, the convenilii of services
and the absence of claim loans. During August of 1902. the
Plan survthmd a random sampling of Senior Plan members,
When asked what were impartialt masons for rolnIng the
Senior Plan, members responded as follows:

Cost 97%
Cluakty 96%
Additional Benefits 64%
Mew Pressnthe Medetme 92%
Location OP%

Characteristics of the PouloUnn
As compared to the WorCester area population, the SeraOr
Plan members Can be characterized as younger, dispropow
hOn11911, male. from towns aloe* to Fallon facilities, less
InstituhOnalized. and better Insured. The AAPOC Includes
adjustments for these charaelthistics.

The average age of the enrolled population 'owr 65' Is
somewhat lounger than the non.HMO 'over 65' population.
The average age of the non'HMO Worcester County
peculation is 75.27 years as compared to over 71 years for
Senior Plan population. Noweser, the aging of the enrolled
Population reduces this difference as evidenced by these
knees.

AMMON A4M PINCINTACIL OP
OP UNION PLAN 111-119 Oa

Mee 71.21 42.7 3.62
1961 71.32 406 401
1162 71.79 39.9 4.26

There is an unfavorable proportion of males enrolled;
approximately 48 percent 01 the enrolled population as Om'
pared to 38 percent of the non.HMO aged population. Males
past the age of 55 tend to be higher uhhithe of health care. ft
appears, however, that the percentage of melee has de
creased over time from 49.7 percent of the members to 47.9
percent of the members.

The urbanrUral mix of the enrolled Mulatto &MI,
approximates the county's distribution. Over 40 percent of the
Send Plan enrollees reside in the city of Worcester. The
penetration rates Are higher In towns Within dose proalmity to
We Fallon Clinic facilities and In Wets in the southern portion
04 the 000ol% partially cauWI by a km physician supply.

The enrolled population also tended 10 be better insured
than the general population. Approximately 38 percent 01 the
enrolled population did not have prior 'Medea' coverage. The
Senior Plan has a kisser porton of institutionakted patients
than the general population. Some Medicare benefit:lades
transfer to the Center Plan while hospitalited. Theft head.
tahlthiOn becomes the financial responsibility of the Plan on
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the day coverage begins This situation occurred with 10
Senior Plan members In 1980.
Meowed kneel
Distrito amen!. obviously a deep concern, has been cardully
scrutinized The marketing department knows that new
menus are clearly tied to disenroliments and that this may be
the best barometer of mernberalisfaction in this new venture
The Meader** rates. Including deaths. were three percent
in 1980. eight percent in 1981. and five percent In 1912. In
May ol 1991. the Plan began surveying members terminating
from the Senior Plan. The questionnaire I$ sebadminlatered
by mall as purl of a termination notice system. Once a
request for termination Is made. the member is sent a
venfication notice requiring the mernberb signature and a
questionnaire. The results are summarized below tor 1981
and 1982.

MASON 1141 1903

Ladner amnion 24% 19%
raisaustection *eh delivery system 22% 19%
Transportation 14% 12%
Reacalion 19%
Expense 3%
Mier 15% Ste

The Itoin provision. although 034 a major deterrent to
enrollment,* an important factor in member retention. Polon
Dal members require a full explanation of the lockn provision
at all marketing presentations and in all promotional literature
Part of the lodin provision phenomenon Is the desire ol
members to return to their previous physicians. It was
originally suspected that long standing physicianpatient rats
tiOnshas would Inhibit HMO membership growth. The when.
tapes ol the savings to the member seem to have outweighed
IM disadvantages of changing physician* However once
enrolled, a small minority do *el uncomfortable and do return
to their physicians.

ENROLLMENT MANAGEMENT
One ol the lessons learned from the Senior Plan is the
Importance of repeated instniCtiOn to members In HMO
procedures. Although the number of unauthorized provided
services is relatively tow. the Cost of such services is
cesproportionally high. By the spring of MI, the marketing
staff had gathered sufficient information to value* the
Strengths and weaknesses of the Senior Plan membership 11
was tell a Small percentage of the population were uninformed
as to proper Senior Plan procedures The marketing Staff
abrie with its Semler Plan Advisory Committee developed
educational tools and literature whist Improved awareness of
Senior Plan procedures.

Since Spring 1981, all existing members real* the
bliovAng:

1. 'Just a Friendly Reminder' en outline of Plan pro-
cedures and key phone members Mat Senior Plan
members should have;

2. Telephone stickers (for the cradle of the telephone)
Nano the different Fallon Clinic emergency phone
numbers.

3. A angle Identification cardholder that contains the
Senior Plan and Medicare cards 11 clearly identities

38-441 0 - 84 - 8

members of the Senior Plan to nonFallon physicians
and hospitals. The cardholder also informs providers
that services must be pauthorized except for severe
emergencies; and

4. A special Senior Plan newsletter sent to at' members.
which includes articles on Plan procedures

Since thee* steps were taken, claims for unauthorized
services have been drastically reduced. All new members are
now given the Cardholder and telephone sticker upon enroll.
riled. Further procedure reinforcement designs are being
planned.

The marketing *Penmen! pays special attention to the
Senior population. It employs a Senior Plan marketing spe-
cialist. 11 has a special -membership service section A Senior
Plan Advisory Committee, selected from the membership
Wee contributes greatly to our insight into member needs and
Plan deklancithi. One Senior Plan specialist deals with
marketing and enrollment activities constantly Inquiries are
thus addressed throughout the year and arrangements made
for timely entry.

The Plant membership service department takes mem
bed complaints, attempts to resolve memberi problems and
educate, members on the bowel content. This department
presently is staffed by three luliame twice raprisolatives.
The incidence of complaints Is relatively low among Senior
Plan members. Many ot the Complantit deal with the ad
ratability of physicians, that N. the length of amen takes to
Schedule an appointment to receive medical care services.

The Senior Plan Advisory Committee Is comprised a
wan members of as Senior Plan who are engaged in
community activities Involving the elderly. Ile purpose IS to
provide feedback on the provision of medical can and to
provide advice on the Plant marketing literature and promo-
tonal activities. The committee helped develop the educe.
Vona loots which would be most effective in heightening
members' warmness of Senior Plan procedures.

SUMMARY
Felon demOnstraled that through a vallrcivestrated market
ing and well-designed benefit package a substantial

ofnumber are enrollees would join an HMO Existing
physicianpatient relationships and the lockin provisions are
not insurmountable obstacles in enrolling the 'over 85'
population. A competitively priced, generous benefit package.
marketed in a clear and understandable manner toe large
audience of Medicare beneficiaries are the key elements to
Iludelesfully (Mad a Senior Plan type program Enrolled
members need to be educated and re-aducated in HMO
emergency procedures and In the 'octal requirements. An
Impartial resoled, la an 'over 1SS' program M a Membership
service department designed to assist members with their
problems

Reforonces
1 liet Hipoid t lbw Do HOPI Alanlowto Openwhoni Advt., Mae
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ITEM 5

Field testing nationwide is now under way to test the feasibility of delis414541sU health
sad social servkes to an elderly population. The sociabbealth maintenance organization

IS/ HMO), incorporating features of health maintenance aganhaiions with the homecare
approach of community social services, will be financed ow a prepaid, capitated bask through

premium contributions from Medicare, Medicaid, and enrollees It will lest whether social
services can reduce medical costs and whether Institutional days tan be reduced, familycan

maintained, and health and quality of life enhanced.

Elder Care for the 1980s: Health and
Social Service in One Prepaid
Health Maintenance System

Larry M. Diamond, PhD,' Leune.d Gruenberg, PhD,2 and
Robert L. Morris, DSW3

The policy thrust of the "new federalism" propos-
als in the health care sector Is to reduce the level of
government expenditure, limit demand for services,
and decentralize, if not altogether abolish, current
regulatory controls in favor of competitive market
mechanisms. This paper considers the feasibility of a
health system reform (the social and health mainte-
nance organization S/HMO) that addresses each of
these goals a system of health and social services
for an elderly population, including individuals in
need of longterm care, financed on a fixed budget
basis. It builds upon the widely held belief that more
comprehensive, integrated, and managed systems of
health care can result in significant cost savings in
contrast to the current separation of acute and chron-
ic care fee-for-service programs which discourage
the efficient use of alternatives. Preliminary evidence
of the efficacy of comprehensive medical care ser-
vices Is seen in the recent HMO Medicare demon-
stration project (Greenlick & Lamb, 1981; Wolfson &
O'Connell, 1981). The S/HMO combines selected
features of the Personal Care Organization (PCO)
with those of the medical model Health Maintenance
Organization (HMO), specifically, locally centralized
case management capacities coupled with locally
centralized control of essential care and longterm
care services.

The social /health maintenance organization
(S/HMO) is a managed system of health and long.

Smoot Itmeatch MsOttate. Health Polley Lerner and lemMoo Policy
In Fitment e Heller Graduate School 10, Advamed Soual Weller
Studies, Standen Univendy. Waltham. MA 02254

Sentot Ilevean h MMX ate. H,,llh Polo y enter Florence Heller OWL,.
ale Si hoot lm Attained Sat NI WrIlate Motto, %motets Unnte Mt, Wal-
tham. MA 01254

Noff,yor Iommtt, Flotrtie HrIler GraduaIr 5,1..1 Mr Advanced Cm
deal Mullin. Sltni, Ilundrvs l*mvermtv Waltham. \AA 0)84
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term care services. Under this model, a single pro-
vider entity assumes responsibility for a lull range of
acute inpatient, ambulatory, rehabilitative, extended
care, home health, and personal care services under
a fixed budget which is prospectively determined
(see Appendix). Elderly persons who reside in the
target service area are voluntarily enrolled through
the marketing efforts of the S/HMO provider entity.
Once enrolled, they are obligated to receive all S/
HMO covered services through S/HMO providers,
similar to operations in a medical model health
maintenance organization. The S/HMO will thus test,
for the first time, the degree to which preventive
health care can delay the dependencies (if not the
infirmities) associated with aging and prevent or de-
lay institutionalization. Enrollment is voluntary but
with limits on "openness" to preclude over-
enrollment of either high- or low-risk subscribers.
Although capitation levels could be adjusted when
an area has a higher than average proportion of high-
cost enrollees, a controlled enrollment procedure
will be necessary to produce a reasonable average
cost.

Financing would be arranged by pooling Individual
premiums, Medicare, Medicaid, and possibly block
grant or Title Illb funds under the Older Americans
Act. The S/HMO provider would share financial risk
with public third-party payers for costs above the
negotiated capitation budget. The provider would
either staff and deliver all of the required services or,
more likely, contract in advance with other providers
for some of them. Capitation financing promises the
most efficient combination of services with the least
delay in delivery and with no more risk to quality of
care than now prevails among conventional HMOs or
elsewhere in the health care delivery system.

The S/HMO model is in the Initial stages of field
testing at four sites as part of a national demonstra-
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nun project tended by the Health Care I mancing
Administration IHCIAI at the Horence !teller Gradu-
ate Sc hoot at Brandeis University, where the model
was originally conceived (Diamond & Herman, 1981;
Mct atfrey & Winn, 19,8; Morris, 19711. The sites
selected are a large, mature HMO with a sizeable
elderly population, a nursing home/community ser-
vices complex; a case management entity; and an
HMO/community long-term care partnership. After
the sites have begun enrollment in early 1983, an
external evaluator will assess enrollees in terms of
their demographic characteristics, health status on
entering, and health outcomes including the abil-
ity of the S/HMO to prevent, delay, and/or reduce
institutionalization. Other factors will include the
kinds of services most used, the effect of the 5/HMO
on patterns of informal care, comparative consumer
costs, and costs to each third payer.

Specifically, the S/HMO demonstration project will
test such questions as the following: Does the
5/HMO reduce institutional services for the severely
impaired (i.e., prevent or delay admissions, reduce
lengths of stay, enable discharge from the hospital to
the community rather than nursing home, etc.)?
Does the S/HMO alter cost patterns? Individual per
capita? The amount individuals pay out of pocket?
The amount Medicare pays for the frail end of the
spectrum? The amount Medicaid pays per capita?

The arguments for and against such comprehem
sive, integrated care systems are not new. We pre-
sent here only the empirical basis for belief that such
a localized system can succeed within the context of
the current debate over the "new federalism."

The Legal Precedent

Statutory authority to negotiate prepaid contracts
with a variety of providers for both social and medical
services already exists in the Medicaid and Medicare
programs administered by the Health Care Finance
Administration and under the new Social Services
Block Grant. Section 222 or 1115 waivers under the
Social Security Act now allow for alternative modes of
payment, services mix and reimbursement, client eli-
gibility criteria, and rate-setting methodologies and
mechanisms for experimental medical programs.
HMOs may contract with either Medicare or Medic-
aid on a prepaid basis while offering a benefits pack-
age that varies considerably from the services or-
dinarily covered by either funding source. Seven
experimental HMOs operate prepaid risk-sharing
contracts.

Recently, Section 2176 of the Omnibus Medicare/
Medicaid Reconciliation Bill of 1981 provided incen-
tives under Medicaid to add community-based long-
term care services to slate programs and to simplify
the waiver process. Previously, six Medicaid waiver
demonstration projects incorporated homemaker
and chore services, nonmedical transportation,
meals, escort/companions, and respite care while
five offered housing assistance or modification.
Additionally. Older Americans Act and Social Ser.
vices Block Grant funds can be used to supplement
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capitated Medicare and Medicaid funding. For exam-
ple, state units on aging can contract with S/HMO
providers to offer additional in-home services or
S /HMO enrollees who are recipients of Title IIIb or
Tole XX services may continue to receive those ser-
vices as supplements to the 5/HMO package through
informal arrangements with local vendors.

In short, the legal mechanisms for pooled, prepaid
contracts for the full scope of health and social ser-
vices to be delivered through a S/HMOare essentially
in place. However, no single provider, to our knowl-
edge, has pursued a complete package of waivers
under these authorities to manage an integrated ser-
vice system for the elderly.

Single-Stream Funding

Providers of long-term care face an almost impossi-
ble task of securing third-party reimbursements for
appropriate services from disjointed funding
streams. Nor can they implement creative, unstan-
dardized service plans linking outside supports with
informal, in-home helpers. Single-stream financ-
ing with broad latitude In service design makes the
S/HMO project distinctly attractive to providers, a
gain coupled with a likely reduction in the over-
whelming paperwork and related cash flow problems
imposed by a maze of third-party reimbursements. In
addition, there is some evidence that rates could be
set at a level close to the prevailing fee-for-service
rate and yet offer good net savings under a managed
care system (Trieger, et al., 1981). These savings
could be used for improvements and expansion or to
provide additional service benefits to enrollees.

High on the list of incentives for S/HMO enrollees
would be the elimination of the maze of confusing,
anxiety-provoking bills for services, multiple copay-
ments, and deductibles which accompany the Medi-
care program. Under the S/HMO only a monthly pre-
mium would be charged, a fee probably comparable
to current out-of-pocket outlays. Moreover, a wide
range of services, both medical and Social, would for
the first time be centrally accessible to individuals
having serious functional impairments. Thus, for a
modest premium, the elderly could secure help for
the conditions that they most worry about. This is
particularly true for the chronically im:alred, whose
Medicare coverage is, at best, minimally sup-
plemented by privately arranged "medigap" insur-
ance policies.

CostSaving Potential

Previous long-term care demonstrations (Apple-
baum et al., 1980; Bernier & Quinn, 1980; Eggert et
al., 1977; Hodgson & Quinn, 1980) have shown that
substituting in-home for institutional services has re-
st,' 'd in an Improved quality of life and reduced
costs for individual clients. These studies, however,
do not clearly indicate a resultant reduction of costs
to the system, nor do they cost out the effect of
expanding benefits to many new beneficiaries Meis-
sen et al., 1979). It is anticipated that the capping of
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the Inniget 41 the powder level will Elm livale the
siliM0 to develop into edures for mooning the ex.
panding benefits in a way that will achieve cost-
infective tradeoffs. Whether these substitutions will
benefit clients must be addressed in the evalution of
the model.

Establishing Financial Feasibility

The following macrolevel analysis of health care
expenditure data obtained from HCFA indicates that
it may be possible to finance likely increases in
ambulatory care and in community support services
through savings in the acute hospital and long-term
nursing home care sectors. Table 1 displays estimates
(Fe her, 1980; Lem. 19811 of the national per capita
expenditures for health and social services for elderly
in 1978. Of a total annual per capita expenditure of
52.065, more than two thirds was spent on acute and
long-term inpatient care. In contrast, home health
and nonmedical home care services accounted for
only a little more than onetwentieth of total expendi-
tures.

In the S/HMO, it is anticipated that an increased
emphasis will be placed on ambulatory medical care
and home care services. Experience from HMOs
(Corbin & Krule, 1975; Lennox, 1978; Luft, 1981;
Weil, 19761 suggests that an expected reduction of
25% in hospital expenditures is not unreasonable
while ambulatory care costs nay be expected to be
10% higher than current cnsts. Estimates for home
care costs are more difficult to obtain because the
range of services offered by home care programs is
unique to a specific population. Since the S/HMO
would enroll a broad cross section of elderly, it is
likely that only a small proportion of enrollees (5 to
10%1 would use long-term care services in a given
year because the group will represent a normal pro-
file of aged, Future utilization will depend on the
capacity of a S/HMO to maintain the same profile by
new enrollment, or its capacity to adjust capitation
rates as the enrolled population matures. To estimate
long-term care costs for the %IMO, it is thus neces
sary to extrapolate from program-specific user data.

We made these estimates by starting with data
obtained from the Triage long-team care demonstra-
lion program which has been in operation in Co
necticut since 1976. Unique among such programs,
Triage opened its doors to all persons aged 65 and
over while targeting its long-term care services
through a casemanagement approach. Although the
open enrollment feature of Triage would suggest a
clientele similar to that anticipated for the S/HMO,
the reported data (National Center for Health Ser
vices Research, 19791 show car :iderable bias to-
wards the disabled. Thus, it was ff ssary to analyze
Triage costs and utilization ra . ar individuals of
differing levels uf disability, standardizing them to
obtain a national crosssection of elderly (Gruen-
berg, 1981) the results are uncertain, in part because
of the ditto ulty of comparing Im at and national data
that use different measures of disability and in part
due lo different assumptions as to the generosity
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table 1. 15711 tkkrly Per Capita Costs for Health
and Social Services

type of service

Hospital

Nursing home
Physician service

Home health service
Nonmedical home care service

Drug and sundries

Eyeglasses. appliances, other

Total

Lust Peru ent

Slave 42

Sill 25

166 Ia

65

SS 1

112

2

$2065 100

with which a given S/HMO will dispense long-term
care services. In the following discussion, we will
assume that S/HMO home care costs, when spread
over the entire enrollee population, will be halfway
between our low and high estimates, or, in 1978 dol.
lars, $30 per month.

A comparison between expected S/HMO expendi-
tures and expenditures in the current system pre.
sented in Table 2 shows that, despite a 200% Increase
in expenditure for home health and nonmedical
home care, a reduction of 11% in nursing home ex-
penditures and 25% in hospitalization expenditures
would ensure that per capita expenditures in the
S/HMO, with its expanded home care and ambula
tory care, will be no greater than in the present sys-
tem. These cost reductions appear to be reasonable
objectives for a managed system of services after
sufficient time is allowed for such a program to reach
maturity.

As shown in a recent study (Keeler et al., 1981), the
nursing home population includes two subgroups,
one with an average length of stay of 45 days and
another with an average stay of 30 months. The short-
stayers account for nearly three-fifths of all admis-
sions to nursing homes, but the longstayers account
for more than 90% of all patient days. Thus, the bulk
of nursing home costs are associated with the long-
stay or permanent residents.

In the S/HMO the aggregate utilization of the
short-stay group may increase since nursing homes
may be used for some patients as a substitute for
hospitals in the final days of an acute care episode.
This increase, however, will not have a major impact
on total nursing home expenditures because these
expenditures are already weighted so heavily toward
the long-stayers. On the other hand, even a modest
reduction in utilization by the long-stayers would
result in savings, as shown in Table 2 For example, if
one out of every 20 admissions were prevented and
the mean length of stay of those admitted was re-
duceo from 30 to 28 months, the required reduction
in nursing home utilization would be accomplished.
These goals appear reasonable for an S/HMO.

An examination uf hospitalization data from the
Health Interview Survey, as shown in Table 3, pro.
vides strong evidence that the high costs of hospital
care for the elderly are concentrated, to a large ex
tent, in the relatively few whose conditions have re
stilted in severe disability; these data show that more
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than In% 01 total patient days are at I owned for by
17% of the eldoly, who are unable to carry out then
major activity. These data suggest that the SrHMO.
providing improved primal y care, case management,
and augmented home care, may have a big pay-off to
reducing hospital costs as well as long-term care

It will be necessary 10 develop estimates for utiliza-
tion and costs with reference to the characteristics of
11w enrollees since the S/HMO will be marketed to
individuals instead of groups and a wide variation in
rates 01 utilization can be expected. With only a small

Table 2. Comparison of Projected 5/HMO Per Capita Ispenditures
With Those of Curren) System

Current
Service system SrrIMO %Change

Hospital 5869 5652 - 25%
Physi win services 366 402 + 10%

Home health and

nonmedical home care

Nursing home
120 360 + 200%

510 459 - 11%

Table 3. Number of Hospital Days Per Person Per Year by
Disability level, Persons 45 and Over

Disability level

limited Unable to
No aChvity in some carry out

Hospital days limitation activity major activity Total

Number of days 1.3 1.11 8.4 2.7

% of population 57.0 25.7 17.2 100%

% of total days 27.4 17.1 53.5 100%

of subgroup

Source. Unpublished data lot the 1977 Health interview Survey,
National Center for Health Statistics. DHHS, Hyattsville, Md.

proportion of enrollees IS to 10% likely to require
all of the long-term t are services and an oul-of -
proportion part of primary care, it is essential lo in
clude health status measures in the projection
methods. A review of available data suggests that the
degree of functional impairment due to a chronic
condition, assessed in conjunction with age and sex,
can serve as an adequate basis for projecting utiliza-
tion and costs. Research is currently being carried
out usingdata from the 1977 Health Interview Survey.

Pooling of Funds

It is important to examine how public and private
sources of financing can he pieced together in a
prepaid program and, it particular, whether the pre-
mium that would be required from private enrollees
is within the range of what an elderly population will
be willing to pay for the expanded benefits. In the
current system, the financing of long-term care is
borne by the relatively sm.9 number of individuals
(or by public payers in their behalf) who reside in
nursing homes or who remain in the community but
require household support on an ongoing basis. In
the S/HMO, these costs will be spread over a larger
population and paid for by a combination of enrollee
payments that may include copayments as well as
premiums and contributions from public payers.

In order to examine the differences in anticipated
utilization and costs hi the S/HMO between Medicaid
and non-Medicaid elderly, we carried out an analysis
of the 1977 Health Interview Survey (HIS). Data
obtained from the Health Care Financing Administra-
tion regarding the number of elderly receiving Med-
icaid were used to correct the under-reporting of
Medicaid eligibility in HIS. It was assumed that this
under-reporting affected the estimated total number
who received Medicaid but did not affect the utiliza-
tion rates. The results are shown in Table 4. Figures

Table 4. Comparison of Medicaid and NolMedkaid Elderly Population: Prevalence ea pliability and Inv
hypciap %roc's, and Nursing Home Care

n 414 foe Hospital,

Disabiltty and utilization rates

(Population in 10011s1

Medicaid Noniedicaid Total

DIsabtlny'

No ac lively limitation SOS 127.2%1 11.1384 (61.3 %1 12,689 (57%)
limned in some activity 1.111 137.5%1 4.627 (23.9%1 5.737 (25.7 %1

Unable 10 carry out
maim actsvity 1.042 135.2%1 2.2791146%) 3,940 117 2%)

TOM num% tiluttonal-
Iced population 2,957 19,309 22.265

Uttletaliun

Hospital days per person
per year 5.1 2.1 2.7

Physician oilier visits
per person per year 93 47 53

Nursing home dos
per person per year'' 610 9 If 7

IMability levels are based on data obtained irnin the 1977 Health Interview Survey National t enter for Health Statistics. 1)11115,
Hyattsville Mr1

'Data obtained Irons the 1971 National Nursing Home Surrey. Nal al tenter Ito Health Statistic s. 1311116. Ilsallsville Mtl
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tor hospital (lays and physir Ian OM e visits represent
the ieported utilitatum during the previous twelve
mu mills for noninsfinitionalized elderly, as obtained
cms the 1977 HIS It was assumed that the utilization

data at Ihuse reporting that they received Medicaid
was at ( orate for the Medicaideligible group as a
whole, and the non.tvleditaid group's utilization was
re« imputed after corm ling for the under-reporting
on N4(.4144,1141 Vlig114111141 status.

As shown in (able 4, luwincome Medicaid elderly
ate much mine likely to experience serious disabili
ties: more than one out 01 every three 135.2%1 report
that they are unable to ( arry out their major activity as
compared with one out 01 seven (14.6%1 among
thilse with above poverty-lev^1 income. (In 1978.
15.5% tit this group was eligible fur Medicaid, accord-
ing to HCFA.) Not surprisingly, hospital and physi.
I Ian utilization rates are almost twice as high for the
elderly pour and nursing home utilizatiun rates are
more than six times higher. Table 4 also shows that
Medicaid elderly constitute nearly one -third of the
severely disabled living in the community, more than
onequarter of hospital and ambulatory services, and
more than one-half of nursing home services. In de
veloping a (finance plan for the S!HMO, It is thus
important to separate out the financing requirements
for the Medicaideligible.

An examination of reimbursement practices of
Medical', and Medicaid suggest how funds from
these sources may be pooled for those elderly who
are eligible for Medicaid. Medicare currently reim-
burses HMOs based upon a formula (Gruenberg,
19811 which takes into account the Medicaid non
Medicaid dilference in utilization of Part A and
services. According to this formula, in the S /HMO
Medicare would contribute a per capita sum, based
upon current utilization, nearly two times higher for
Medicaid than for nonMedicaid persons. State
Medicaid programs, which pay the high costs of
lungterm care, are likely to benefit from the S /HMO
primarily through savings in longterm inpatient
care. These savings and the enticement of a fixed
budget should oiler a sufficient incentive for Medic
aid to buy into the expanded homecare benefit that
the 5 /HMO would offer.

For those individuals who are not eligible for Med
ir aid, financing would rely on Medicare, sup
plemented by individual premiums. The per capita
suni that would be required to pay for a full longterm
tare benefit (nursing home and home caret would be
too high it imposed solely on individual enrollees.
(Individuals now pay Inr these services, but only if
and when they need them, often alter "spending
down" their resoun es until they become eligible for
Meth( aid.)

For this reason the S HMO would need either sub
xtanual xupplementary loading for servo es as part of
a dei llllll xtration program -- unlikely in today's puldb
or at c Innate or the long.term c are benefits will
need to fie limited and iman«.d in part by «may-
mem. I hi S11M(t demonstratinn svill seek a Wasp
hie Inuit nn i nos during the initial phase, im Riding a

1141. 1 ape 411 oft-ill41114 144.1101k 4 (ireful
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targeting at semi( es, strategic marketing, and the
establishment ot t ()payments for longterm a are.ser
vu vs beyond a fixed dollar threshold.

StartUp Costs

It seems evident that in the early stages of opera-
lions the SIFIMO test sites will face a significant prob.
lem in arranging the financing required for the addi
tional home health c are benefit proposed. Given the
current political (Innate, it is unlikely that these costs
could be met in the traditional manner utilized for
new demonstration programs li.e., through special
grant funds). Instead a series of control mechanisms
will reed to be implemented to insure participating
providers against undue levels of risk at the outset of
operatiuns. These will probably include some com-
bination of marketing to target groups, liberal risk.
sharing arrangements with HCFA and with state
Medicaid units, and initial adjustment on the scope
of long-term care benefits available contingent on
trends in public allocations plus some form of en-
rollee Cost sharing. However, it is projected that,
after the initial period of operational experience, the
Sit1M0 benefits package will be enlarged (with pro.
vider risk) as the advantages of the managed system
are clarified for providers, consumers, and third par-
ties.

Political Climate for Reform

Although logical and empirical evidence awes for
the proposed reform, providers are justified in
asking why they should assume the risks inherent in
adopting a system with several key questions still
lacking overwhelming answers. If conventional
HMOs and general hospitals have been loath to take
responsibility for longterm care in the past, why
now

The answer seems to lie in twin pressures: (11 dis-
satisfaction in Congress and in the White House with
the uncontrolled medical costs fueled in part by a
feeforservice system and (21 the great strain which
the elderly or long-term patient places on the acute
hospital system. Either the health system will crack,
or changes will be forced on it by external political/
economic action.

In an era when national regulation and control are
relaxing but system pressures are still mounting, the
S /HMO offers a healthoriented. voluntary and local
road to reform which is based on reasonable empiri
cal evidence and widely accepted health concepts
about comma in medical care.

Summary

1 his article has described a proposed new delivery
system, Vie S/11M0 for the elderly, which integrates
health and social services into a single model of care.
kvideru e was provided frum several secondary data
bases suggesting that the institutional cost savings
possible (tom this managed system would allow for
expanded benefits tit enrollees at no additional costs
to puhln thirdparty payers. The aggregate costs 10
individual enrollees would probably be no greater
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than the level id out 411 pm het expenses that they
now hear Pioviders would gam great flexibility in the
servie es (Memel, manpower otilited, and settings
employed in addition to a buffered initial /11111111411
risk and flexible rate schedule's. Finally, Medicare
and edi( aid t an implement the finam ial and reg-
ulatory ehangeseni ompssed by the SIHMO without
seeking signitii ant legislative changes or new dem-
onstration authority.
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APPENDIX

PROPOSED MINIMUM S /HMO BENEFIT PACKAGE

CORE BENEFITS PACKAGE

Institutional Services:

Acute hospital Unlimited number 01 days.
Psychiatric hospital Current Pao benefits
(no more than 190 days of care .2timei.
Skilled and intermediate nursing facilities 100
days of Medicare SNF care per spell of illness Ino
prior hospitalization requirement).
PLUS 100 lifetime reserve days of regular SNF
care or the equivalent value in days of ICF care.''

Medical and Related Services:

Physician's services Current Part "B" benefits
plus preventive health visits.
Mental health outpatient visits Current Part
"B" benefits with annual limit raised to $500.
foot care Current Part "B" podiatry benefits
plus routine care.
Blood Payment for all transfusions.
Medical equipment and supplies Current
Medicare 1:rnetiis for durable medical equip-
ment, prosthelie devices, and medical supplies.
Into and Xray

.1,11,01.1,1es in mho, 1o0 ,h.10141 ,t11.1'd i at ch. moon
$., .1/ $ ern Ihrsr trtvirs
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en, ni. %NI are Olt tut, rtage to It I and copular 5545 I air arm .

uatolo can I 1111/.100% briChiS tote Mt doon-
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Dentistry Current Part "A" and "B" benefits,
extraction of erupted teeth, Xrays in conjunc
lion with the above procedures, and emergency
care associated with covered problems.

Medical and Related Services (Continued):

Outpatient physical therapy and speech patholo-
gy services Current Medicare Part "B" ben
efits.
Out of area services Prior authorization
needed, except in emergencies.
Pharmacy Prescription drugs.'
Optcrnetry One visit per year for refraction.'
Audiometry One visit per year.'
Eyeglasses One pair every two years.
Hearing aids One every two years.'
Dentures One set per demonstration period.'

Home Health and Other CommunityBased Services:

Medicare home health %mom's Unlimited
visits per spell of illness for medical conditions
that inert Medicare skilled r are criteria.
Expanded homy health and community-based
services Comprehensive cane for chronn or
disabling «indiiiims whit h are not r urrerdly coy-
vied by Medicare these conditions require re
habilitation. support. andlor maintenan«, types
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1.1 ram Cam will be revered up to a service
par kage value ol thousand
dollars per month, whir h is equivalent to one
halt the cost of alternative Cane m the average
area SNF Services available in the expanded
par kage de:
- Visiting r .1..

Oc (1111.111(Inal, speech, and physical therapies'
Personal rare worker/unlit. health aide'
f lor»ernakrra iurr services'
Adult day ,..m./day hospital'
Flomedelivered meals*
111,dit al transportation Ambulant e and chair
car t,,) he Inc luded for homebound, disabled.

( as/. management the prose notion and provi-
sion of serve es in the home and community-
based services area will be overseen by J case
manager or case management team. Case man-

Ina ar oral dour. Ari or thr pat Log. will he determined by tor al mining
Awn, 0,1$ i of iv ol t arr ry. r tt .41 Ihr r.100. two TWOS pet yes'
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agement matches services lo needs and also
«mrdinates with provision ul S/1 IMO medical
servues. Hume- and communitybased services
and a ace management will he available to both
extremely and moderately impaired enrollees.

OPTIONAL BENEFITS:

Routine and preventive dentistry.*
Arida:opal transportation benefits.'
Respite rare.*
Social day care.'
I/et-Ironic monitoring.'
Replenishment or bletime reserve I./ nursing
home days Enrollees who use sonic' or all of
their 100 lifetime reserve days& regular SNI care
for the equivalent in ICF days) and who subse-
quently return to the community can rebuild
their reserve at the rate of (for example) three
days per month of residence in the community.

-et The Gerontologist
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ITEM 6

THE JOHN TENTEN GROUP
Full-Program Retirement Residences

Nonh 7007 Wiscomh Street. Spokane Washington 00208
15001480-7612

GUIDELINES

FOR PERSONS OR GROUPS

INTERESTED IN BUILDING

A "FULL-PROGRAM" RETIREMENT RESIDENCE

IN THEIR CC UNITY

HOW THE JOHN TEND) GROUP WORKS

The John Tenten group ia a talent pool of specialists representing
all aspects of retirement home development: design, financing,
construction, marketing, :sales, programming and administration.

They have teamed their efforts to offer communities the full range
of professional services necessary to build and operate Full -
Program retirement residences.

The Group provides a turnkey operation - completely building the
residence from concept to completion for the sponsoring organi-
zation. The Croup ia paid normal professional fees for their
services (architectural, financial, marketing, Bales, and program
& administrative setup). Upon completion, the residence is turned
over to the sponsoring organization to fully own and operate.

The Group is an independent, professional association, incorpo-
rated in the State of Waahington, working throughout the Northwest
with organizations of all types: church organizations of various
faiths, community betterment groups, chambers of commerce, civic
and social organizations, health organizations and others.

On the following pages you will find details of how the Group
functions:

1. Concepts for providing quality retirement.

2. Financing - how the residences are bought and paid for.

3. Services offered by the Group.

h. Professional makeup of the Group.

5. Building record.

6. Marketing facts.
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CONCEPTS

There are a number of inique concepts embodied in the residences

built by the Group, which, in total, make the resiednces extremely
attractive and marketable.

"Just like home."

Apartments and amenities are built to be home-like, providing the
warmth and graciousness that retirees are used to and find comfor-
table. The apartments are large - generally over 600 to 1000.
square feet. Each contains one or two good-size bedrooms, a large
living room / dining room, a full-size, completely equipped
kitchen, one or two bathrooms, and ample storage. In the newer
developments, each unit has its own sundeck or garden patio.

The Full-Program concept

John Tenten residences go far beyond being just beautiful places to
live. The world is full of apartment houses and condominiums that
provide four walls, but no support programs whatever. The beauty and
power of John Tenten residences is that they provide all the myriad
of life-giving, key generating programs that it takes to make life -
not just bearable, but abundant. Here are the four keystones that
make up Full-Program rerginWITE:

1. A Meal Program The residents take their main meal each day
together in the central dining room. Its a time to dress up and join
with friends for a delicious, nutritionally balanced meal served
in beautiful surroundings by attractive waiters and waitresses.
This one hearty, wholesome meal insures seniors getting the nourish-
ment their bodies need. Breakfast and lunch, they are encouraged to
prepare in their own kitchens, or they are offered, optionally, in
the dining room.

2. An Exercise Program Regular, planned group and individual
exercise programs are offered to help keep minds and bodies young and
vigorous. A fully-equipped exercise room is provided, and newer
units contain a hot tub/spa, an indoor swimming pool, and a track
for year-round walking and jogging fitness.

3. A Prevention & Earl Detection Health Pro ram A visiting
nurse mon tors residents hea th watch ng for ear y warning signs
so illnesses can be caught before they become serious. She works in
cooperation with residents' personal physicians, rercIting on progress
and helping with medication if needed. Frequently a doctor will
release an older patient to their own residence rather than remanding

them to a nursing home, because they know the nurse is there to
watch things and keep the doctor informed - and also because the
doctor knows his patient will eat well (see Meal Program, above)
and will be surrounded with friends to watch after them.
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(page 3. - Concepts continued)

John Tenten residences are not nursing homes. On the contrary, they

do everything to keep people out of nursing homes. And their track
record is extraordinary. Last year, at Lilac Plaza, with 220 resi-
dents, many of them well up in years, only five had to go to a
nursing home during the enti year. That may well be a national
record.

4. Active Social, Spiritual Educational, Recreational and
Vocational Programs "There is always something going on", say
our people. A person can have as much or as little to do as they
please. They can be with people if they want to, or enjoy the
privacy of their own lovely apartment. The magic is in having the
optional Loneliness - frequently the heaviest of all burdens for
retired people - simply doesn't exist, or needen't exist. John
Tenten residences have a magnificent array of planned and spon-
taneous activities. Each has a Craft Room...Woodworking Shop...
Library...Lounge...All-faiths Chapel...Beauty Salon...EXercise
Room...Game Room...Commisaary..Laundry...and a large farm & garden
area. A Residents' Council makes decisions for programs and
activities in a democratic, participatory manner.

10 I')
40,
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FINANCING

The financial
structure behi,,J John Tenten

residences is perhaps
the most

innovative and effective in America today. It seems ideallysuited to today's
economy and the mindset of today's

Seniors.
1. Modified

Condominium Conce t The residents who will live
in the ome, prov e t e money

or its construction.
Seventy percent

of retired
people own their

own homes. The sale of their
home provides

the money for
purchasing an

apartment unit. With home prices as
inflated as they

currently are, and with our residence
prices so low,

relatively, a person usually
realizes additional

equity from theirhome sale, that
becomes available to invest or enjoy. Financing can

be arranged to bridge over any length
of time it might take a house

to sell.

Pre-selling of units provides a base for
borrowing money to assurecompletion of the project. No building is begun

until financingadequate to ccmplete the project, is obtained. Until such time, pre-
sale monies are placed in

escrow, providing
total security for unitinvestors. The John Tenten Group

assumes responsibility
for obtaining

all financing if the sponsoring
organization wishes this service.

2. Refundable
Purchase Price The residents

purchase theirapartments, and whenever they leave, for whatever
reason, their

money is refunded
in full (less a 10% reserve).

The refund may be
given or willed to an heir, as the owner

chooses. This is in contrast
to traditional

retirement homes where the
money reverts to theorganization. This

Refundable concept is new and
ideally suited to

our modern times and thinking. It is simply
a matter of building the

refund into the
proforma up front, with the refund

made when the
unit is resold.

In addition to the purchase price of a unit, the resident pays amoderate monthly fee that covers their meals,
maintenance, and all

other expenses except personal
telephones. The fee is typically

about
$325 to 375 a month for a single person;

$425 to $475 for a couple.
3. Nonprofit / Non Governmental

Most organizations the John
Tenten Group serves are nonprofit

(church organizations, civic
groups, etc.)

enabling residence units to be
offered for sale at

just what they cost to build. Meals and
maintenance, because they

contain no profit
motivation, can be provided in an uncompromisedquality manner.

Where a community
needs and wants

a residence but has no oneorganization to
undertake the work, the John Tenten Group may

assist in developing a
community orlanization that will qualify

for nonprofit status. In some cases a coalition of different groups
can be pit together

to form a sponsoring organization.

1 2 4
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(page 5. - Financial continued)

All building undertaken by the John Tenten Group is self supporting ,

free enterprise, requiring no government funds or involvement.

Modifications can be made in the proceeding programs to suit local
conditions and attitudes, but it is important that the main elements
essential to quality retirement be preserved.
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SEdVICES

OFFERED BY THE JOHN TENTEN GROUP

1. Market feasability research

2. Setup of sponsoring organization

3. Concept planning

4. Site selection, zoning, permits, other legal requirements

5. Architectural design & engineering

6. Construction supervision

7. Financing

8. Marketing & Sales

9. Staffing assistance

10. Management & operations (manual / training)

11. Quality-of-life programming (manual / training)

12. On-going consultation and quality control
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PROFESSIONAL STAFF OF THE JOHN TENTEN GROUP

John Haugan President of The John Tenten Group.

Pastor, builder, author, administrator. Nationally recognized
authority on aging. Delegate to the White House Conference
on Aging. Administrator of the 175-unit Lilac Plaza and
96-unit Holman Gardens, Spokane, Washington. John has a

special gift of compassion and concern for the elderly,
and has been a prime mover in developing many new advances,
including legislative changes, enriching the lives of

retirees.

John Molander Architect & Design Engineer.
One of the foremost designers or retirement residences
in the nation. Principal in the firm of The Molander
Associates, Spokane, Washington. John has designed many
of the outstanding landmarks in the Northwest, including
the Cheney Cowles Museum, KHQ TV & Radio Studios, over
a dozen building, on the Whitworth and Washington State
University campuses, and many churches, schools and
commercial buildings throughout the region. His firm
now devotes its services almost exclusively to retirement
homes , having built eight of major importance.

Geraldine Brown Realtor, Sales Counselor; Public Relations
specialist. Geraldine brings over 20 years of sales and
public relations experience to the John Tenten Group. She
is responsible for selling and seta 1 up sales organizations
in the communities in which the Group works. She works with
rare sensativity in dealing with elderly persons. Geraldine
is a long time director of the Spokane Baptist Association
Homes, Inc., owners of Lilac Plaza and Holman Gardens.

Richard Maginot Marketing & Sales.

A marketing professional for 30 years; in senior management
positions in throe billion-dollar corporations: Vice President
of Marketing for all on Marche Stores. Vico President of
Marketing for the May Company, Colorado Division. Member of
Management Board of the Dayton Company. Honored nationally
in Who's Who. Recipient of the Socrates Award for the best
advertising in America in his field. Dick now devotes his

full time to marketing and sales in the John Tenten Group.

Other Professional Associates
Financial: Roger Fruci & Associates PS, Certified Public Accountants

Thomas Brown, Financial Consultant
Helen Berglund, Financial Consultant

Legal: Clausen & Brown, Attorneys

1 2 7
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BUILDING PROJECTS

Lilac Plaza, Spokane 175 units
220 residents

$5,000,000

John Molander designed and built this magnificent
high-rise apartment complex in 1972. John Haugan
has been its Administrator since its inception.
It was here that "Full-Program" retirement was
developed as a concept, and then a reality by
John Haugan.

Holman Gardens, Spokane 96 units
120 residents

$5,000,000

Designed, built, marketed, sold, and administered
by the John Tenten Group for Spokane Baptist
Association Homes. A deluxe two-level condominium-
style residence , first in the nation with a fully
integrated wholistic health facility containing
an indoor walking-jogging track, indoor swimming
pool, and hot tub/spa.

Hill-Ray Plaza, Colfax, WA 42 units, 1st phase

h2 additional units, 2nd phase
$4,100,000

The first "Full-Program" residence to be built
in the groat Palouse Country. Initiated by a group
of concerned local citizens who formed a nonprofit
community organization and engaged the John Tenten
Group to do the complete package. Construction
announced for October, 1983.

Lewiston-Clarkston 120 units
Hetarement center 150 residents

$5,500,000

Land has been optioned and a community organization
formed to spearhead this first-of-its kind retirement
residence to be shared by the Idaho and Washington
cities of Lewiston and Clarkston. Startup is
planned for early 1984.
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(Page 9.)

Other Retirement Residences

built by The Molander Associates

Locations in Washington State;

Deer Park (2) Harrington

Lacrosse Chewelah

Creston (Plus Lilac Plaza
and Holman Gardens
listed previously)

38-441 0 - 84 9 1 2
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CRITERIA USED FOR EVALUATING

REQUESTS FOR HELP

The John Tenten Group evaluates requests for assistance, based on
the following criteria:

NEED The number of retired persons living in the area,
needing housing. The number and quality of retirement
facilities currently in the area.

SUPPORT

The makeup and strength of the groups and
individuals in the community who will constitute the
support group(s) for the project.

The Group welcomes inquiries, and would bfl pleased to host individuals
and groups wishing to come to Spokane to visit Lilac Plaza and/or
Holman Gardens and see "Full-Progrmn" retirement in action.

CONTACT: The John Tenten Group
N. 7007 Wiscomb Street
Spokane, WA 99208

(509) 4b9-7612 or
92U-7020

1'6
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MARKETING FACTS

OF SPECIAL RELEVANCE TO

SENIORS

Seniors age 65 and over represent the fastest growing demographic

segment of Americn society. This year they passed the Teenage
Group as numerically the largest age group in the United States.

The number of Seniors has doubled in the past 30 years (from
12.5 million in 1950 to 2571rugh in 1980 - a 100% increase).-

The number is expected to double again in the next 30 years (from
25 million to over 50 mill on)

in 30 years from now, one out of every four Americans will be
65 or older.

The need for quality housing for Seniors is presently considered
"Acute" in many areas of the U.S.

Retirement homes being built now are filling a great need, and
seemed destined to be in high demand both now and in the fore-
seeable future.

131
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ITEM 7

The Honorable Daniel J. Evans
.special Committee on Aging
Washington D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Evans:

5719 S. Murgan Place
Seattle, Washington 98118
July 19, 1984

I want to thank you for inviting me to attend the hearing of the Senate
Special Committee on Aging on July 10th and making it possible for me to
add some remarks at the close of the scheduled testimony. As I mentioned, I
am currently Vice-chairperson of the Seattle-King County Advisory Council on
Aging and Chairperson of the Council's Long Term Care sub committee. Having
worked with the elderly and their families for over 15 years at the Universi-
ty Hospital and the Family Medical Center at U.H., in particular, I became
very familial with the needs of the elderly.

I want to reiterate a few points made at the July 10th hearings many
times social, emotional and environmental factors have an impact on illness
and result in reduced functioning of the elderly. Therefore, it is highly
important to provide social services including case management to the elder-
ly and their families. This,not only, will help keep the elderly from costly
institutionalization, but will add to the quality of their lives.

Because of the complexity of social services: large numbers, diversity,
eligibility factors, locations, waiting lists, access and continuous changes
(services--droppped services because of reduced funding and new services,
locations, etc. This requires a skilled person, who is working constantly
with the agencies and the various services in order to seek out the most
appropriate and available service and to bridge the needy person and the
service, Follow-Ili, and a review schedule is necessary: are the needed ser-
vices being provided? Are there changes which would reduce or increase the
need for service or change of services? Hence, case management--Senior In-
formation and Assistance and Outreach are vital. Funding must be adequate
for these services.

I reiterate frim my testimony: all health services to persons with
lone term, chronic conditions shAld be pooled. States should be given pro-
rpective payments, based on good estimates of the frail population at risk
for institutional placement. This allocation should be based on adequate
estimates, reflecting the accurate growth of the aged population annually
and include a reasonable, planned inflation factor in line with the economy
as a whole....tax credits for families carrying for the frail elderly at
rink for institutionalization would make it possible for more elderly to be
cared for at home.

As I mentioned at the hearing, the Long Term Care sub-committee of the
:;eattle-King County Advisory Council on Aging will submit written testimony
following the next meeting, August 7th. If I or the LTC committee can be of
to you, please let me know.

Sincerely,

Rove K. Twersky
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APPENDIX 2

LETTERS AND STATEMENTS FROM INDIVIDUALS AND
ORGANIZATIONS

ITEM 1. LETTER AND ENCLOSURE FROM EDGAR F. BORGATTA, PH. D.,
DIRECTOR, PACIFIC NORTHWEST LONG-TERM CARE CENTER, UNI-
VERSITY OF WASHINGTON, SEATTLE, WA, TO SENATOR DANIEL J.
EVANS, DATED AUGUST 14, 1984

DEAR SENATOR EVANS: I am pleased to have the opportunity to sunmit the
attached written testimony for the Senate Special Committee on Aging, Seattle
field hearing,

I appreciate the assistance your legislative assistant, Lisa Marchese, has pro-
vided to the Long-Term Care Center's Liaison Specialist Liz Roberts in schedul-
ing mutually convenient deadlines for submittal of the Center's testimony. Ms.
Roberts represented the Center at the July hearing and will continue to be the pri-
mary contact person with your staff.

Please let me know if you or your staff would like additional information on
the Center's projects. We look forward to a continuing working relationship,

Sincerely,

Enclosure.
EDGAR F. BOW:ATTA, Ph. D.

STATEMENT OF DR. EDGAR F. BORGATTA

I am pleased to have this opportunity to submit testimony on behalf of the
Pacific Northwest Long-Term Care Center to the Senate Special Committee on
Aging.

As you know, the Pacific Northwest Long-Term Care Center, located at the
University of Washington in Seattle, is one of the 11 long-term care gerontology
centers funded by the Administration on Aging under the auspices of the Older
Americans Act. The Center, which was established in 1980, engages in research
and demonstration projects, works with community agencies to develop service
models, develops and offers training programs and conferences, and provides
technical assistance and information to the aging network in region X ; Alaska,
Idaho, Oregon, and Washington. The Center is formally affiliated with the six
health professional schools in the Health Sciences Center of the University of,
Washington and is advised in its activities by a regional steering committee com-
posed of the four State directors on aging in region X and the region X program
director of the Administration on Aging.

The growing population of older persons, coupled with the growing cost of
long-term care, presents a major challenge to government, business, philan-
thropy, and education, particularly in the Pacific Northwest. Three of the twelve
States which have had elderly population increases of at least 10 percent since
1980 are in the Pacific Northwest : Alaska, with an increase of 23.6 percent ;
Idaho, with an increase of 11.6 percent ; and Washington, with an increase of
10.8 percent.

Operating on the basic premise that there is no single answer for the needs of
the chronically ill elderly and there is no single answer rmr improving the long-
term care service delivery system, the Center in its research, training, education,
technical assistance and information dissemination roles strives to explore mul-
tiple alternatives and options along the continuum of care. Therefore we are
working collaboratively on projects and programs in institutional and community
based care. We are involved in rural and urban settings, in exploring models in
the academic setting and in the field and in providing training and education for

(129)
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the present and the future practitioner. We are in fact implementing the focus
of this hearing: partnerships.

for the information of the committee, and other Interested persons, I would like
to provide brief descriptions of the Center's projects which have national impli-
cations. I would of course be happy to provide more detailed information upon
request.

ALTCARE

Policymakers at all levels of government are faced with decreased public re-
sources and an increased demand for long-term care services. In their efforts to
meet this demand and to keep costs from further accelerating, they are being
forced to consider changes in the availability of services, in reimbursement rates
and eligibility criteria. To date, however, policymakers have not been able to fore-
cast the likely ramifications of their policy changes.

Altcare is a computer based planning program developed by Center staff which
we hope can be used by policymakers at the local, State, and national levels to
study policy options for long-term care services and to analyze the impact on a
broad spectrum of services.

Two major projects In the coming year will be extensions of the Altcare model.
In the State of Alaska, the original intent was to adapt Altcare for use in plan-
ning long-term care services in Alaska. However, additional opportunities arose
to gather vital information about the total population (I. older Alaskans and to
develop tracking systems that would ultimately provide a wealth of information
needed for accurate planning and reporting.

MIN project has State, regional, and national implications. By providing the
State with the first set of reliable data on the characteristics of its older popula-
tion and patterns of health and social service use, the project will provide the
foundation for making critical policy decisions concerning long-term care serv-
ices. In tuldition, by providing a tracking system, the project will enable con-
tinued collection of data in a form that can he used for planning ns well ns pro-
viding of status reports in a cost efficient manlier. The completed tracking system
can provide a prototype for State units on aging and area agencies on aging
throughout the Nation.

The other project which will build on Altcare is in Island County, WA, where
the !nodel will be utilized as n planning tool for projecting nursing home bed
needs, In cooperation with the Puget Sound Health Systems agency and the area
agency on nging for that county, the Center will obtain data to implement Alteare
and will apply it to (ttaining information necessary to address; critical long-term
care policy decisions at the local level, Like the Alaska project, Island County
lugs local. regional, and national implications. Of special importance is the nbility
to account for the supply and demand of Community based services when address-
ing policies governing the supply of institutional services.

FAMILY SUPPORT PROJECT

The Family Support Project is a 5-year federally funded research and demon
strntion project of the ('enter. The purpose of the project is to determine what
types of services best help families who are caring for, or regularly assisting
their impaired elderly members, Both the Health Care Financing Administration
rind the Administration on Aging have provided funding to the project, which is
based in King County, WA,

Services provided by the program include family education seminars covering
n wide range of information useful to persons who n re assisting an elderly rela-
tive; family coordination services providing a social worker to visit and consult
with families and elderly clients: caregiver support groups for families who wish
to share their experiences, learn coping tactics and meet new friends through
these groups; and respite services available to families In their homes, in a
nursing home, or in an adult day care setting. Over 1,000 families are expected
to participate in the experience before its completion in 1UU

CASE MANAGEMENT

Health and social service programs for the elderly are often fragmented. Pro-
grams differ, eligibility for program participation varies greatly and numerous
organizations and agencies provide n vnriety of different services. This can he a
frustrating and time consuming maze for frail elders and their families as they
attempt to find and obtain needed services. To address these problems, case
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management has increasingly been a key recommendation for improving the long-
term care delivery system.

However, ease management programs across the country differ in several
important dimensions. We have begun work on a project which will identify,
retrieve, analyze, and classify approaches to case management that have been
developed by organizations involved in the delivery of long-term care services.
Particular attention will be paid to developing an understanding of what kinds
of case management are implemented in different settings. We will publish a
volume from this activity that it will be disseminated nationally to the aging
network.

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION/ADMINISTRATION ON AGING COLLABORATION

In 1976, there were 2.3 million veterans 65 and older ; today, there are 4 million.
Iv 1990, the number will grow to 7.2 million and by the year 2000, to 9 million.
. is they age, many veterans will need a mix of acute and long-term health care
hat the VA medical system is not equipped to provide.

Since January 1984, the Pacific Northwest Long-Term Care Center has been a
participant in a joint working group of the Veteran's Administration and the
Administration on Aging. This group has been exploring potential collaborative
projects. These deliberations could stimulate the development of several demon-
strai ion efforts between the two agencies that would enhance each agency's
capacity to provide comprehensive services to their elderly clients. At the regional
level, we have also been exploring closer coordination and cooperation between
these two systems.

ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE

In light of the growing numbers of individuals and their families whe will
suffer the consequences of Alzheimer's disease, the Center has been and will
continue to be involved in a number of projects related to this debilitating disease.
We have been participants, with other departments at the University of Wash-
ington, in a number of research projects including the epidemiology of Alzheimer's
and adaptation among the elderly with Alzheimer's.

Additionally the Center, in response to the Administration on Aging's initiative
on the development of caregiver support groups, will sponsor a day-long con-
ference in September for Washington State service providers and other interested
persons, titled, "Alzheimer's Disease : Supporting the Caregiver." Building from
the conference, we also are planning the development of a public information
package to be utilized by area agencies on aging and other components of the
aging network to provide basic information on the nature of the disease, its im-
pact on families, the value of caregiver support groups, and related Issues.

I have provided brief summaries of some of the service models and research
projects which we are working on. Additionally, we are, on an ongoing basis,
actively involved in educating new practitioners, providing ongoing training to
professionals in the field, providing technical assistance to community agencies,
and disseminating information to the professional and the public.

We feel our projects will be of value only if they are known by legislators, by
researchers, by workers in the field. Long-term care gerontology centers have a
unique opportunity to ithluence the design and the cost of a major service delivery
system ; long-term cure to the chronically ill elderly.

At the Pacific Northwest Long-Term Care Center, we have made a concerted
effort to work collaboratively with local. State, and Federal levels of government,
with private community agencies, and with other educational institutions. We are
pleased that Senator Evans is representing the Northwest on the Senate Special
Committee on Aging. We look forward to working with Senator Evans and other
members of the committee in our common pursuit of improving the effectiveness
and the efficiency of our long-term care services.

ITEM 2. LETTER AND ENCLOSURE FROM FIL"..NK BAKER, VICE PRESI-
DEVI', WASHINGTON STATE HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION, SEATTLE, WA,
TO SENATOR DANIEL J. EVANS, DATED JULY 18, 1984
DEAR SENATOR EVANS : I was delighted to have the opportunity to visit with

you during your f ime in Seattle last week, and to agnin share ideas nbont the
health care delivery in Washington. We are working on the comparative data on
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medicare costs in Washington and the national average, and will forward it to
you as soon as it is completed.

We also appreciate the opportunity to present our enclosed testimony to the
Senate Special Committee on Aging. We offer our suggestions in the context of
the unique and cooperative efforts that characterize the health care environment
in Washington. As we have discussed, it is this environment of collaborative
effort that contributes so much to the innovative and effective solutions developedhere.

We look forward to hearing the conclusions reached by your committee and
for continuing opportunities to work with you on these and other health issues.

Sincerely,
FRANK BAKER,

Vice President.
Enclosure.

STATEMENT OF THE WASHINGTON STATE HOSPITAL. ASSOCIATION

The Washington State Hospital Association is pleased to offer testimony on
behalf of its 119 member hospitals to the Senate Special Committee on Aging,
We ore sympathetic to and supportive of desires to foster individual independ-
ence and appropriate long-term care service utilization for the elderly of the
State. We also recognize the potential social advantages associated with the
development of noninstitutionally based long-term care programs for the future.
We do feel strongly, however, that a consideration of the implications of such
decisions on the hospitals in the State should be part of the policy/design process.

Acute-care hospitals have not, for the most part, been included in the debate
over the future of long-term care. This exclusion may seem reasonable to policy-
makers. who already face an exceedingly complex set of service providers and
funding mechanisms. It is certainly true that the proportion of long -term care
provided at present by acute-care hospitals is relatively small. The fact remains,
however, that in 1983 12 of Washington's community hospitals operated long-
term care units, providing 125,000 days of care. On an "average" day in 1983,
then, some 350 residents of the State received care in a unit that was designated
as long-term, yet was operated by an acute-care facility. At present. in three
counties (Ferry, Garfield, and Lincoln), the only formalized long-term care
services available, are operated by community hospitals. In addition to these
long-term care units, some 16 of the State's community hospitals participate in
the "swing bed" program, which allows small rural facilities to utilize a specified
number of beds on either an acute or a long-term care basis, dependent upon theneeds of a particular patient.

In summary, then, Washington's community hospitals at present play a small,
but in some areas, vital role in meeting the long-term care needs of the State'selderly population.

As we look to the future, however, it appears certain that demands on the
resources of many of the State's community hospitals will come more and more
from the long-term care continuum, The growth in the number of elderly, if
coupled with the continued development of Statehnd Federal long-term care pol-
icies which discourage the expansion of nursing homes, can he expected to create
an environment in which community hospitals will provide an ever-increasing
portion of the skilled long-term care needs in the State, especially in ruralcommunities.

In an effort to develop effective and efficient models of rare in view of these
trends, we would add our voice to the chorus in calling for improved coordinationof the miN of providers and payers for long-term care services. A single entry
system of care which provides appropriate. sensitive. and efficient treatment will
he difficult to design and maintain. It is much more likely, we believe, that such
a system can be developed which in responsive to the particular resources, needs,
and desires of a given community through local and State initiatives rather than
through broad systemwide directives. In many communities and particularly in
rural areas, the tax-supported community hospital is the focal point for health
care, and, we believe. the most logical coordinator for the continuum of services
which will he required in the future.

With this in mind, we would propose the following suggestions for legislation
which, from our perspective, would encourage effective and efficient care.

A vertically integrated system of care is essential. This involves the capability,
on the provider vide. to offer a comprehensive set of services to the community it
serves. The Washington State Hospital Association would propose the following
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specific adjustments which would allow for the development of such services by
community hospitals .

(a) Eliminate certificate Of need requirements for "swing bed" participation
in rural areas, in cases where hospitals add no additional beds. The cost of pre-
paring for certificate of need review often outweighs the marginal benefits of
participation, with the result that rural hospitals are unnecessarily underutilized
and community long-term care needs are unmet.

lb) Prohibit certificate of need requirements for hospital-based home health
programs. This would be in line with the report of the House Committee on Inter-
state and Foreign Commerce 111, Rep. No. 911-190. May 11)79.), which cicp.rly
stated the committee's position that supply of these services would respond to
market forces if left unregulated. Similar consideration should be given to pro-
grams for respite care and day care.

(c) Relax statutory constraints on the size and location of hospitals which
may participate in the "swing bed" program. At present the program is limited
to hospitals with less than 50 beds in rural areas; small (100 to 125 bed) urban
and suburban hospitals are faced with difficulties gaining access to medicare-
certified nursing home beds on one hand, and occasional underutilization on the
other. A moderate expansion of swing bed utilization would contribute to effec-
tive resolution of both problems.

(d) (\fintinued discussion and demonstration projects regarding case-manage-
ment fur the elderly seems both timely and reasonable. In urban areas, in par-
ticular, this model for service coordination deserves continued attention.

In summary, we are convinced that the development of efficient and effective
long-term care systems can be accelerated by the introduction of carefully con-
ceived and designed incentives, However, the growing number of elderly will in-
crease the demand for these services, and the increasing lifespan of the elderly
population will compound the severity of their health problems. Even significant
advances in efficiency are unlikely to lower the total cost of the care system given
these realities; the best that can be hoped for is moderation in the rate of cost
increases.

This growth and aging of Washington's population presents sensitive and dif-
ficult issues to both policymakers government and community health care pro-
viders. There is no question that meeting the dramatic health care needs which
are now commonplace in forecasts for upcoming decades will require dynamic
leadership and creative adaptation in our health care facilities. Washington's
system of hospitals is, by all common measures, one of the most efficient provider
of acute care services in the Nation. We stand ready to participate in a sensitive
partnership of citizens, public agencies, and private sector groups, and look
forward to developing innovative programs of care that will encourage the
independence and dignity of our elderly, support the invaluable aid of their
families and friends, and promote high quality, fiscally responsible systems of
care.

ITEM 3. STATEMENT OF SUE LOPER-POWERS, SEATTLE, WA,
PRESIDENT, WASHINGTON STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION

Senator Evans and members of the Senate Special Committee on Aging,
my name is tine Loper-Powers, I am speaking as the president of the Washington
State Nurses Ascociation. We appreciate this opportunity to present testimony
for the hearing, "Long-Term Needs of the Elderly : A FederaState-Private
Partnership."

As the profession providing the largest portion of health care services to the
senior population, registered curses hn ST a key to play hi the creation of n more
responsive health care system for the elderly. The prediction of a burgeoning
elderly population in need of services in combination with the rising cost of health
vary and a frightening national deficit make a national long-term plan for elder
health care vital and the time frame all too short. Any plan developed must
maximize the independence of the elderly individual, sustain and support the
family and friend caregivers. and provide an adequnte supply of appropriate
level services. As mentioned in earlier testimony common national goals and
objectives, stable funding sources, common eligibility requirements consistently
api,lied and sufficient flexibility of programs to encourage creativity are
essential.
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The plight of elderly citizens and their families has been clearly and repeatedlyoutlined in previous testimony, therefore, we will not repeat those articulate
arguments, We will, however, note that emphasis on a multifaceted system iscrucial. This requires the building of a health care system not merely a medicalsystem. Medical care, the diagnosis and treatment of illness, is only one segmentof an adequate health care system for the elderly. Systems for the provision
of health maintenance and restoration, preventive and social services must beincluded In A comprehensive system.

Nursing is a health care discipline that is responsible for the provision andplanning of care, and the provision of care is the issue, Nurses assist families
and individuals to cope with illness and obtain their highest level of functioning.
Nurses teach coping skills. We would like to submit the following suggestions
for utilizing an underutilized resource, registered nurses, To plan a responsive
health care system for the elderly, we recommend:

(1) The establishment of community nursing centers (S, 910, Inouye and
Packwood), See attachment. We would suggest contacting ANA, 2420 Pershing
Road, Kansas City, MO, 69108, (816) 479-5720 for further information.(2) Financial support of training programs for gerontological nurse practi-
tioners and the use of these highly skilled, cost-effective health care providers innursing homes, clinics, home-health care, etc. Currently, a 3-year research project
is being conducted by the Rand Corporation and Mountain States Health Corpo-
ration to study the cost and quality effectiveness of GNP's in nursing homes.
Contact Robert Kane, M.D., the Rand Corporation, 1700 Main St., Santa Monica,
CA 90406, phone (213) 393-0411 or John R. Kress, senior staff associate, Moun-
tain States Health Corporation, P.O, Box 6756, Boise, ID 83707, phone (208)
392-4666 for further information.

(3) Changes in medicare regulations to enable the direct third-party reim-
bursement of nurse practitioners for services provided to the elderly. Currently,
any medicare reimbursement of nursing services IS tied to physician referral.As much of the care required by the elderly is of a chronic nature. the appro-
priateness of this is questionable. We believe unnecessary restrictions on reim-
bursement for nursing services, particularly reimbursement of nurse practition-
ers by medicare, should be eliminated. A recent report of the House Select
Committee on Aging encourages removal of obstacles to the use of nurse prac-
titioners to improve access to quality health care,

(4) Any health care system for the elderly he designed with adequate con-
sultation and participation of registered nurses. We suggest contacting the
American Nurses Association which has access to the foremost gerontological
nurse experts in the Nation.

Nurses have always been providers of care for underserved populations and
have worked for years to improve health care to the elderly, Well-educated,
registered nurses are presently dispersed at all levels of healthcare and are
pro"'ding eare to the elderly. Their full participation in planning and adequate
tealization in care delivery can only strengthen cost-effective service to this well-
deserving population.

ITEM 4. LETTER FROM ELAINE G. MeINTOSII, SEATTLE, WA, PRESI-
DENT, BOARD OF DIRECTORS, WASHINGTON STATE HOSPICE ORGA-
NIZATION, TO SENATOR DANIEL J. EVANS, DATED JUNE 22, 19"4
DEAR SENATOR EVANS : In earlier communications to you, the Washington

State Hospice Organization has expressed concern regarding the medicare hos-
pice benefit. T rits letter gives greater detail about our concerns which are classi-
fied in three areas; administrative. financial and ethical. I will attempt to
capture the srecifles of our concern below.

ADMINISTRATIVE

1. The law requires that the hospice provide and be responsible for essentially
all aspects of the patient's care; eare received at home, in an Inpatient setting,
all pharmaceuticals abd supplies, all outpatient treatments, all medical equip-
ment iise(i. This means that a hospice must operate a far wider array of services
than are currently the usual practice in hospice. There are multiple problems
with this.

The vast majority of hospices are small. community based organizations which
are not prepared to assume the administrative burdens and costs associated with
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such an operation. Though many small hospices are being acquired by large
organizations, the burdens still appear excessive, especially in view of the
uncertain number of patients who are likely to make use of this program.

2. The mode of operation required by the law is in direct conflict with the
practice patterns which currently exist in most Washington communities. Few
hospices, especially on the west coast, are so centralized as to be able to man-
age the medicare program. Most hospices work with a variety of different orga-
nizations and individuals to achieve their ends. For example, Hospice of Seattle,
a home care hospice, serves patients who would use, if necessary, any one of 17
area hospitals. The administrative burdens of managing the care for a handful
of patients from outside the hospital in 17 different sites, are staggering.

The law also requires that the hospiee be "professionally, managerially re-
sponsible" for all aspects of care, including inpatient care. This means that
the hospital must allow the hospice home care provider to dictate what goes on
during the time the patient is hospitalized. Few hospitals, let alone the patients'
personal physicians who historically have been the source of "orders" for patient
care, are willing to give up control of patient care. The legal ramifications Of
such an arrangement are unknown and for this and other reasons the American
Hospital Association has recommended to its members that they not participate.

3. The 80/20 rule. The statute states that no more than 20 percent of all
patient days can be institutional days. All hospice providers recognize and agree
that the goal is to keep the patient home if at all possible. However, no program
can predict what the absolute number of patient days, in home and in institu-
tion, will be. Further, this is not a per patient ceiling on the number of days, it
is a per agency ceiling. So literally, every day of the year, the hospice must com-
pute how many days of Inpatient care they have available to "spend" on their
current patients. This is a management and ethical mghtmare. What does the
program do with a patient who needs to be in the hospital an0 they have no in-
patient days left? The program must make a choice between taking the financial
loss of paying for the hospital care or deny the patient needed care.

4. Patient election of the benefit. In order to be on the medicare hospice benefit,
the patient must "elect" this program and waive their rights to their traditional
medicare coverage. This will discoura many people from using the coverage.
It requires the person to psychologically acknowledge that they will soon die.
This is simply not compatible with most peoples' attitudes at this time. Patients
still hope. they still want access to treatment if something becomes available, they
still need to be allowed to cope with their illness in their own way, including
avoidance of the subject altogether. Though the patient can revoke the benefit,
that really does not solve the problem. The stress of such decisions in and out of
this program is a burden these people don't need.

FINANCIAL

Hospice care has never been delivered in the manner described in the hospice
law. Therefore the data which would tell us the cost of this care is simply not
available. The Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA) does not know it,
the IICFA hospice demonstration project does not provide it, and the hospices
don't know it. Therefore we have no basis upon which to evaluate the adequacy
of the areas. Yet the hospice must be financially responsible for everything the
patient needs. We cannot calculate the actual potential financial liability. We do
know that many hospitals in this area will not contract with the hospices for this
care because the general inpatient day rate of $271 is too low.

ETHICAL

Ethical (-mums exist in two primary areas. First, day to day management
of patient care will be ethically challenging because of the 80/20 split, financial
constraints, and Informed consent requirements. However there are other ethical
concerns that are far reaching for our society. The public policy implications in
the medicare hospice law is that if you are dying, you are not worth expenditure
of as much money as others and you may not have access to certain things. The
hospice movement has stood for something quite different. That is that the dying
person does still matter, and that society does still care and that the dying will
not he abandoned.

Though till health care providers are acutely aware of the scarce resource
problem, we do not feel that such a policy as this should be entered into acci-
dentallyas occurred with the passage of this law.
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A few of the WSHO's members are planning to try to make this program work.
They however eonenr that this program is risky in many ways and realize that
they may not succeed.

Medicare beneficiaries need access to hospice care, hospices need medicare
reimbursement to survive, Unfortunately, this program is unlikely to move us
much closer to either of those ends.

I am grateful for your interest and patience and hope this has helped you to
understand our concerns. I look forward to further communication with you on
this important subject.

Thank you.
Very truly yours,

ELAINE G. MCINTOSH,

ITEM 5. STATEMENT OF RICHARD F. GORMAN, SEATTLE, WA

I am a retired senior citizen, 68 years of age. For 25 years I served on the staff
of the Washington State Medical Association. During that time I answered as
best I could many questions of the elderly and their relatives and friends on many
of the subjects being considered at today's hearing. These were questions about
the personal concerns which lie behind the financial and delivery problems being
discussed here.

One of the benefits of a career in health services is that when you retire, your
similarly elderly relatives and friends contact you for advice and assistance on
their medical and health problems, including those of longterm care. As a result
I have found myself assisting several with chronic disease problems and termi-
nal illnesses. These experiences have provided me with a new kind of look at the
health services financing and delivery systems I worked with so closely for 25
years before retiring. Each week, now, I find more things to speak out about
regarding all that's being talked about and considered relative to the entire
health and medical care situation.

Specific to this hearing today, my experiences lead me to strongly advocate
finding ways for us elderly to be Interdependent persons with something to give
each other in our personal human and physical environments to enhance the
quality of our health care and our lives.

I understand the General Accounting Office and the Department of Health and
Human Services have studies showing that (A) to 80 percent of long-term care is
provided informally by spouses, other relatives and friends. Nursing home use
rates for unmarried (widowed and single) are considerably higher than for the
married elderly.

As many as 40 percent of nursing home patients could return home if appro-
priate support services were available. This means visiting nurse services, hospice
and home health services, etc. When these are provided there is little evidence
of significant reduction in total long-term expenditures,

I ask : Are there ways the elderly themselves can do more to help each other
to keep a high percentage of informally provided care? Can we reduce nursing
home use rates of the unmarried? Can we return nursing home patients to their
homes? I suggest t'Ae elderly themselves can do something to provide a start on
affirmative answers.

I suggest serious consideration be given to ways and means by which the Fed-
eral Government can encourage the elderly to help each other, I have real mis-
givings about such an effort becoming super organized. I feel this kind of inter-
dependent activity needs to be fostered and encouraged by community groups:
organizations of seniors, churches, unions, and others.

A very practical thing the Federal Government could consider is to provide that
senior citizens who give this kind of help and service would he exempted in appro-
priate degree from the new taxes on their nionthly Social Security checks.

Much more needs to be done to translate this suggestion into our daily life. But
this may be an idea to start on in tapping the energies and participation of retired
persons in solving some of the problems connected with aging and long-term care.

I appreciate having the opportunity to make my views known and am hopeful
the Senate Special Committee on Aging will be able to give them further consider-
ation.
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ITEM 6. EXCERPT FROM LETTER FROM CARL R. JOHNSON, EXECU-
TIVE DIRECTOR, COLUMBIA CLUB OF SEATTLE, WA, TO SENATOR
DANIEL J. EVANS, DATED JULY 20, 1984

DEAR SENATOR EVANS : My comments on the "alternative model" section are
these:

(1) Three of them would hardly be called modelsthey have existed long
enough to be called institutions.

(2) "Four models"two of them, HMO'shardly speak to the actual crea-
tivity we have here in Washington State.

(3) The Lilac Home story was a mo-el although it is limited to the small
percentage of the senior adult population who live in retirement homes.

I will see that your office will get more information about Columbia Club,
material which the other Congressmen have received through the years.

Columbia Club should have been an alternative model. A few of its first are:
First research nutrition site on the west coast (one of ten congregate sites in
1968), first nutrition site to have health screening and foot care service, first to
have hearing testing (and providing hearing aids-1973), first RSVP site and
the largest today in King County. I don't particularly like to have Columbia Club
classified as a senior center because of the connotation. Rather, it is more a
regional center whose "members" come from every area of King County plus
Pierce and Snohomish Counties. The main emphasis, in this order, is: Health,
exercise, education, and participation. Excellent linkages have been made with
several agencies to provide the needed services, Those we provide are funded
from donations, contributions and grants.

In the area of health : Hearing and testing, health screening, foot care, diet
assistance, hot meal at noon, health screening with a new topic each month and
the requirement that to get free screening one must attend the introductory lec-
ture. Mental Health support groups. Counseling for groups and individuals.

In the area of exercise : Tai Chi, Yoga, senior exercise, aquatic exercise in
shallow and deep water, senior swim, dancing.

In the area of education : Seattle Central Community College in a weekly lesson
plan, current event, Spanish language, Mandarin language, conventional Eng-
lish, Braille, Tuesday seminars.

In the area of participation : In 1983, 171 volunteers 60 and over contributed
34,430 hoursat minimum scalean in-kind contribution of over $100,000. Duties
extend from kitchen to teaching to administrative assistance.

The services we provide are at no cost to the taxpayer. In addition to the local
contributions, we are able to encourage doctors and other professionals to volun-
teer their time. Beside being cost-effective, it helps the senior adult with scarce
dollars. Health screening is $2.50 (free if patient cannot pay). Compare that
with charges of $10, $20. or more for similar services by a doctor.

We are serving a popo-o ion 91 percent of whom are 80 percent of the median
income and below. and 30 percent are at 30 percent of the median and below.
Twenty percent of the population are minorities with Chinese being the largest
group, followed by Filipino, Chicano, black, and Native Americans.

The Glaser Foundation over many years has believed in the direction we are
going and has funded a major share of the services. To its board, we will be
always grateful,

In 1974, the meals came under the King County Nutrition Program. Long
before that, we had shown that the meal was the "carrot" which brought people
out.

Professionals were hired (or volunteered) for blocks of time. Service agencies
were either paid by Columbia Club or volunteered their services. Prevention and/
or health maintenance have been our basic story since 1972. All of these have
made a cost-effective program serving an average of 170 persons a day.

On top of that, there is a separate organization known as the Downtown
Senior Cohnni;ians fur t1 w ho attend. made up entirely of senior adults and
run by them. separately incorporated. They are politically involved with many
of the activists being members. The Downtown Senior Columbians also have
made contributions to Columbia Club.

The model that Columbia Club projects is for every one. I have written to
President Reagan that the model could work as well with welfare recipients.
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I believe a model that needs more publicity and research is the involvement
of persons with less than doctoral degrees. Indeed there are many services that
do not require a doctor or his high fees. I understand some hospitals have gone
to employing only registered nurses who perform the duties that LPN's and
aides did before. This, I believe, is going in the opposite direction.

The attachments to this letter are for your informationa letter I sent to the
Advisory Council on Aging and a copy of our brochure.

In the long run, the direction of Columbia Club will prove to be the most
cost-effective for everyone.

CARL R. JOHNSON.

ITEM 7. STATEMENT OF DOROTHY C. FLEMING, SEATTLE, WA

I was a concerned observer during this meeting. When medicare and medicaid
function with the same rules and regulations ; when local agencies coordinate
their various activities the 15 percent of the elderly needing care will be helped
with less trauma and expense as is now the case.

We do need a national perspective. Local community care is most important.
We must not, I emphasize this point, lose a sense of proportion. There are those
in other age brackets whose needs are also legitimate and must be met.

I am 76, a member of Group Health Cooperative of Puget Sound. Monthly dues
are no ?onger reasonable. Time and effort are spent on programs duplicated else-
where by local community based facilities, i.e., mental health services, nutrition
counseling, alcohol and drug abuse programs, senior wellness program, etc.

By definition when does one become elderly-55, 62, 85, 87?
When is an income insufficient?
The bureaucracy rising from the long-term needs of the elderly is frightening.

O
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